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Out There and Beyond
A Conversation with Jimmi'e Vaughan

by Eric Kingsbury

Fresh off the recording of his second solo release,
Out There, Texas blues veteran Jimmi'e Vaughan

talks about the new album, his technique, his
influences and offers a few tips for young players
just getting into the music business.
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Letters to Frontline
Tele Tribute

Frontline:

I recently received a Telecaster and

Frontman series amplifier. I would Like to
compliment you on the wonderful job
done on these pieces of equipment.

Although I have only owned the guitar
for a few months I have already fatten in
Love with the pure sound. The Frontman

amplifier completes the package and
Lends itself to the rock style that I play.
The TeLecaster was my guitar of choice
after seeing that Jakob Dylan of the
WaLlfLowers played one. I Love its sim-
plicity and pure tone.

I do have a few suggestions. Why

not make Frontline monthly and include
an article on singer/songwriter/guitarist
Vince GiU?

Nate Butchli
Wildwood, Missouri

Thanks, Mate, for the great letter! We hope
you enjoy your Telecaster and Frontman
amp for many years to come. We take the

fact that you'd like to see Frontline come
out more often as a great compliment.

We're big fans of Vince Gill, too — check
out our coverage of The Danny Gatton
Tribute Concert on page 11. Vince was sen-

sational that night. Stay tuned and keep
playing.

String Gauges

Dear Frontline:

I am just Learning how to play guitar, and
I have a Standard Stratocaster. I love the
guitar, but I'd like to experiment with a
heavier string gauge. Everybody says you

get better tone with heavier strings.

What's the difference between string
gauges? Besides finger pain. Should I do
anything to my tremoLo if I decide to
start using heavier strings?

Daniel Washington
Tampa Bay, Florida

Good question, DanieL As a general rule,

heavier strings tend to enhance sustain

and tone. There are countless players, how-

ever, who get fabulous tone with light
gauge strings. It realty comes down to your
personal preference. Try some different
gauges and see how they feel. If you go to
heavier strings, you might have to adjust
your tremoio system. Check out Fender

strings in the Strings, Picks, and
Accessories section, pages 106-119.

Mustang Madness

Dear Frontline:

I am impressed by the quality of Fender
products, but I'm Looking for something
different than the guitars I've seen in
Frontline. Basically, I want a Chartreuse
Sparkle Mustang with a Candy Green pick-
guard and two humbuckers. How can I

special order something Like this?

Lisa Garvin
San Francisco, California

Sounds like a pretty funky Mustang, Lisa.
The Fender Custom Shop is devoted to
building custom guitars. Check out the
articles on the Custom Shop in this issue
(pages 88-91). For more information, just
talk to your Authorized Fender Custom
Shop Dealer.

^
Got A Fender Li ence Plate? "STRATMAN"? "FNDR PLAYR"? if

you've got a Fender plate, snap a photo and send it to us. Fender-related license

plates will appear in a photo gallery in an upcoming issue of Frontline.

Drop Us A Line. We love reading and printing letters—if you have any

questions, comments or info you'd like to share, write us at Frontline Letters,

7975 N. Hayden Rd., Suite C-100, Scottsdale, AZ 85015.

Important Information. Fender®, Squier®, Frontline, Guild®, Sunn® and the head profiles of

FMIC's classic guitars & basses are all trademarks of Fender Musical Instruments Corporation

(FMIC). Fender's Limited Lifetime Warranties apply to products purchased and serviced within

the United States of America and Canada. Warranties outside the U.S.A. and Canada are as
defined by the authorized Fender Distributor for your country or region.

Fender on
the Web

Surfing the Web? Here are a few

links for Fender fans:

• Fender World www.fender.com

Go straight to the source—informa-

tion on all the latest in Fender gear,

artists, clinics, news, benchchecks

and much, much more! Updated con-

tinually, this is the authoritative

Fender site.

• Telecaster Appreciation Page

www.geocities.com/SunsetStrip/Stu

dio/9109/ Satisfy your TeLe jones
with history, artists, tips and more.

Visit TAP'S sister site—the Telecaster

Discussion Page (www.wwa.com/

~pi'kelny/teLe/wwwboard/index.html)

—and compare notes on the Model-T

of all solidbodies with guitarists from
around the world!

• Stratocaster Appreciation Page

//members.tripod.com/~AFH/index

.html History, artists and tips on the

timeless Stratocaster. Check out what

the top guitarists have to say about

the Strat on this great site!

• Jazzmaster and Jaguar Page

www.cs.mcgiH.ca/~showman/m-

tones/jmaster.html A beautiful site
with great information on two Fender

cult classics. It's run by the guitarist

of a Canadian surf band, so there's

Lots of vi'be and surf music history to

boot. Check out the Link to the

Jazzmaster Freak's Page where

Jazzmaster fanatics from around the

world show off their axes.

Please note: With the exception of Fender World
(www.Fender.com), Fender Musical Instruments

Corporation does not contribute to or maintain

the above listed Web sites and is in no way
responsible for their content. The opinions
expressed and the accuracy of the information
contained in these non-FMIC Web sites is entire-

[y the responsibility of the Webmasters who
maintain them.
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about our contributors

Guitar gear affidonado and Fender's own
VP of Marketing, Ritchie Fliegler has

played guitar professionally for many major
artists and has for the past several years
been the man behind the tone of Fender

amps. As the author of two of the most
widely ifcul books on gear, including Amps!
The Other Half of Rock'N'Roll, Ritchie is the

perfect man to i un clown the history

of the Fender Vibrolux amp.

See page 56.

A widely recognized expert in amplifiers,

Aspen Pittman founded and owns Groove
Tubes, one of the leading suppliers of

amplifier equipment and accessories.

Aspen is also the author of the invaluable
Tube Amp Book. We are pleased to have

him tell the story of SFX amp technology.
See page 57.

Long-time musician and unabashed Tele
fanatic, John Grunder heads up sales at

the Fender Custom Shop. Working with all
types of players every day, no one knows
better than John how to plan a Custom

Shop guitar. His contributions to
'Designing Your Dream Guitar" were

invaluable. See page 90.

by Keith BrawLey

Welcome to the New Frontline

This year, in honor of Frontline's 56th birth-

day (in dog years), we are pleased to present

our readers with an expanded and updated for-

mat. If you've been with us from the start,

you'll know that the magazine began humbly

in 1990 and has grown in popularity and pages
ever since.

Over the years, one of the most common

complaints was that there just wasn't enough

product information. We've continued to

address this concern, and if you compare an

early issue with

this current

one, you'll

notice that our

electric guitars

section alone

now takes up

more pages

than the entire

magazine did 8

years ago.

Not only
has the product

coverage im-

proved, going

from simple

descriptions to

the full-color

photo section it is now, but our editorial focus

has shifted a bit as well. We respect our read-

ers' requests for useful information about

Fender products with less "fluff, and we are

committed to providing it.

As part of our continuing Fender commit-

ment to get the word out, Frontline received a

heart transplant from Managing Editor Eric

Kingsbury and Art Director Bob Whitney.

Working as a team, our goal was to breathe

new life into the magazine. We'd like to know

what you think about it. Drop us a line.

The Fender Roadhouse

For most of my life, the Summer Solstice has

signaled the start of my favorite time of year.

In 1968, it meant liberation from Mr. Wade's

math class after nine months of torture thinly

disguised as Algebra. (I still believe if that
school had been bound by truth-in-advertising

laws, they would have named it after Atilla the

Hun, not the poet Carl Sandberg). It was also

the summer of my first guitar.

After a year of raking leaves, shoveling

snow and cutting lawns, I had finally saved

enough to make my long-awaited pilgrimage

to the local music store. It was the start of a

relationship that would would last the rest of

my life. And, though I've never been what I

would call a good guitarist. my guitar has been

at the center of a lot of great times over the last

three decades.

Summer has always been the season of

sensory overload. It's the buzz of the bees, the

early morning drone of lawnmowers and the

hunger-pang-inspiring aroma of the sizzling

grill masking
the scent of

freshly cut

grass.

I always

knew Summer

meant good

times. It meant

going to the
beach and

absorbing the
splendor of the

coconut-oiled

scenery, the

fiery sunsets

and the crash-

ing waves. And

I savored the

satisfaction of creating my own six-string

soundtrack for every scene.

Many others at Fender have similar mem-

ones—we can't help it, we're guitar people.

And so, to share our summer guitar fever,

we're hitting the road with three new mobile

exhibits. These "Roadhouses" are trailers that

look like humongous Fender Twin Reverb

amps being pulled behind vans.

These trailers will debut in Nashville,

Tennessee at the musical instmment industry's

summer (NAMM) trade show before setting

out on a nationwide mission of tonal mayhem.

The Fender Roadhouse road show will

take our newest gear any place we can share

our passion for guitars—look for us at con-

certs, beaches, festivals, music stores and even

skate parks (with promotional partner and

extreme sports outfitter K2). Hope to see you

out there! We'll keep you posted on dates and

locations on the Web—www.fender.com.

Have a great summer. And don't forget to

take your guitar ... everywhere!

-"FRetffHtt&^^^syw^



Out There Beyond
New Blues Explorations from the Heart of Texas

a v.ith Jimmie Vaughan

Jimmie Vaughan started out in music in his early teens

when he dropped out of school and left home to play

guitar. For years, he played in bands in the Dallas and

Austin areas, but it was not until he met vocalist/harp-

player Kim Wilson and formed The Fabulous

Thunderbirds that he found the limelight.
Through many successful years with the T-Birds,

culminating in the top 10 cut "Tuff Enuff," Jimmie's skill

and reputation grew. In 1990, he left the band to collabo-

rate with his brother, Stevie Ray. The Vaughan Brothers

collaboration was to be short-lived. however—later

that year, Stevie Ray was killed in a helicopter crash.

His brother's death was a heavy blow to

Jimmie, and he dropped out of the public eye until

1995 when he began a new chapter in his career,

this time with the solo album Strange Pleasure.

To quote Jimmie, Strange Pleasure was "raw

and emotional," textured with haunting

melodies and gutty swamp blues that reflected

his inner state at the time.

His latest solo effort, Out There, picks up

where Strange Pleasure left off. The new

album features Jimmie's lead stylings on

tracks such as "Like A King" and his version

of Johnny "Guitar" Watson's "Motor Head

Baby."

Jimmie has played Fender guitars through his
entire career. As a token of appreciation, he recently

played a free concert for Fender employees in

Mexico, where his signature Tex Mex Strat is built.

Having lived through the highs and lows of a
stoned life in music, Jimmie Vaughan comes across

as older and wiser—regretting, for instance, having

quit school—but the fire of the young rebel still

glints in his eyes just as it rings in his leads.

Fender Frontline: Tel! us abciii. the new uibuni. Do

you see it as a departure from .^/'(;,",i.;r Pica^urc?

Jimmie Vaughan: It's not a departure. It's where I'm at

right now. It's more me than the last one. So I went

deeper. I'm waist deep now. As opposed to "knee deep"

on the last one.

FF: There's ,; syeat, alnwst \vhii:.sicc(l qnulii); lo i:S]e album.

Like t:he sons "Astral Proiecti"!! Biues." l,!k(

tiaviny: some [ius with trad:nionai nlLie^ n.lea^.

JV: I was. That's just the kind of stuff that I hear late-

ly. It comes to me and I say, "well, that'd be

fun." It's got my own twist on it. All I'm trying

to do is make my version of this music. You

know, say what I think.

FF; There's grertt mterpiay beiween the parts, especiaih

between the iead "uitar nnd the H;.m'iino!id 33—what kind of

by Eric Kingsbury

chemistry did you guys have

going in the studio?

JV: Well, Bill [Willis] is, if not the,
one of the greatest musicians I've

ever played with. I love playing with
him every night. There's a secret language

we can do, without talking. The guy can

play, man.

FF: On "Like a King," for instance, there's

a real conversation going on between the

instruments.

JV: We're into refrain, playing along

with each other. Playing music, as

opposed to just playing straight
through. What I'm trying to do, a lot

of it has to do with space, certain ways

of phrasing, call and response, and

playing together as a unit, recognizing that

it's a living, breathing thing. It's not a bunch of

people playing parts against each other.

FF: Vocals are a relatively new part of your career, and

it seems like your voice gets better all the time.

JV: Well, I'm getting more comfortable with it. I just

started singing. The first time I ever sang, ever, was on

Family Style. And it was a really scary thing for me. I

always wanted to sing, but I was just chicken. I'd be lis-

tening to Muddy Waters, BB King, Buddy Guy, and all
these records with amazing singing, with all this soul,

and it scared me. WTien I would sing back then, it'd be

like wheeeee. I'd feel like Mickey Mouse, you know.

But I got to the position where I had to either sing or go
home. When we were doing Family Style, we showed

up with all instmmentals and started to do it, and that

was me because I didn't sing, and I said, instrumentals

or we could get guest singers. And Nile Rodgers said,

"No, man, Stevie's gonna sing," and he said, "If you're

gonna make a real brothers album, you've got to sing,

too." And I said, "Oh no!" [laughs] So I want to thank

Nile Rodgers publicly for doing that. I don't think I
would've ever done it on my own.

Tell us aboul the son.e: "Motor Heyd Baby."

JV: "Motor Head Baby" is Johnny "Guitar" Watson's

first record. He put that song out as the flipside of

"Pachuco Hop," which was actually a Chuck Higgins

record. I put that song on there as a tribute to Johnny

Watson. He died last year.

FF: You mention Johnny Watson, .Muddy Waters., t3B

King. and all those great blues musicians. Do you slill

go back to them. for inspiration?

FRONTLINE'



JV: Yeah. I'm listening to the same stuff I listened to when I was 15. FF: A iot of young guitar players are getting into th. Nucs thcs.. dav^

I've listened to TBone Walker, BB King, Buddy Guy. Eric Clapton like Jonny Lane and Kenny Wayne Shephe.-d. Do /ou ^,..( an •; w^-
was a big influence on me. Magic Sam, Lightning Hopkins, Albert iication from their interest in the blues?

Collins, Guitar Slim, Gatemouth Brown, Lonnie Mack, Little Milton. ^ ^^ -ru^^'. T.I^ A^^^o ,„ A,^^^ r^^_,. .
JV: Yeah. There's Jake Anders in Austin. Don't forget Jake. Jake is

You know, there's so many great guitar players. I learned how to play " ' " '^"r^^Lli"^' rn."17*^^7^'.^""r^"Jl1 L 1U1SCL Ji:lKt;"
coming. He's smoking. They remind me of myself when

off listening to their records, and I'm still listening to their records. ^^ms\llj, \Z^6n^^^T^7^w wnen lwas young-
Their records still sound good today. As good as they ever did.

^F: Wnaf J<iriii OT' i2e<'ir ciKJ you use on L'n/ ': here.'

JV: Mostly little bitty tube amps. I used an old Fender Pro and a

bunch of other things. It's basically the old-style amps that I played

in the studio. The small ones.

PF: Dui vou oiav voiii' sisnaiure Sirai?

JV: I did on the album, about 75% of the
time. On "Kinky Woman," I played my

old white one. On "Astral Projection

Blues," I played a '54 Reissue that [late

Fender Artist Relations Director] Mark

Wittenberg gave me back when I made

Strange Pleasure. He brought it in the

door and handed it to me and I played a

song right then, "Just Like Putty" off

Strange Pleasure. The rest of Out There

was my Tex Mex Signature Strat. It was

an actual production Jimmie Vaughan Tex

Mex Strat. I thought it was great. It's a

real Stratocaster.

FF: Ko\v rii!.i<;;l-i daS v<.)u p^rricipate in the

dcsiuii of vour Siguiitnre Sti'at7

JV: None in the design of the Stratocaster [laughs]. But I'd say, you

know, I like this pickup to do that, I want the neck to be shaped like

the '57 necks. It's got a V neck. It's got big frets. It's got a hot treble

pickup. I use the treble pickup all the time, which is kind of different

because most people don't use the treble pickup on a Strat. And that's

my whole sound. I like a pure sound, a sound a lot like a steel guitar.

The tone, it's really fat.

: How did you develop your umssua! fin-
'-pickms technjque'; Trcts are

tO QQ

OlinCti QT f/s'€

JV: Well, I play with a pick, too. I play both
ways. A lot of my work with the T-Birds was

with a pick. But I like the sound of the fin-

gers. Watching flamenco guys and watching

classical guys, I got into the flavor of the

tone I got using my thumb and fingers. It's

different. I wouldn't say it's a better tone, just a different tone. It's just

the way I felt like playing, you know.

^ sender eiispioyees in Mexico really errjoyed the show you put on

.'.' i-hen'i last yeui'. How was that experience for you'?

JV: It was fantastic. It was so amazing for me to go down there. I've

had every guitar that I could possibly want for the last 25 years at my

disposal, and when you get like that, you forget what it takes to make

a guitar. I did, speaking for myself. When I went down there, I saw

what it all started with and how they were all into it. They built me a

beautiful [Jimmie Vaughan] Signature Strat, with all their signatures

on the body. I was just touched. I wanted to give them back what I do;

the only thing I could do is go play for them. I had a great time.

When I was younger [laughs]. When I was 15, 16, I was into all that.
When I see them, it makes me feel good.

FF: What kind of advice would you give to youn^ ,,^ipL ]u.! .,c..i.'

H'IIO nuisjc r

JV: Well, first of all, I don't like to give advice. But if I was to give

it, I would say all that stuff your parents tell

you, like go to school, take government

class—all the things you don't want to do

because they're a pain in the butt and you'd

rather be playing guitar—you need them

later. You can still be a good player—as

good a player as you wanna be—but you do

need what you'll learn in school. If you do

get a record deal, and you do want to make a

career of it, and you're dealing with hard

money, you're going to need all the other

stuff. Also the skills that you learn just from

going to school, like how to be around peo-

pie. This music business is very political.

You know, you have to be able to talk to peo-

pie, get along with people. And that's the

kind of stuff you learn at school. Out of all

the people that try to make it, not very many

of them come through. That's not a very

good thing to say, but it's reality. I'd say, go

be a kid, because you're not gonna be able to be a kid when you get

older. You're not going to be a better guitar player if you run away

from home when you're 14, get loaded, and turn into a rebel like I

did. That's not gonna help you. Everything you learn, whether it's on

the guitar or at school, you'll be able to use it later.

FF: And beyond school?

JV: I would say to all kinds of musicians, figure out what it is you like

and try to express yourself in that way. I

''icks. They ve gfft mean, you can learn from other people, but
you've got to figure out what you're going to

play. You've got to put your own self in

there, musically speaking. As a musician,

I'm still trying to find my way. Trying to get

there. You never get there, but that's your

goal.

s are jus
rst throw

m a bowl, n

no sense/'

FF: When did you reatize, musicallv, "He/ ihis is me.'

JV: I realized I was doing real good at playing like BB King, Freddie
King. You see, I would copy all these guys. Hendrix, Eric Clapton.

"Copy" is probably not the best word, but that's what it means when

you're trying to do what they're doing, trying to get their little thin-

gies about it. That's how I learned my technique, how to get a good

tone. It took me a while to stop from going straight for the lick. It's

not licks. You don't wanna play licks. A lot of guys play licks. "Oh,

listen to this lick. I just learned this lick." But licks are just licks.

They've got to go together. Licks are just like words. If you just throw

a bunch of words in a bowl, it would make no sense. But in the end,

after all this lofty b.s. we're talking about, we gotta have fun, or for-

get it all. [laughs]



Artist Action

''• In March, Fender sponsored

UnVailed '98: The Ultimate Band and
.'Board Event held in Vail, Colorado.

llnvai'led brought musicians and snow-

Boarders together for two days of com-

petition, as skiers and musicians com-

.peted in the "Big Air" snowboarding

competition and the "Best of the

-Unsigned Bands" music contest.

^Fender donated the snowboard compe-

?tition's prizes—Big Apple Stratocast-

,ers and Hot Rod DeVille amps went to

,Ali Goulet (men's winner) and Barrett

Christy (women's winner). The

unsigned band competition was won

by Baby Fat, a Mp-hop influenced

•^alternative band from Arlington,

Virginia. Baby Fat received Fender Gear

^~-and a recording deal from Sam Goody's.

c • In April, Fender participated in

<-. Country Thunder USA, a country

musk festival held in Queen Creek,

Arizona. Artists who performed at the

festival included Glint Black, Bryan
White, Chris LeDoux, LeAnn Rimes

and Alabama. Fender's display of gui-

tars and amps were enjoyed by many

of the 110,000 attendees. Thirteen

Fender guitars were auctioned off at

the festival and the proceeds were

donated to the Bonnie Raitt-Fender-

Boys & Girls Clubs Music Education
Program, the largest grassroots music

instruction initiative in the United

States.

• In May, Fender Chairman and CEO

William C. Schultz was awarded an

honorary doctorate in music from

Duquesne University in Pittsburgh,

Pennsylvania. According to Duquesne

President John Murray, the award was

given m recognition of Schultz's

achievements as a musician, busi-

nessman, leader and educator." Schultz

has been an active proponent of an

aggressive scholarship-funded guitar

program directed to school music

teachers nationwide.

radio campaign featuring The Goo Goo

Dolls, Marty Stuart, Jonny Lang and

Dick Dale. Listen for it this summer.

With their brilliant new CD, Version 2.0 (Almo Sounds), in

the stores and a worldwide tour in progress, alternative band
Garbage has followed up its smash debut with enough proof of

its staying-power to satisfy anyone. The
band's successful melding of electroni-

ca and guitar-driven rock continues to
win devoted fans and critical acclaim.

Here, vocalist Shirley Manson
wields a customized Lonestar Strat

and bassist Daniel SchuLman plays his
Precision Bass Deluxe.

The band will be touring Europe
through June/ July and August/ wind-
ing up at the Reading Festival on
August 30th. Here's hoping for U.S.

dates soon afterward.

Supporting his current CD, Pilgrim (Reprise), Eric
Clapton has been touring the United States this year.
True to his an artist of his stature, CLapton's tour has
been a string of memorable performances of old

favorites and new originals.
With a Custom Shop EC Signature Stratocaster at

hand (he doesn't take Blackie on the road), Clapton

continues to exemplify class and craftsmanship in his
playing. Clapton's band features a cast of first-rate
musicians, including guitarist Andy Fairweather-Low.

CLapton's U.S. tour was one of the major concert
events of the first half of 1998. The European Leg of the

tour kicks off in Birmingham, England in early October
and will take him through most of Europe.

Check out our write-up of CLapton's new CD in the

CD capsules on page 13.

Lord of the Dance
David Kearey, guitarist for Michael Flatley's band, has
been touring with Lord of the Dance, the Irish dance

extravaganza that has stormed the world. Left, David
and Michael pose with Dave's CeLtic-styled Custom

Shop Stratocaster.
After a highly successful run through North

America, Lord of the Dance is currently touring

Europe.
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Steve Wanner
Highly regarded country artist Steve Wanner released Burnin'
the Roadhouse Down in April of this year and wilt soon be on
tour, bringing his catalog of over a dozen Number 1 hits to
fans across America.

Warmer's duet with Anita Cochran, "What If I Said/' rock-

eted to the Number 1 spot on the country charts in February.
He has also had a Number 1 hit with Garth Brooks this year.

Burm'n'the Roadhouse Down (Capitol) marks Warmer's debut

on his new Label, Capitol. A master of his idiom, Wanner has
been a fixture on the country scene since he was a teenager.

Steve has played Fender guitars for years and has recent-
Ly been charmed the Fender Acoustasom'c Jr. amp.

Look for Steve on the road beginning in mid-June in

Nashville, ending up in Texas in mid-October. If you're look-
ing for first-rate country music, be sure to visit him when he
hits your town.^

The Goo Goo Dolls story has been one of steady growth
and evolution. Since their debut release in 1987, success

has come slowly, but the long road has paid off—the Dolls
are widely regarded as one of the most talented young

rock bands.
Both bassist Robby Takac and lead guitarist/vocal-

ist Johnny Rzeznik are Fender devotees. Robby usually
favors an American Standard P-Bass. In addition to a TeLe

here and there, Rzeznik plays a single-humbucker Custom
Shop Strat.

The Goo Goo Dolls have been at work on their sixth

CD, due out in late summer from Warner Brothers, and are
currently basking in the glow of a Top 10 hit, "Iris" from

the soundtrack of the film City of Angels.
While there's no tour scheduled yet, it would be no

surprise to see them on the road before the year's out.

What amps are they using?
A selection of artists in this Issue and the amps they use:

Eric Clapton—Custom Shop Twin

Jonny Lang—Vibro-King
Brent Mason—'65 Twin and Deluxe Reverb

Johnny Rzezmk—Frontman 25
Richie Sambora—Tone-Master and Prosom'c

Steve Wanner—Hot Rod DeVille

Gary Hoey
An all-time favorite guitarist of no
Less than surf king Dick Date, Gary
Hoey's sense of melody and techm-

cat skill has won the respect and
acclaim of count-

less players and
fans. His latest

release Hocus

Pocus Live
(Surfdog) is a
whirlwind of ver-

satile guitar
work. Fender is

proud to have
Gary as one of our premier artist/
clinicians. Look for Gary this sum-
mer on his Guitar Player- Fender
Clinic Tour. Check the Web for
dates: www.fender.com, www.gui-

tarplayer.com or www.hoey.net.

Amp Guru Clinic
Experience the Tone, Tradition and
Innovation of Fender amps first
hand from Fender Amp Guru Shane
Nicholas. As Guitar Player magazine
once said, "Shane is seasoned

beyond his years, and ifs clear that
he is the kind of guitarist that will
be in demand in the future." The
Amp Guru Clinic wilt demonstrate
cool iicks and tone tricks, highlight-
ing a wide variety of Fender prod-
ucts. Check our Web site,

www.fender.com, for dates and loca-

tions of upcoming Amp Guru Clinics.

Fender Bench Checks
Does your guitar need a tune-up? If
so, visit a Fender Bench Check and
have it inspected by Fender's own
Product Specialist, Jack Schwarz.
Jack has been a professional musi-

dan since age 13 and a part of the
Fender family since 1983. Bring
your Fender in to a Bench Check
and Jack will have firing on all
cylinders in matter of minutes. Look
for Bench Check dates and Locations
at www.fender.com,
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New Orleans Jazz & Heritage Fest
There's no place in America like New Orleans—the birthplace of

jazz and the heart of the South. From every open doorway along its

cobbled streets, music pours into air. Jazz, blues, zydeco, rock,

country. With a long heritage of fabulous musicians,

there's no place better than the Big Easy to kick back and

abandon yourself to two weeks of non-stop music.

That's the scene at the New Orleans Jazz and Heritage

Festival. Held every spring since 1970, the Jazz Fest rep-

resents everything delectable about the City—fine music,

Southern hospitality and some of the best food from either

side of the Mississippi.
Every year, the fes-

tival has grown in

size and prestige

and is now one of

the great pilgrim-
ages for music fans

from all over the

country.

Under bright,
clear skies, this

year's Jazz fest

was a memorable

one. The line-up

covered every

genre, from jazz to

blues to folk to
rock.

The event was held at the New Orleans fairgrounds, but music

was happening everywhere—in the clubs and even in the streets.

The highlights of the two-week event are almost too many to men-

tion, but suffice it to say that rousing performances were given by

artists in every genre, from the big concerts at the Lakefront Arena

to the small gospel tents on the fairgrounds.

Bonnie Raitt performed at the fairgrounds and at the Arena,

working her way bril-

liantly through sets of
her classics and cuts

off her new CD,

Fundamental. Jimmie

Vaughan opened for

Raitt at the Arena and

knocked out soulful

renditions of songs of

his new CD, Out

There.

In the category of

rock, one of the

biggest highlights was
John Fogerty's perfor-

mance on the fair-

grounds. Having just recently regained the rights to perform

his classic Creedence Clearwater Revival tunes, John

looked and sounded better than ever, basking in the warm

weather as hundreds of fans gathered on the lawn to sing

along.

Other highlights included great sets by bluesman
Clarence "Gatemouth" Brown, New Orleans locals Cowboy

Mouth, the phenomenal Dave Matthews Band, Jimmy

Buffet, country blues artist Keb' Mo' and the legendary

Ruth Brown.

As a major sponsor of the New Orleans Jazz and Heritage

Festival, Fender was proud to provide the backline gear for all 12

stages on the fairgrounds. ^j

2nd Annual Fender Catalina Island Blues Festival.

.; Buddy Guy

On a typical day, the only thing "blue" about Catalina Island is the
26 miles of sparkling ocean that separates it from the Southern

California coastline. However, for one weekend in May, the isle is

transformed into a blues paradise, hosting the Fender Catalina Island

Blues Festival.

This year's event fea-

tured some of the genre's

most legendary names and

brightest young stars. Where

else could a blues lover find
an 82-year-old Delta Blues-

man and a 17-year-old phe-

nom on the same bill? To

give everyone from the

blues aficionado to the casu-

al listener an opportunity to experience the best talent available was

precisely the motivation for the development of this world-class

event.

The festival's uniqueness comes from combining all this

incredible talent with the variety of great venues the island has to

offer, from Beto Lovato and actor/musician Gary Busey backed by

Colorblind at the brand new hotspot Avalon Live to budding Blues
superstar Jonny Lang at the stunning Casino Ballroom.

Built in 1929, the BaUroom has played host to the biggest
names in entertainment for decades. The Casino also houses an Art

Deco movie theatre that was the site of one of the festival's most

memorable moments. Honeyboy Edwards performed unplugged in

the "Guild Guitar Room" and treated the crowd to a gritty set of

Delta Blues that hearkened
back to the days of blues leg-

end Robert Johnson.

Speaking of leg-
ends, next up was Taj Mahal,

who thoroughly entertained
the audience with acoustic

versions of his classics, as

well as selections from his

latest release, Sacred Island. For the show-stopping encore, Taj

invited Honeyboy to join him for a rousing blues jam that enthralled
the room.
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Danny Gatton Tribute Concert
Though the public at large knew little of his musical prowess, guitar

players knew Danny Gatton for a level of mastery and brilliance

rarely glimpsed in their ranks. He was a player's player who moved

effortlessly through an eclectic blend of stylistic improvisation, who

took the Telecaster to

new, unexpected places

and brought it back in a
heartbeat and who

despite his brilliance
remained in relative

obscurity.

Toward the end of

his career, after years of

knocking at the door of commercial suc-

cess, Gatton continued to play in the dark

clubs around his Maryland home. His

career came to an untimely end in

October of 1994, when Gatton took his

own life at the age of 49.

While Gatton's death was a dark day

in the guitar world, his legacy was one of light. The list of

guitarists whose lives Gatton touched with his inventive and daring

playing reads like an honor roll ofTelecaster greats—Vince Gill, John

Jorgenson, Albert Lee, Steve Earle, Bill Kirchen and many others.

John Gmnder, the Fender Custom Shop's sales manager, who

worked closely with Gatton on the Danny Gatton Signature Telecaster

remembers fondly how Danny and he jammed together in a club many

years before Gatton became involved with Fender as an artist.

"I was having problems with the pickup in my guitar," says

Grunder, "and he came up and offered to help me. I asked him if he

wanted to play, and he mopped up the floor with me. He was just an

amazing guitar player."

Earlier this year, Fender, in conjunction with a handful of other

sponsors, presented a blockbuster musical tribute to honor the mem-

ory of Gatton and to raise money for his family. Unfortunately,

Gatton had passed away without insurance.

The two-night tribute concert took place at the Birchmere, in

the Washington, DC, area, and featured such stellar Telecaster play-

ers as Vince Gill, Steve Earle, John Jorgenson. Brent Mason. Tom

Principato, Arlen Roth and many others.

Highlights included several group
jams showcasing the finest in guitar tal-

ent. Nearly every artist involved had

some personal interaction with Gatton

during his lifetime, and the level of

respect given to the

late "Titan of the

Tele" was touching.

It was nothing

short of a Telecaster

love-fest as the mas-

ters of the artform

got together and did
what they do best—

played the guitar.

Through the generous donation of their time and talent, the musi-

clans raised over $65,000 for Danny's daughter Holly's education.

The event was filmed and recorded by Harmony House

Productions, and Mac Wilson of Harmony House is preparing the

spectacular concert for release on CD and video. Proceeds from the

sale of the projected CD and video will go into a Danny Gatton

scholarship fund at a major school of music.

For information on the Danny Gatton Signature Telecaster, turn

to page 94.

Moving outdoors, with the shimmering ocean as backdrop,

local faves Muddy Harbor welcomed a standing-room-only crowd

to picturesque Descanso Beach. Next up was Colorblind, with

Busey resplendent in hom-rimmed glasses, to perform updated ver-

sions of the songs he performed in The Buddy Holly
Story.

Headliner Corey Stevens then kicked the festivities
into a higher gear. As a special treat, Stevens brought

out 13-year-old Eric Friedman to jam. Other highlights

included Corey, Gary
and Eric jamming with
Karen Lawrence and

Blue By Nature during
a special media party at
Avalon Live. Debbie

Davies, fresh from a

roof-raising opening set

for Lang, and Santana's Alex Ligertwood also joined in

during the event.

The final night. Buddy Guy took center stage at the Casino and
proved why he is considered one of the premier singer/guitarists in

Photos by Robert Knight

blues today. During his last song, Buddy massaged his signature

blues licks out of "Regina del Mare II," the exquisite hand-carved

and painted art guitar created by Fender's Custom Shop to com-

memorate this year's event.

The Regina del Mare II Strat was then auctioned

off, for $50,000.00 to benefit the Fender Museum of

Music and the Arts in Corona, CA. Buddy left the
stage as the cheering throng called for more, and the

Second Annual

Fender Catalina
Island Blues Fest-

ival was brought to a

close, leaving one to

ask, "How will they

top it next year?"

The Fender Catalina Island Blues Festival was produced
by Chee Productions and P.O.E. Inc. and co-sponsored
by Guild Guitars, Guitar Player Magazine, CataHna
Cruises. DW Drums, Paiste Cymbals and Southern

Comfort. The 3rd Annual Blues Fest will take place May 14, 15 and 16.
For information, call 1-888-25-EVENT.
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Celebrating the Past, Bwlding the Future
TTpe Fender Museum of Music and the Arts to Provide a Mecca

for Fender Fans and Performing Arts Education for Children
For the past 50 years, Fender guitars have played a prominent part in

American cultural history. From the emergence of rock'n'roll in the

'50s to today's "modem rock." Fender has been there, in the hands

of countless epoch-making artists.

In fact, Strats and Teles have become so iconic that, year after

year, you'll find them placed conspicuously in videos, advertising

and film. Like enduring symbols of the daring, creative heart of

America, Fender guitars have a spiri-

tual heritage on par with few other

commercial products.

To celebrate and share this her-

itage. Fender Musical Instmments

has teamed up with the city of
Corona, California to found the

Fender Museum of the Arts

Foundation, a nonprofit organization

which will oversee a museum and

performing arts education center in

Corona.

The building of a museum to

celebrate Fender's history has long

been a desire of Fender Chainnan

and CEO Bill Schultz. When the
company moved its manufacturing

operation to Corona in the mid-'80s,

Schultz met with city officials and
laid the groundwork for the Fender

museum.

The museum will display high-
lights from six decades of Fender his-

tory, including vintage guitars, amps,

factory equipment and memorabilia.

The museum will be nothing short of
a haven for guitar buffs—as well as

Americana buffs—but it will be

much more than a tribute to the past.

The Fender Museum of Music and the Arts will also provide

educational opportunities for children in performing arts fields that

have in many cases been cut from standard public school curricula.

"After our initial meetings with the city," says John Page, the

museum's Executive Director, "it was clear that what was really

lacking in the community was performing arts education for chil-

dren. The more we worked on the Museum, the more the focus shift-

ed from a museum major with an educational minor to an educa-

tional major with a museum minor.

"Our primary emphasis will be to offer free and low-cost edu-

cation to elementary and junior high school kids who don't have the

opportunity to get that education in the schools. And the education

won't be limited to guitar. It will be all instmments—keyboards,

drums, brass, woodwinds—and other performing arts like dance and
theatre."

This shift in emphasis represents a desire on the part of the

museum's board of directors to give something back to its commu-

nity and to give as much to as many as possible. In an effort to rec-

ognize the diverse needs of the community, the foundation includes

a wide range community leaders, from local politicians to the presi-

dent of the local college.

"If we opened this program with only guitar education," says

Page, "how many kids have we not helped? What about the kid that

says, 'Hey, can I learn dance?' If we say, 'No, you can't, because we

only do guitars,' that's another kid we

were not able to reach."

The broad nature of the muse-

um has caused the foundation to view

its efforts in the context of communi-

ty service. According to Page, expo-

sure to the arts is a cmcial part of a

healthy community experience.

"There's a morality that the

arts bring to an individual," he says.

"The arts almost force you to respect

beauty, and when you respect beauty,

I think you're a lot less apt to destroy

things. You're a lot less likely to tag a

building or break a window."

The openness of the museum's

concept has also encouraged the coop-

eration of individuals and companies

from various industries and profes-

sions. The Roland Corporation, for

instance, has donated keyboard equip-

ment. DW dmms has pitched in as

well, donating a dmm kit.

The building itself is a build-
ing the city of Corona had slated for
destruction, but is now being leased to

the museum foundation. Grassroots

renovation has been under way since

last year, with all of the labor coming

from foundation and community volunteers. Contributions of goods

and services—including paint, waste removal, carpeting and an

alarm system—have come from local businesses, utilities and con-

tractors.

"It's been amazing," says Page, "Everything we've done at the

Preview Center has just been local community members helping out.

A lot of guys from the [Fender] Custom Shop, councilpeople,

lawyers, schoolkids—you name it. We've just gone down there and

painted and fixed it up."

While the museum proper will not be open for a couple of years,

a Preview Center opened in June. The Preview and Educational

Center will give a glimpse of the museum to come and will be the

site for music and performing arts classes throughout the summer.

For more information on the Fender Museum of Music and the

Arts Foundation, including details on how you can contribute to the

foundation's efforts, write to The Fender Museum of Music and the

Arts Foundation, P.O. Box 6555, Corona, CA, 91718.
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Eric Clapton Pilgrim (Duck/Reprise)
For the first time in nearly a decade, Erie Clapton offers a full selection of original material. Treading new
ground in places, familiar ground in others, the songs are drenched in an engaging, world-weary longing

that speaks of a Life committed to the blues. As Pilgrim moves efforttessLy from slickly produced, synth^
laden pop tracks like "My Father's Eyes" to down-anct-di'rty blues Like St. Louis Jimmy's "Going Down Stow,"

new fans wilt likely fall into the spelt of the former, white long-standing devotees may wish for more of
the Latter. No matter your taste, each track shines with soulfut vocals and Clapton's distinctive lead work.

Bonnie Raitt Fundamental (Capital)
With her smoky voice and fluid, impeccable slide playing, Bonnie Raitt has been one the most consistently
entertaining blues artists of the Last 20 years. Fundamental is a smooth, Loose and confident offering,
with Bonnie doing what she does best—purring, lightly produced blues numbers. It's difficult to imagine
that she and her collection of first-rate studio cats had anything but a good time putting these songs
together. Highlights of the album include the radio single "The Fundamental Things" and Witlie Dixon's
country blues number, "Round & Round."

Richie Sambora Undiscovered Soul (Mercury)

On his second solo release, Richi'e Sambora puts out nothing less than a brilliant display of pop-rock song-
writing. A deft mix of straight-ahead rockers and acoustic introspections, one comes away from

Undiscovered Soul with a deeper appreciation for the skill and versatility of a guitarist who co-wrote
dozens ofTop-40 hits in the '80s. From the street-level, Springsteen-h'ke honesty of "Made In America" to

the shimmering and plaintive acoustic track "HarLem Ram," it's clear that the songs are the focus here,

but Richie breaks out just enough to expose his formidable lead work.

ADZ Transmissions From Planet Speedbali (Amsterdam ned)

Led by SoCaL punk veteran (and former Adolescents front man) Tony Reflex, ADZ serves up a full platter
of unabashed old-schoot hardcore on their third release. Transmissions From Planet SpeedbaU. The band

rocks, at times in Light-hearted and funky fashion, at other times strai'ght-up gruff and aggressive.

Speedbaii stands out in the lore of punk, being a quasi'-conceptual album portraying the horror of descend-

ing into the pit of addiction and the joy of climbing back out. Sound pretentious? It's nothing close—just
great riffs on a tough theme. Killer covers of Barrel's "Ludfer Sam" and Seger's "Ramblin' Gamblin' Man/

Jimmie Vaughan Out There (Epic)
As a 25-plus-year veteran of Texas blues—first with The

Fabulous Thunderbirds and Later with Stevie Ray Vaughan in
The Vaughan Brothers—Jimmi'e Vaughan knows the territo-

ry Like the back of his hand. Hi's
second solo release. Out There,

finds him exploring further, taking
chances and generally turning out

an album of sophisticated song-
writing. From R&B-ftavored tracks
such as "Like a King" to barroom

blues cuts Like "The Ironic Twist,"

the album provides a steady diet
of spicy lead work and smooth ensemble dynamics. White
one expects his trademark Strat stytings, Vaughan's vocals
have developed with a surprising sureness and style. Don't
miss Jimmie's rocktn' version of Johnny "Guitar" Watson's

"Motor Head Baby."

AUSTRALIA
As diverse, vibrant and unique as their homeland itself,

Fender artists in the Land Down Under cut across alt the
musical genre gaps. Here are a couple of tatest releases:

Custard We Have the Technology
(BMG) Direct lyrics, screaming feed-
back (through Roe Pro 1000 stacks)
and Lo-fi attitude that would do
Pavement proud. A refreshing alt rock

excursion through the Cutback.

The Wheel Good Noise (BMG)
Country Aussie-style, building a bridge
from Sydney to Nashville. Fabulous
Tele work and danceabte to the last,
this top-seLling CD proves that coun-

try's popularity runs as wide as deep.
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Fender Gear
a complete guide to our fine products

Strat® Pak

Color Options:

06 black
73 midnight blue
75 Midnight wine

Just getting started? Wanting to get back
into playing? Ati you need to do is ask
your dealer for the Fender Strat Pak.

Convenience and value is the name of

the game with this aLL inclusive package.

A Fender Standard Stratocaster® (three

color options available) is paired with
a Frontman 15R amph'fier (15 watts,

8" speaker, normal & drive channels,

3-band eq, reverb) and packaged

with all the Fender accessories

you'll need to plug in and pLay!
Includes strap, cable, chromatk

tuner and a pack of original

Fender 250L's (9-42) nickel
plated steel strings.

Strat Pak Model Number:
013-4600-041

Includes 013-4600

Fender Standard

Stratocaster (rosewood

fretboard only)

Features & specifications subject to change without notice. FRONTLINE All Fender Guitars carry a limited lifetime warranty.
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STANDARD series
Standard Stratocaster®
The Standard Stratocaster is the foundation

from which all Strat® models come. Fast

action maple neck, comfort-contoured body,

three single-coil pickups and standard syn-

chromzed tremoto— it's where the tradition

began and still carries on today. Available

right or left handed with either rosewood or
maple fingerboard.

Standard "Roland® Ready" Stratocaster

With its built in Roland GK-2A pickup sys-
tem, you can drive GK-2A compatible prod-

ucts and access their unrivated collection of

sounds right from the guitar's on-board con-

trots. PLay it as a straight Strat, or combine

and conquer! Available with rosewood fret-

board only.
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Standard Stratocaster Model Numbers:

013-4600 (rosewood) shown

013-4602 (maple)
013-4620 Left Hand (rosewood)
013-4622 Left Hand (maple)
013-4660 "Roland® Ready" (rosewood)

Poplar body
One-piece maple neck (9.5" radius)

25.5" scale length

Rosewood or maple fingerboard

Fender die-cast machine heads

21 frets
3-standard singte-coi'L pickups

Master volume, tone (neck), tone (middle)
5-way switching
Standard tremolo

Fender Super Bullet® 3205 strings
Colors: 506, 532, 573, 575, 580

Roland Ready Strat details.

Standard Telecaster®
The guitar that started a musical

revolution. So simple, yet incredibly

versatile. Since its introduction in the

early '50s, professional guitarists of all

musical genres have relied on the

Fender TeLecaster for its powerful tone

and smooth playabih'ty. Today's

Standard TeLecaster incorporates the

best of the old and new— fast-action

maple neck, die-cast machine heads,

two classic single

-coi'L pickups and

combination six-

saddle/string
-through body
bridge.

Standard Telecaster Model Number:
013-5102 (maple)

Poplar body
One-piece maple neck (9.5" radius)

25.5" scale Length

Fender die-cast machine heads

21 frets
2-standard singte-coit pickups

Master volume, master tone controls

3-way switching

Si'x-saddle/string-through body bridge
Fender 250 strings
Colors: 506, 532, 573, 575, 580

FRONTLINE All Fender Guitars carry a limited lifetime warranty.



Standard Jazz V headstock.

The Fender Standard Series guitars and basses are the bedrock of the Fender famHy
of guitars. Manufactured at our state-of-the-art fadlftfes in Ensenada, Mexico,
these four models represent the best value in dassicaily designed instruments.

Standard Precision Bass®
Fender invented the Electric Bass in 1951 in response to requests

from musicians for a louder, easier-to-handLe bass. This new instrument

was named the Precision Bass. Unlike its predecessor— the acoustic

stand-up bass, the P-Bass® had frets, which allowed bassists to play

with precision. Needless to say, a "new playing sensation" was born

and the sound of popular music changed forever. The new Fender

Standard Precision features a comfort-contoured body, rosewood

fingerboard and split-coi'L hum canceling pickup.

Standard Precision Bass Model Number:
013-6000 (rosewood)

Poplar body
One-piece maple neck (7.25" radius)

34" scale length

Rosewood fingerboard

Standard machine heads
20 frets
Splrt-coil hum canceling pickup
Volume & tone controls

Standard bridge
Fender Super Bass 7205 strings
Colors: 506, 532, 573, 575, 580

Standard Jazz Bass®
First introduced in 1960 as the "Deluxe Model,"

the Fender Jazz Bass has stood the test of time to

become one of the most played instruments in

modern musical history. Many Fender Firsts such as
the off-set waist body, ultra sh'm fast-action neck

and full-range bi-pote pickups are standard features

on the new Standard Jazz Bass. Also avai'Labte in

Left hand, fretLess and five-string versions.

Standard Jazz Bass Model Numbers:
013-6500 shown

013-6520 Left Hand
013-6508 Fretless

013-6600 Five-String

• Poplar body
• One-piece maple neck (7.25" radius)
• 34" scale Length

• Rosewood fingerboard

• Standard, machine heads
• 20 frets

• 2-single-coiL pickups

• Master volume, 2-tone controls

• Standard bridge
• Fender Super Bass 7205 strings

• Colors: 506, 532, 573, 575, 580

06 black

32 brown sunbui

Fretless Standard Jazz Bass

with fretline markers.

73 midnight blue

75 midnight wipe

80 arctic white

surf i< ft u i i f rs

used on Strats
on this page

used on Teles
on this page

Features & specifications subject to change without notice. FRONTLINE SUMMER 98 on this page
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one-pi'ece maple

neck with mectium-

jumbo frets

popular after-market

modifications
factory installed

vintage style
hardware

3-pty pickguards

Note: Not all

vanations may be

available in all

colors, consult your

price List for

availability.

UJXE series

Super Strat®
Beautifully adorned and classicaLly contoured,

the Deluxe Super Strat features an ash body,

^ightLy tinted maple neck, gold plated vintage
style hardware, brown shell pickguard and newly
designed "Super Fat-Super Strat" singte-coiL

pickups. Deluxe "Super Switching" gives you

seven pickup combinations to choose from.

Deluxe Fender gig bag included.

Super Strat Model Numbers:
013-9400 (rosewood)
013-9402 (maple) shown

• Contoured ash body

• One-piece maple neck (9.5" radius)

• 25.5" scale Length

Rosewood or maple fingerboard

Fender vintage style machine heads

21 medium-jumbo frets

Brown shell pickguard
"Super Fat-Super Strat" singte-coit pickups

Master volume, tone (neck), tone (middle)
Push/push switch (for bridge pickup activation)
Deluxe Super-Switching:

1-bridge

2-bridge & middle
3-middle

4-middie & neck (all three when switch is "in")
5-neck (neck & bridge when switch is "in")

Synchronized tremoto

Gold hardware
Fender Super Bullet® 3205 strings |
Deluxe Fender gig bag
Colors: 306, 332, 338, 367

Push-button activates bridge
pickup for a total of seven

pickup combinations.

Powerhouse Strat®
"Boost" your tonal vocabulary with the

Deluxe Powerhouse Strat. Classic Strat

design featuring the newly designed
Fender "Powerhouse" ultra quiet pickup

system. A unique active boost circuit

produces tones from shimmering clean
to scorching "humbucker-Like" leads.

Deluxe Fender gig bag included.

Powerhouse Strat Model Numbers:

013-9500 (rosewood) shown
013-9502 (maple)

12db active mid boost.

4&

• Contoured poplar body
• One-piece maple neck (9.5" radius)

• 25.5" scale Length

• Rosewood or maple fingerboard

• Fender vintage style machine heads

• 21 medium-jumbo frets

• White shell pickguard
• Ultra quiet "Powerhouse" pickup system

• 12db active nn'd-range boost

• Master volume, master "no-toacT

tone control

• 5-way switching

• Synchronized tremoLo

• Fender Super Bullet® 3205 strings
• Deluxe Fender gig bag

• Colors: 302, 306, 309, 380

All Fender Guitars carry a Limited lifetime warranty.



The Fender Deluxe Series is the newest family of Fender guitars and basses. Some models are ti'me-tested
standards incorporating popular after-market modifications, while others represent completely new designs.

4

Nashville Tele®
Down home and versatile, the Deluxe

Nashville Tele is outfitted with a
Tex-Mex™ Strat Pickup sandwiched

between two Tex-Mex TeLe pickups.

This Music City namesake also

features 5-way "Strat-o-Tone™"

switching for a unique combination of

Tele and Strat tones.

Nashville Tele Model Numbers:
013-5300 (rosewood) shown
013-5302 (maple)

• ALder body
• One-pi'ece maple neck (9.5" radius)

• 25.5" scale Length

• Rosewood or maple fingerboard

• Fender vintage style machine heads

• 21 medium-jumbo frets

• Brown shell pickguard

• Two Tex-Mex TeLe pickups

in neck and bridge
• Tex-Mex Strat pickup in middle

• Master volume, master tone
• 5-way "Strat-o-Tone™" switching

• U.S. Vintage si'x-saddte bridge

• Fender Super 250 strings
• Deluxe Fender gig bag
• Colors: 306, 309, 332, 380

Fat & Double Fat
Strat® Floyd Rose®
Extreme tones with a '70s vibe. The new

Deluxe Fat and Double Fat Strat Floyd
Rose feature an original style Floyd Rose
locking tremolo plus newly designed

Fender humbucking pickups. The "Fat"

(hum/single/singLe) model has two Tex-
Mex single coi'Ls in the neck and middle

positions and one Tex-Mex Humbucker in

the bridge. The "Double Fat" (hum/hum)
version takes it a step further with two

Tex-Mex Humbuckers. Special 5-way

switching offers a broad spectrum of

humbucking and single-coil tones.

Bombs

away!

Double Fat Strat
Floyd Rose.

02 lake placid blue,

32 brown sunburst %

38 chmson transparent

67 honey blonde

Fat and Double Fat Model Numbers:
113-3100 - Fat Strat Floyd Rose shown

113-3300 - Double Fat Strat FLoyd Rose

• Contoured poplar body
• One-piece maple neck (9.5" radius)

• 25.5" scale length

• Rosewood fingerboard

• Large headstock

• Fender vintage style machine heads

• 21 medium-jumbo frets

• Btack/whi'te/bLack pkkguard
• Black plastic parts
• 2 Tex-Mex singte-coiLs/1 Tex-Mex

humbucker (Fat Strat)
• 2 Tex-Mex humbuckers (Double Fat

Strat)
• 1 volume, 2 tone controls

• 5-way switching
• FLoyd Rose® locking tremolo

• Fender Super 250 strings

• Deluxe Fender gig bag
• Colors: 306, 380

80 arctk white

strings

used on Strats
on this page

Features & specifications subject to change without notice. FRONTLINE G> SUMMER 98
used on Teles
on this page
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DELUXE series
Cyclone™
Stirring up the dust with a radical new

design is the aLL new Fender Cyclone.
Equipped with a Tex-Mex™ Strat® single-coil

slanted in the neck position and a new
Fender special design "Atomic-Humbucker™'

in the bridge, the Cyclone offers a rocking
combination of tones. The original
Jazzmaster® headstock, 24 3/4" scale and

off-set waist body give you an alternative
took combined with a comfortable feet and

excellent playabi'h'ty. Deluxe Fender gig bag

included.

Cyclone Model Number:
013-0500 (rosewood)

• Contoured poplar body

• Off-set waist design

• One-piece maple neck (9.5" radius)

• 24.75" scale Length

• Rosewood fingerboard

• Fender vintage style machine heads

• 22 medium-jumbo frets

• Brown or white shell pickguard

• Tex-Mex Strat pickup in neck

• Fender "Atomic-Humbucker" in bridge

• Master volume, master tone controls

• 3-way toggte switch

• Synchronized tremoLo

• Fender Super Bullet® 3205 strings
• Deluxe Fender gig bag

• Colors: 306, 309, 332, 341

Toronado TM

The new Fender Toronado features an

off-set waist body with rounded, com-

fortable corners. Two Fender special
design "Atorm'c-Humbuckers" with indi-

vidual volume and tone controls allow
you to "dial-i'n" a variety of explosive

tonat combinations. Deluxe Fender gig

bag included.

Toronado Model Number:

013-0700 (rosewood)

• Contoured poplar body

• Off-set waist design

• One-pi'ece maple neck (9.5" radius)

• 24.75" scale Length

• Rosewood fingerboard

• Fender vintage style machine heads

• 22 medium-jumbo frets

• Brown shell pickguard
• 2 Fender "Atomi'c-Humbuckers" with

picket covers

• 2 volume, 2 tone controls

• 3-way toggLe switch

• String-through body "hard-taiT

bridge
• Fender Super 250 strings

• Deluxe Fender gig bag

• Colors: 306, 309, 332, 341

FRONTLINE All Fender Guitars carry a limited Lifetime warranty.



The Fender K the newest
standards

ly of and are
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The P-Bass "Lyte" is a sleek version of the classic Fender Precision Bass®.
The lightweight contoured body, ultra slim neck and deep cutaways will
inspire Long playing sessions and provide easy access to extreme upper"
registers. Active electronics deliver a variety of tones ranging from' classic
Fender growl to modern slap and thump.

P-Bass® Lyte

P-Bass "Lyte" Model Number:
025-9500

Grafted in Japan
Special "sleek" basswood body
Maple neck (9.5" radius)
34" scale length
Rosewood fingerboard
Gotoh "mini" machine heads
22 frets
P-Bass pickup (middle)

• J-Bass® pickup (bridge)
• Active electronics
• Controls:

-Master volume
-Pickup balance (pan)
-Bass boost/cut
-Treble boost/cut

• Die-cast bridge
• Fender Super 7250 strings
• Colors: 537, 555, 564, 577

The P-Bass "Lyte" Deluxe goes a few steps further with its satin finished
natural mahogany body, humbucking J-Bass® bridge pickup and gold hard-
ware. A midrange boost/cut control is included for added tonal ftexibility.

P-Bass® Lyte Deluxe

P-Bass "Lyte" Deluxe Model Number:
025-9800

Grafted in Japan
"SLeek" mahogany body
Maple neck (9.5" radius)
34" scale Length
Rosewood fingerboard
Gotoh "mini" machine heads
22 frets
P-Bass pickup (middle)
J-Bass humbucking pickup (bridge)

Active electronics
Controls:
-Master volume
-Pickup balance (pan)
-Bass boost/cut
-Mid boost/cut
-Treble boost/cut

Die-cast bridge
Gold hardware
Fender Super 7250-M strings
Colors: 521

The time-testect features of our Standard Jazz Bass®, combined with our
American Deluxe pickups and active electronics give the Deluxe Active
Jazz Bass some extra growl for the gig. Deluxe Fender gig bag included.

Active Jazz Bass®

Active Jazz Bass Model Number:
013-6700

Poplar body
Maple neck (7.25" radius)
34" scale length
Rosewood fingerboard
Standard machine heads
20 frets
2 American Deluxe J-Bass® pickups
American Deluxe active electronics

Controls:
-Master volume
-Pickup balance (pan)
-Bass boost/cut
-Mid boost/cut
-Treble boost/cut

Standard bridge and hardware
Fender Super 7250ML strings
Deluxe Fender gig bag
Colors: 306, 309; 332, 380

Bassi'sts seeking high quality, affordable Five Strings, take heed! Five
String version of the Deluxe Active Jazz Bass have arrived. Sub-somc
Jazz Bass tones are now available with a modern edge thanks to its U.S.

^ Deluxe pickups & active electronics. It also features" a Pao Ferro fret-
board and that slick Fender Jazz Bass feel.

Active Jazz Bass® V

Active Jazz Bass V Model Number:
013-6800

Poplar body
Maple neck (7.25" radius)
34" scale length
Rosewood fingerboard
Deluxe Lightweight machine heads
20 frets
2 American Deluxe J-Bass® pickups
American Deluxe active electronics

Controls:
-Master volume
-Pickup balance (pan)
-Bass boost/cut
-Mid boost/cut
-Treble boost/cut

Standard bridge and hardware
Fender 8250-5M (5-String)
Deluxe Fender gig bag
Colors: 306, 309, 332, 380

Features & specifications subject to change without notice. FRONTLINE SSUMMER 98
^jiS@j;?6|81si8|j
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Building a Better Fender
New State-of-the-Art Manufacturing Plant Sets Standard for Quality and Value

by Eric Kingsbury

If you know anything about the history of guitars you'll know that, in

1985, CBS' 20-year ownership of Fender came to a close. The com-

pany was purchased by a group of investors led by William Schultz,

and while the change would eventually breathe new life into a revered

old name, the new Fender faced many difficult challenges.

One of the big challenges at the time centered on the old CBS

Fender factory in Fullerton, California—it was not part of the deal.

Without a U.S. production facility, the new company contracted gui-

tars from factories overseas, but Schultz's vision of Fender was of an

American manufacturer. A U.S. production facility was essential.

The next year, the company located space in Corona, California.

Production began in humble fashion, with a

focus on traditional designs and quality over ,. "~"

quantity. The success of these back-to-basics

guitars drove demand to unexpected levels.

As demand increased, production had to

keep up. Manufacturing

began in Corona with

14,000 square feet, but

by the '90s had expand-

ed to 80,000. Expansion

involved annexing build-

ings adjacent to the origi-
nal plant, and the produc-

tion line went from being

contained within one

space to being linked
through 10 separate

buildings.
Quality and value

remained guiding princi-

pies, and any perceptions

of poor quality had van-

ished from the guitar-

playing public, but the
new production arrangement was not all it could be. It

was clear that issues of climate control, capacity and effi-

ciency could only improve with a new, specially designed

manufacturing facility.

To respond to these issues, Fender has built a state-of-the-art,

177,000-square-foot facility, a few blocks from its original facility in

Corona. Scheduled to be in full swing by the end of '98, the new fac-

tory will combine existing electronics and guitar operations and will

feature cutting-edge climate control and emissions handling systems.

The unique advantage of the new facility is that its design is cus-

tom-fitted for musical instmment manufacturin'g. In most cases, a

guitar company will occupy a multi-purpose industrial building and

adapt it as best as it can to its needs. What most often gets lost in the

translation is climate control.

According to engineer Jeff Schuch, one of the main designers of

the facility, "If you take a guitar and do the woodworking in one area,

painting in the next area and final assembly in the next area over,

you're introducing it to different temperatures and humidity levels."

Because guitars are made of wood, which is highly susceptible to

changes in temperature and humidity, these fluctuations can create

instability in the product, causing scrap, rework and occasional flaws.

This waste, of course, factors into the cost of the final product.

At the new Fender plant, under one roof, a sophisticated climate

control system maintains temperature within one degree Fahrenheit

and humidity within two percentage points, year round.

"Our new air make-up units," says Schuch, "are sized for air

changes and for the amount of air we're pulling out through dust col-

lection. In most cases, when a manufacturer goes into a building and

adds a dust collection unit, he's pulling out a lot of air and not replac-

ing it. At our new factory, the building is sealed and new, conditioned

air is brought back in through air make-up units."

The new factory also features

computer-controlled emissions sys-

tems designed by a specialist in
boat painting and finishing. With
guitar manufacturing, the bulk of

the environmentally undesirable

agents are generated in the spraying

of paint and nitro-cellulose lac-

quer—the required finish for high-

quality guitars. Fender's new sys-

tem provides a dramatic reduction

in emissions, well under the EPA

guidelines for one of the most tight-

ly monitored areas of the U.S.,

Southern California.

"Of the emissions that are sprayed,"

says Schuch, "95% will be destroyed. The

South Coast Air Quality Management peo-

pie love us. Our factory will be a Southern

California showcase to show how manu-

facturers of all types should paint their
products."

Among vintage guitar buffs, all this
talk of computer-controlled manufacturing

may seem perplexing, especially in the

cases where the spirit and design of the

product originated over 40 years ago, the

"good old days" when lacquer was sprayed

in the open in a workshop-like environment and rampant amounts of

toxins were released into the environment.

Times have changed, fortunately, and you cannot in good con-

science pollute the air. But it is possible to maintain the spirit and qual-

ity of the guitars—you just have to do things a little differently.
"The building itself," explains Schuch, "the scientific approach

to it, is really helping us put out more consistently good guitars. We

have very exact build specifications, dimensions that we must hold in

order to satisfy our customers. The features of craftsmanship such as

neck joints, the fit between the guitar neck and guitar body, have all

been addressed—the customer's going to get the same consistent,

high-quality instrument."

As Schultz sums it up, "With our new facility, Fender will have

capabilities that are unparalleled in the industry. Most important, our

new Fender factory will allow us to continue to offer superior quali-

ty and value to Fender players worldwide."

FRONTLINE 'SUMMER 98



COLLECTABLE series finN

60'$ Stratocaster® Model Number: 027-1000
Colors: 500, 505, 506.

509, 556, 572

Strings: 3250's

Aged knobs, pickup covers, pickguard, tremoto and switch tips lend authen-

tici'ty to this classic collectabte. C-shaped maple neck with rosewood slab

fretboard, vintage tuners and tremoLo, basswood body and lots of '60s vibe.

00 3-color sunbHffi

03 2-color sURb

50's Stratocaster® Model Number: 027-1002
Colors: 503, 505, 506,

509, 556, 572

Strings: 3250's

The axe that started it ati— this gorgeous replica is true to its school in

every detail. Soft V-shaped maple neck with skunk stripe, plugged headstock,

single-ply eight-hole pi'ckguard, aged knobs and pickup covers, vintage tuners,
tremolo and the tonal flexibi'Lity that would become an industry standard.

21 natural

'68 Stratocaster® Model Number: 027-9202
Colors: 500, 521, 541

Strings: 3250's

41 vintage white

The U-shaped neck. Large headstock and glossy maple fingerboard are

unmistakable features that defined an era. This beautiful reproduction

has it all— vintage tuners and tremolo, three-ply whi'te/black/white

pi'ckguard and an ash body in all the right finishes.

'69 Tele Thinline® Model Number: 013-6902
Colors: 500, 521

Strings: 250's

Now made at Fender's state-of-the-art manufacturing facility in Ensenada,

Baja California, Mexico, the classic '69 Tetecaster® Th'nh'ne features a hght-

weight semi'-holtow body with single f-hole, one-piece maple neck, 21 vin-

tage frets, two vintage Tele® singte-coi'L pickups, vintage 3-saddte string-

through-body bridge, master volume and tone controls, white shell '69

Thinh'ne pickguard, chrome knurLed knobs, and a 3-way selector switch.

Finish options include Natural Mahogany and classic 3-CoLor Sunburst on ash.

56 shell pink

67 honey blonde

72 some blue

strings

SUPER BULLETS

used on these Strats

Features & specifications subject to change without notice. FRONTLINE ^^ SUMMER 98 All Fender Guitars carry a limited lifetime warranty. used on this Tele
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COLLECTABLE series
50's Telecaster®

Model Number: 027-1202
Colors: 501, 503, 506

Strings: 250's

Pomona Avenue 1950— the genesis of the electric solid-body guitar is

artfully captured in this timeless reissue. Basswood body, maple neck with

tinted finish, two single coi'L pickups, single-pLy black pi'ckguard, three

barrel saddles and round string retainer.

one-piece

maple neck

'62 Custom Telecaster®
Model Number: 027-5100

Colors: 500, 509
Strings: 250's

Bound for glory! White binding front and back sets this Tele® apart from
the crowd. Vintage-style bridge, white/black/white pickguard, rosewood
fingerboard, two singLe-coiL pickups and chrome plated hardware highlight
this classic.

basswood bodies

'72 Telecaster® Thinline
Model Number: 027-3202

Colors: 521
Strings: 250's

Exquisite natural finished ash semi-hoUow body Telecaster. Humbucking

pickups, white shell pi'ckguard, string-through-body bridge, maple neck

and signature f-hote accent this faithful '70s reproduction.

vintage
hardware

Note: Not all

variations may be

available in all

colors, consult your

price list for

availability.

'72 Telecaster® Custom
Model Number: 027-7602

Colors: 500, 506
Strings: 250's

Ready to rock! This guitar delivers a Tele twang with a brawny
neck-posi'tion humbucker. Two volume, two tone, three-way toggte

switch, black/white/black pi'ckguard.

FRONTLINE >SUMMER 98 ALL Fender Guitars carry a limited lifetime warranty.



The Colledabie series pays tribute to selected Fender vintage classics from the past.
that repncate those of the cnginals, each model has its own sto'y to tell.

wnn Teuiures
finisl

'62 3aguar( Model Number: 027-7700

Colors: 500, 509, 541

Strings: 250's

The '62 Jaguar is a re-creation of Fender's premier guitar from the '60s. Bikinis

and chrome! Features include a contoured basswood body with off-set waist

22 fret rosewood fingerboard, 24" scale Length, two si'ngle-coil pickups, switchable lead and

rhythm circuits with independent volume & tone controls, and floating tremoto with "Tremolo-Lock." 03 2-color sun

'62 Jazzmaster® Model Number: 027-7800
Colors: 500, 509, 541

Strings: 250's

A remake of the guitar that was at the heart of '60s Rock Instrumentals and

'70s New-Wave. Features include a contoured basswood body with off-set waist,

21 fret rosewood fingerboard, 25 1/2" scale Length, two singLe-coil pickups,

switchable Lead and rhythm circuits with independent volume & tone controls,

and floating tremoto with "Tremolo-Lock."

05 Olympic w

09 candy apple^l

21 natural

Jag-Stang®

f€
?; €>

Model Number: 025-4200
Colors: 540, 572

Strings: 250's

When worlds collide! Classic and contemporary features were fused together

by the Late Kurt Cobain in the design of his ultimate guitar— the Jag-Stang.

Radically shaped basswood body, 22 fret rosewood fingerboard, 24" scale Length, one vintage

Strat® pickup (neck), one special design humbucker (bridge), two 3-way slider switches for "in"

or "out-of-phase" pickup operation, and "Dynamic" Fender vibrato taitpiece with floating bridge.

40 fiesta red

41 vintage white

72 some blue

strings

'75 Jazz Bass® Model Numbers: 027-3500 (rosewood)
027-3502 (maple) shown

Colors: 500, 521

Strings: 7250's

The continuing evolution of the Fender Bass— revisited. Rectangular
block inlay and bound fingerboard are standout features of this '70s J-Bass®.

Other features include an ash body, rosewood or maple fingerboard,

20 frets, 34" scale Length, and two full-range bi-poLe pickups.

Features & specifications subject to change without notice.

used on guitars
on this page

FRONTLINE •SUMMER 98
used on Basses

on this page
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Tex-Mex" pickups

alder bodies

vintage

hardware

deluxe gi'gbag

Notes Not all

variations may be
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colors, consult your

price list for

availability.

CALIFORNIA series

California Strat®
The California Strat features classic Strat design combined with

our "Tex-Mex™ Trio" pickups. A vintage feel and tone that

smokes with a south of the border flavor! Features include an

alder body, satin finished maple neck, medium-jumbo frets, U.S

Vintage hardware and electronics, plus a deluxe Fender gig bag.

California Strat Model Numbers:
010-1400 (rosewood)
010-1402 (maple) shown

Contoured atder body
One-piece maple neck (9.5" radius)

Rosewood or maple fingerboard

Vintage machine heads

21 medium-jumbo frets

3 Tex-Mex pickups

1 Volume, 2 tone controls

5-way switching

Original synchronized tremolo
25.5" scale length

Fender Super Bullet® 3205 strings
Deluxe Fender gig bag
Colors: 306, 309, 332, 340, 341

Calijvrnia Fat Strat details.

California Fat Strat®
For a Little extra firepower— we have the

California Fat Strat. Identical to the
California Strat, but with a U.S. Tex-Mex

humbucker in the bridge.-position.

California Fat Strat Model Numbers:
010-1500 (rosewood)
010-1502 (maple)

-FROWtlNE^ 15UMMER98 ALL Fender Guitars carry a Limited lifetime warranty.



A combined effort by our guitar makers in Corona, California, USA, and Ensenada, Baja California, Mexico, the
California series of instruments represents one the best values in classicaily styled Fender guitars and ba^ss.
All California series guitars and basses are produced along the Pacific Coast Highway. First the an.i neck
are cut and shaped in Corona. Then, they're sent to Ensenada where they're sanded, and buffed,. Final
assembly is then performed in Corona using genuine Fender hardware and electronics.

California Tele®
The California Tete® features classic Tele body and

neck styling combined with the unique pairing of a
Tex-Mex™ Strat® pickup in the neck position and a

Tex-Mex TeLe bridge pickup. Features include an

alder body, satin finished maple neck, medium-

jumbo frets, U.S. vintage hardware and etectronics,

plus a deluxe Fender gig bag.

California Fat Tele®
For added tonaL fLexi'bih'ty— we offer the Cah'fornia

Fat Tele. Identical to the California Tele, but with a

U.S. Tex-Mex humbucker in the neck position.

Special five-way switching provides all the classic

Tele pickup combinations with both single and dual-

coil sounds.

California Tele Model Numbers:
010-1600 (maple)
010-1602 (rosewood) shown

California Fat Tele Model Numbers:
010-1702 (maple only)

• Alder body
• One-piece maple neck (9.5" radius)

• Rosewood or maple fingerboard

• Vintage machine heads

• 21 mech'um-jumbo frets

• Tex-Mex Tele bridge pickup

• Tex-Mex Strat neck pickup

• Master volume and tone controls

• 3-way switching

• U.S. Vintage six-saddte string-

through-body bridge
• 25.5" scale length

• Fender Super 250 strings
• Deluxe Fender gig bag

• Colors: 306, 309, 332,

340, 341

32 brown stf

41 vintia||y

strH

California Fat Tele details. ^tdS4
SUPhK UULLETS

California P-Bass® Special
Fender invented the electric bass— and its

two styles. The Fender Jazz Bass® and

Precision Bass® have constituted the

essential choice for bass players over

decades. Until now, players had to choose

one or the other. The California P-Bass

Special features a "best of both worlds"

combo with 'an alder Precision Bass body,

satin finished maple Jazz Bass neck, and a

P/J pickup configuration. A U.S. vintage
bridge, gold anodized pi'ckguard and deluxe

Fender gig bag complete the package.

California P-Bass Special
Model Numbers:
019-1800 (rosewood) shown
019-1802 (maple)

• Contoured aLder body
• One-pi'ece maple neck (9.5" radius)

• Rosewood or maple fingerboard

• Standard machine heads

20 medium-jumbo frets

• Vintage spec P-Bass pickup (middle)
• Vintage spec J-Bass® pickup (bridge)
• 2 volume, 1 master tone controls

• U.S. vintage bridge

• 34" scale length

• Fender Super Bass 7250ML strings
• Deluxe Fender gig bag
• Colors: 306, 309, 332, 341

.use<t-@ft.-:lgEeil

Features & specifications subject to change without notice. FRONTLINE
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^nless otherwise

^tsed'the American
-•jJj^Standard series

modetsare

Ide in the USA and

features:

•^edium-jumbo frets

micro-tilt"' adjust

ctie-cast tuners

white/black/whtte
pickguards

straplock buttons

molded case

Note; Not all

variations may be

available in all

colors, consult your

price list for
avaitabiltty.

AMERICAN STANDARD series
American Standard Stratocaster®
The American Standard Stratocaster is the
result of over forty years of electric guitar
evolution. This great American classic is
Loaded with contemporary features— 22
medi'um-jumbo frets, our patented Bi-Flex™
truss rod and micro-tilt neck adjustment,
deluxe die-cast machine heads and the ati
new Fender DeltaTone™ pickup system. Truly an
industry standard! Available right or Left handed.

American Standard Stratocaster "Hard-Tail"
When the Fender Stratocaster with
"Synchronized TremoLo" debuted in 1954, a
"hard tail" non-tremoto version was also
introduced. It featured the string-through-
body design as the Telecaster yet retained
the new 6-saddle bridge for individual string
adjustment. The ch'rect-to-body bridge and
string-through-body design resulted in dis-
tinctive tones and enhanced playabih'ty.
Fender continues the tradition with the
American Standard "Hard-TaiT Stratocaster.

American Standard Stratocaster Model Numbers:
010-7400 (rosewood) shown
010-7402 (maple)
010-7420 Left Hand (rosewood)
010-7422 Left Hand (maple)
010-7430 "Hard-TaiL" (rosewood)

, 010-7432 "Hard-Tail" (maple)

Contoured alder body (ash on 721)
One-piece maple neck (9.5" radius)
25.5" scale length
Rosewood or maple fingerboard
Bi-FLex™ truss rod
Micro-Ti'Lt™ neck adjustment
Deluxe Fender die-cast machine heads
22 medium-jumbo frets
DeltaTone™ pickup system:
-Hot bridge pickup
-Reverse wound/ 'reverse polanty middle pickup
-Standard neck pickup
-Master volume control
-Standard neck pickup tone control
-Middle/bridge pickup "no-load" tone control

5-way switching
2-point synchronized tremolo
Schaller® straptock ready
Fender Super Bullet® 3205 strings
HardshelL molded case
Colors: 700, 705, 706, 721, 724, 774, 793

«i?-;'"S-^" ;

"Hard-Taii" Strat details.

American Standard Telecaster®
Today's version of the original that
started it ati. The American Standard
TeLecaster incorporates the best of the
old and new— timeless tone and
styling, fast-action satin finished neck,
deluxe die-cast machine heads. Fender
DettaTone™ pickup system and combi-
nation six-saddle string-through-body
bridge. Available right or Left handed.

American Standard Telecaster Model
Numbers:
010-8400 (rosewood)
010-8402 (maple) shown
010-8422 Left Hand (maple only)

ALder body (ash on 721)
One-piece maple neck (9.5" radius)
25.5" scale Length
Rosewood or maple fingerboard
Bi-FLex™ truss rod
Micro-TiLt™ neck adjustment
Deluxe Fender die-cast machine heads
22 medium-jumbo frets
DeLtaTone pickup system:
-Hot bridge pickup
-Standard neck pickup
-Master volume control
-Master "no-load" tone control

3-way switching
Si'x-saddte string-through-body bridge
Schalter® Straplock ready
Fender Super 250 strings
Hardshell molded case
Colors: 700, 705, 706, 721,
724, 774, 793

All Fender Guitars carry a limited Lifetime warranty.



The Standard combines the classic look and sound of
original designs with new features reflecting the evolution of

today's players. Ail models are manufactured at our state-of-the-wt -
m Corona, Catifomw, U.S.A.

American Standard Precision Bass®
Fender invented the Electric Bass in 1951 in response to requests from musi-
dans for a louder, easier-to-handle bass. This new instrument was named the
Precision Bass. Unh'ke its predecessor— the acoustic stand-up bass, the P-
Bass® had frets, which allowed bassists to play with precision. Needless to
say, a "new playing sensation" was born and the sound of popular music
changed forever. The American Standard
Precision Bass combines classic feet and
sound with new features that make a
favorite even better. Left handed and
fretless versions are also avai'Labte.

Standard Jazz V headstock.

Standard Precision Bass Model Numbers:
019-2200 (rosewood) shown
019-2202 (maple)
019-2208 Fretless (rosewood)
019-2220 Left Hand (rosewood)

Contoured atder body (ash on 721)
Graphi'te reinforced maple neck (9.5" radius)
34" scale length
Rosewood or maple fingerboard
Deluxe Fender machine heads
20 medium-jumbo frets
Vintage spec split-coil pickup
Master volume and tone controls
String-through-body bridge
Schaller® straplock ready
Fender Super 8250 strings
Hardshell molded case
Colors: 700, 705, 706, 721, 724, 774, 793

American Standard
Jazz Bass®
The evolution of a classic. First introduced in 1960

as the "Deluxe Model," the Fender Jazz Bass has

become one of the most played instruments in mod

ern musical history. As with all American Standard

instruments, the American Standard Jazz combines

traditional tone and feel with modern, "players"

features. Also available in a five-string version.

American Standard Jazz Bass
Model Numbers:
019-2400 (rosewood) shown
019-2402 (maple)
019-2500 Five String (pao ferro)

Contoured atder body (ash on 721)
Original off-set waist design
Graphite reinforced maple neck (9.5" radius)
34" scale length •
Rosewood 'Or maple fingerboard
Deluxe Fender machine heads
20 medium-jumbo frets
2 Vintage spec single-coil pickups
2 volume, 1 tone controls
String-through-body bridge
SchalLer® straplock ready
Fender Super 8250 strings
HardsheLL molded case
Colors: 700, 705, 706, 721, 724, 774, 793

Fretiess P-Bass Neck

with freth'ne markers.

00 3-color sunbja

05 Olympic wfri1

06 black ^

21 natural

24 inca silver

74 aqua marine

93 purple metaUtc

used on Strats
on this page

used on Tetes
on this page

Features & specifications subject to change without notice. FRONTLINE
used on Basses

on this page
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• '.'.-.Rodded American

Series models are

,^e in the USA and

i3»re the following

f^. features:

HOT RODDED AMERICAN series j
Truly a workhorse of a guitar! The Roadhouse has ati the features of

the American Standard Strat except it's hot-rodded with three Fender

Texas Special™ pickups. When you're pickin7 the Roadhouse, the

gnnmn' comes easy.

Roadhouse™ Strat®
^nedwm jumbo frets

Roadhouse Strat Model Numbers:
010-7300 (rosewood)
010-7302 (maple) shown

Contoured atder body
One-piece maple neck (9.5" radius)

25.5" scale Length

Rosewood or maple fingerboard
Bi'-Flex™ truss rod

Micro-TUt™ neck adjustment

Deluxe Fender die-cast machine

heads
22 medium-jumbo frets

3 Texas Special si'ngte-coil pickups

5-way switching
2-point synchronized tremolo

Schaller® straptock ready
Fender Super Bullet® 3205 strings
Black Tolex® Fender case

Colors: 800, 805, 806, 809, 844, 845

alder body

Tone on the range! This fat sounding "bLues-rock-tone-machine" comes

stock with two Texas Special singLe-coi'ts and a custom Seymour

Duncan® "Pearly Gates Plus" humbucker. Special 5-way switching allows

all the classic singLe-coit Strat combinations as well as the bh'stering

humbucker by itself, y

di'e-cast tuners

Lone Star™ Strat®

Lone Star Strat Model Numbers:
010-7900 (rosewood) shown
010-7902 (maple)

Contoured aLder body
One-piece maple neck (9.5" radius)

25.5" scale Length

Rosewood or maple fingerboard

Bi-FLex™ truss rod

Micro-Tilt™ neck adjustment

Deluxe Fender die-cast machine heads

22 mech'um-jumbo frets

2 Texas Special singte-coil pickups

Seymour Duncan "PearLy Gates Plus"

humbucker

Special 5-way switching

2-point synchronized tremoto

Schaller® strapLock ready
Fender Super Bullet® 3205 strings
BLack ToLex® Fender case

Colors: 800, 805, 806, 809, 844, 845

shell pickguards
The Big Apple has a vibe all its own with an awesome combination of

classic and modern tones. Dual Seymour Duncan® humbuckers— in

conjunction with a super 5-way switch— travel the tonat streets from

crystal clean singLe-coiL sounds to unabashed humbucking aggression.
Available with 2-point synchronized tremolo or "hard-taiT string-through-

body bridge.

straplock buttons

Big Apple™ Strat®

Big Apple Strat Model Numbers:
010-7200 (rosewood)
010-7202 (maple) shown
010-7230 "Hard-TaiL" (rosewood)

010-7232 "Hard-TaiL" (maple)

black Tolex®
Fender case

Big Apple "Hard-Tail" string-thru-body bridge details.

FRONTLINE I SUMMER 98

Contoured atder body
One-piece maple neck (9.5" radius)
25.5" scale Length
Rosewood or maple fingerboard
Bi-FLex™ truss rod
Micro-Ti'Lt™ neck adjustment
Deluxe Fender die-cast machine heads
22 medium-jumbo frets
Seymour Duncan® "Pearly Gates
Plus" (bridge)
Seymour Duncan® '59 (neck)
Super 5-way switching
SchalLer® strapLock ready
Fender Super Bullet® 3205 strings
Black Totex® Fender case
Colors: 800, 805, 806, 809, 844, 845

All Fender Guitars carry a limited lifetime warranty.



T
The Hot Rodded American guitars are American Standards that have been Mhot-roddedff at the factory
with popular after market modijications. Ati models are manufactured at our state-of-the-art fadi.ity .
j'n Corona, California, U.S.A.

U.S. Fat Tele®
The U.S. Fat Tele comes hot-rodded from the

factory with an American Standard Tele® bridge
pickup and a Fender DH-1™ neck humbucker.

Unique 5-way switching delivers all the tradi-

tional tones that have kept the TeLe® on top for

over forty-five years plus all the "trick" hum-

bucker tones previously unavailable from a

stock instrument.

U.S. Fat Tele Model Numbers:

010-8000 (rosewood)
010-8002 (maple) shown

• Alder body
• One-piece maple neck (9.5" radius)

• 25.5" scale Length

• Rosewood or maple fingerboard

• Bi-Flex™ truss rod

• Micro-Ti'Lt™ neck adjustment

• Deluxe Fender ch'e-cast machine heads

• 22 medium-jumbo frets

• American Standard Tele bridge pickup
• Fender DH-1 neck humbucker

• 5-way switching

• Six-saddle string-through-body bridge

• SchaLler® Straplock ready
• Fender Super 250 strings
• Black Tolex® Fender case

• Colors: 800, 805, 806, 809

00 3-color sunburst:!|

05 Olympic white

06 black

09 candy apple red

44 shoreline gold

Nashville B-Bender® Tele®
Modeled after the personally customized
instruments of some of Nashville's top

ptayers, the Nashville B-Bender Tele

delivers classic Tele and Strat tones

combined with striking pedal steel
effects.

Nashville B-Bender Tele Model Number:
010-8342 (maple only)

• Alder body
• One-pi'ece maple neck (9.5" radius)

• 25.5" scale length

• Rosewood or maple fingerboard

• Bi-Flex™ truss rod

• Micro-Ti'lt™ neck adjustment

• Deluxe Fender die-cast machine heads

• 22 medium-jumbo frets

• 2 American Standard Tele pickups

• 1 Texas Special Strat pickup (middle)
• 5-way "Strat-o-Tele" switching

• Six-saddle string-through-body bridge

• Schaller® Straplock ready
• Fender Super 250 strings
• Black Tolex® Fender case

• Colors: 800, 805, 806, 809

45 teal green metallic

strings

SUI'LK 1{LII I I IS

used on Strats
on this page

Features & specifications subject to change without notice. FRONTLINE0 SUMMER 98
used on Tetes
on this page



Ihared
Hires AMERICAN series

^Sv.
^Unless otherwise

deluxe series models

are made in USA

and share the

following features:

solid ash or alder
bodies

aged plastic parts

deluxe hardware

straptock buttons

black Tolex®
Fender case

Note: Not all

variations may be

available in all

colors, consult your

price list for

availability.

The Vi'ntage-Noi'setess pick-

ups used on the American
Deluxe Strat® and Tele®

employ a stacked-coil design

to recreate the sound of

Fender pickups from the Late
'50s and early '60s

without the hum normally

associated with single-coils.

American Deluxe Stratocaster®
The American Deluxe Stratocaster is the ultimate in high-performance.
Classicalty contoured solid "tone-wood" bodies and new distinctive neck shapes
fit like a glove. Other features include three Fender Vintage-Noisetess™ pick-
ups with hot bridge for extra punch and sustain, polished chrome locking
machine heads, American Deluxe tremoLo with polished steeL saddles, highly
detailed fret and nut work, abatone dot inlays, and aged plastic parts.

Additional configurations include the American Deluxe Fat Strat®, which fea-
tures a new Fender DH-1™ Humbucker in the bridge position and an LSR Roller
Nut. The two Vi'ntage-NoiseLess pickups in the neck and bridge position are
wound extra hot for proper balance with the humbucker. The American Deluxe
Fat Strat is also available with an optional Fender Deluxe Locking tremolo.

American Deluxe Stratocaster Model Numbers:

010-1000 (rosewood)
010-1002 (maple) shown

American Deluxe Fat Strat Model Numbers:
010-1100 Fat Strat/LSR (rosewood)
010-1102 Fat Strat/LSR (maple) shown
010-1190 Fat Strat/LSR/Locking Trem (rosewood)
010-1192 Fat Strat/LSR/Locking Trem (maple) shown

Premium atder or ash body (depending on finish)
One-piece maple neck (9.5" radius)
25.5" scale length
Rosewood or maple fingerboard
Bi-FLex™ truss rod
Micro-Tilt™ neck adjustment
Deluxe Fender locking machine heads
22 medium-jumbo frets
Fender Vintage-NoiseLess™ pickups
Fender DH-1™ Humbucker (Fat Strat)
5-way switching
Deluxe 2-point synchronized
tremolo
Schaller® straplock ready
Fender Super BuLLet® 3205
strings
Black ToLex® Fender case
Colors:

800, 806, 838 w/alder body
801, 848, 894 w/ash body

Apph'que Logo.

American Deluxe

Fat Strat® HSS
& Fat Strat HSS Locking

FRONTLINE

Locking tuners.

•SUMMER 98 ALL Fender Guitars carry a limited lifetime warranty.



The new Fender American Deluxe series represents the pinnacle of U.5. manufactured electric guitars. With fea-
tures [ike select "tone-wood" bodies, highly detailed fret and nut work and newly designed Fender Vintage-
Noiseless™ pickups, the Fender American Deluxe guitars are sure to become classics worthy of their namesake.

American Deluxe Telecaster®

The top of the TeLe chain! The American Deluxe TeLecaster offers two Fender Vintage-Noiseless™ Tele®
pickups and one Vintage-Noiseless Strat® pickup in the middle position. Other features include 7-way
pickup switching, bound-top alder or ash body with contoured back, highly detailed fret and nut work,
abalone dot inlays and aged plastic parts.

American Deluxe Telecaster Model Numbers:
010-5500 (rosewood)
010-5502 (maple) shown

American Deluxe Precision Bass® *

^

The American Deluxe P-Bass® offers tons of tonal variations. The three-band active EQ combined with

a vintage P-Bass pickup and special design humbucker make this an axe that can cut any gig. Other

features include a graphite reinforced neck, premium aLder or ash body (depending on finish), and
combination string-through-body or top-load bridge.

American Deluxe Precision Bass Model Numbers:
019-5200 (rosewood) shown
019-5202 (maple)

American Deluxe Jazz Bass®

Classic features combined with the best that modern technology has to offer, the Latest version of the
Fender Jazz Bass once again captures the spirit of innovation. A three-band active EQ and special

design J-Bass® pickups are featured along with a graphite reinforced neck, premium alder or ash body

(depending on finish), and combination string-through-body or top-Load bridge. Also available in
fretless and 5-string versions.

American Deluxe Jazz Bass Model Numbers:
019-5400 (rosewood) 019-5408 Fretless (rosewood only)
019-5402 (maple) shown 019-5500 Five String

Premium alder or ash body
(depending on finish)
One-piece maple neck

(9.5" radius)
25.5" scale length

Rosewood or maple fingerboard
Bi-Flex™ truss rod

Micro-Tilt™ neck adjustment

Deluxe Fender die-cast machine

heads
22 medium-jumbo frets

3 Fender Vintage-Noiseless™

pickups
7-way switching

Six-saddle string-through-body

bridge with polished saddles
Schaller® strapLock ready
Fender Super 250 strings
Black Tolex® Fender case

Colors:

800, 806, 838 w/alder body
801, 848, 894 w/ash body

Premium alder or ash body
(depending on finish)
Graphite reinforced maple neck
(9.5" radius)
Rosewood or maple fingerboard

• 34" scale length

• Lightweight Deluxe Fender
machine heads

• 22 medium-jumbo frets

Vintage P-Bass pickup (middle)
Special design humbucking
pickup (bridge)
3-band active EQ

Combination string-through-body

or top-load bridge
SchalLer® straplock ready
Fender Super Bass 7250 strings
Black Tolex® Fender case

Colors:

800, 806, 838 w/atder body
801, 848, 894 w/ash body

Premium alder or ash body
(depending on finish)
Graphite reinforced maple neck
(9.5" radius)
• Rosewood or maple fingerboard

• 34" scale length

• Lightweight deluxe Fender
machine heads
22 medium-jumbo frets

2 Special design Jazz Bass
pickups
3-band active EQ

Combination string-through-body

or top-load bridge
SchaLLer® strap-lock ready

Fender Super Bass 7250 strings
Black Tolex® Fender case

Colors:

800, 806, 838 w/alder body
801, 848, 894 w/ash body

Features & specifications subject to change without notice. >St)MMER98

00 3-cotor sunburst

01 white blonde 1;

06 black

38 crimson red trans.

48 teal green trans.

94 purple transparent

strings

SUPER BULLETS

used on Strats

on this page

used on Teles

on this page

SUPER HASS

used on the Basses
on this page
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Unless otherwise

•

noted, American

•

Vintage senes

•

models are made

•

in USA and share
•

the following

AMERICAN VINTAGE w\w

one-piece maple neck

vintage hardware

original detailing

vintage pickups

Fender tweed case

Note: Not all

variations may be

available in all

colors, consult your

price list for

'57 Stratocaster®

The American Vintage '57

Stratocaster® and '62

Stratocaster re-create two

of Fender's most famous

designs. Alt original specs

are detailed including neck

and headstock shapes, body

radii and contours, 12th fret

dot positioning, and hand

beveled pickup magnets.
Both models are also

available Left handed.
Beveled magnets.

'62 Stratocaster(

'52 Telecaster®

This faithful reissue pays homage to Fender's original classic that revotuti'onized

the electric guitar. Its efficiency of form and function have made the Telecaster

one of the most played and heard instruments in musical history. Ati original

specs are detailed including neck shape, fingerboard radius, hardware, pickups
and etectrom'cs. Also available left handed.

'57 Stratocaster® Model Numbers:

010-0102 (maple) shown
010-0122 Left Hand (maple)

'62 Stratocaster® Model Numbers:

010-0100 (rosewood) shown
010-0120 Left Hand (rosewood)

• Comfort contoured alder body

(ash on 801)
• One piece maple neck

(7.25" radius)

• 25.5" scale Length

• 21 nickel silver frets

• 3 new American Vintage

Strat® pickups
• 1 volume, 2 tone controls

• 3-way switching (5-way included)

• Original synchronized tremoLo

("ashtray" included)
• Fender Super 250 strings
• Fender tweed case

• '57 Stratocaster colors:

801, 803, 806, 809, 840, 878

• '62 Stratocaster colors:

800, 805, 806, 809, 840, 846

'52 Telecaster® Model Numbers:

010-0202 (maple) shown
010-0222 Left Hand (maple)

• Premium ash body
• One piece tinted maple neck

(7.25" radius)
• 25.5" scale Length

• 21 nickel silver frets

• Single-pLy black pickguard
(white on 806)

• 2 new American Vintage

Tete® pickups
• Master volume and tone controls

• 3-way switching

• Original vintage Tele® bridge
("ashtray" included)

• Fender Super 250 strings
• Fender tweed case

• Colors: 806, 850, 884

availability. FRONTHNE" All Fender Guitars carry a limited lifetime warranty.



The '52 Telecaster®, '57 Stratocaster® and '62 Stratocaster® are the cornerstones of Fender's electric guitar range.
The introduction of the new American Vintage Series marks the return to original specs with smooth, rounded
body radii, distinctive neck shapes, aged plastic parts and pickups that replicate ati the physical and tonal
aspects of the originals.

'57 Precision Bass®

Fender invented the Electric Bass in 1951 in response to requests from musicians

for a louder, easier-to-handle bass. This new instrument was named the Precision

Bass. Unlike its predecessor— the acoustic stand-up bass, the P-Bass® had frets,

which allowed bassists to play with precision. Needless to say, a "new playing

sensation" was born and the sound of popular music changed forever. The

American Vintage '57 and '62 Precision Basses pay tribute to the originals with
accurate detailing from their respective vintages.

'62 Precision Bass®
ffh

'62 Jazz Bass "ashtray".

'62 Jazz Bass®
r",

First introduced in 1960 as the "Deluxe Model," the Fender Jazz Bass has stood

the test of time to become one of the most played instruments in modern musical

history. All original Fender Firsts such as the off-set waist body, ultra slim

fast-action neck and full-range bi-pole pickups are detailed in this faithful reissue.

Features & specifications subject to change without notice.

'57 Precision Bass Model
Number:

019-0115 (maple)

'62 Precision Bass Model

Number:

019-0116 (rosewood)

• Comfort contoured alder

body (ash on 801)
• One piece maple neck

(7.25" radius)

• 34" scale length

• Original "backwards"

machine heads

• 20 nickel silver frets

• Gold anodized pickguard on
'57 P-Bass®

• Brown shell pickguard on

'62 P-Bass (aged white on

840)
• American Vintage split-coil

pickup
• Volume and tone controls

• Chrome bridge and pickup
covers included

• Fender Super Bass 7250ML
strings

• Fender tweed case

• '57 Precision Bass colors:

801, 803, 806, 809

• '62 Precision Bass colors:

800, 805, 806, 840

'62 Jazz Bass Model

Numbers: 019-0209

• Comfort contoured

alder body
• One piece maple neck

(7.25" radius)

• 34" scale length
• Original "backwards"

machine heads

• 20 nickel silver frets

• Brown shell pi'ckguard

(aged white on 802)
• 2 American Vintage bi-poLe

pickups
• Dual concentric volume and

tone controls
• Chrome bridge and pickup

covers included
• Fender Super Bass 7250ML

strings
• Fender tweed case

• Colors: 800, 802, 805, 806

finislf
optlons-

00 3-cotor sunburst

01 white blonde

02 lake placid blue

03 2-cotor sunburst

05 Olympic white

09 candy apple red

40 fiesta red

46 sherwood metallic

78 aztec gold

strings

used on Guitars

on this page

SUPER liASS

used on Basses

on this page



|mque
Jleaiures SPECIAL MOD

Special Models

have many

features:

Floyd Rose® locking
tremolo on the Ftoyd

Rose Classic Strat®

reverse angle bridge
pickup in the
Voodoo Strat

semi-hollow body
on the '90s Tele®

Thin line

DeArmond® 2K
pickups on the

Tele-Sonic™

Note: Not ati

variations may be

available in all

colors, consult your

price list for

availability.

Jimi Hendrix Voodoo Stratocaster®
The Voodoo Stratocaster is a tribute to

the voodoo master himself— Jimi"

Hendrix. For years players have been

putting left handed necks on their Strats

in search of that elusive sound. This only

got them halfway there. The Voodoo

Stratocaster completes the equation with

its compLetety Left-handed string path.

The unique string tension created by the

Voodoo's reverse headstock, combined

with the scorching tone of reverse stag-

gered pickups and the reverse angLed

bridge pickup— take it over the top.

Combine all that with a right-handed con-

toured body, tremolo and controls, and

your there. Woven strap and white-coil

cable included.

Voodoo Stratocaster Model Numbers:

010-6600 (rosewood)
010-6602 (maple) shown
• Right-handed aLder body
• Left-handed maple neck (9.5" radius)

• Rosewood or maple fingerboard
• 25.5" scale length

• Fender/SchalLer® vintage "F"

machine heads

• 21 medium-jumbo frets

• 3 Vintage Strat® pickups with reverse

staggered magnets

• Reverse angled bridge pickup
• 1 volume, 2 tone controls

• 5-way switching

• Original synchronized tremolo

• Fender Super 250 strings

• Black ToLex® Fender case

• Colors: 800, 805, 806

Voodoo Strat engraved
neckplate.

Floyd Rose Classic HH
details.

Floyd Rose® Classic Strat® HSS/HH
For players who want to access a wide

variety of extreme tones. Fender intro-

duces the new FLoyd Rose Classic HSS and
Floyd Rose Classic HH. Both guitars fea-

ture the Floyd Rose Original locking
tremolo plus newly designed Fender hum-

bucking pickups.

The HSS model has two Fender American
Standard single coils in the neck and

middle positions and one Fender DH-1™

Humbucker in the bridge. The DH-l's

magnetic pole pieces are Fender-spaced

for proper string balance. The HH model

beefs it up with a double dose of Fender

DH-1 Humbuckers in the bridge and neck

positions, combined with special 5-way

switching that offers a wide array of fat

humbucker and cutting singte-coit tones.

FRONTUNE' (SUMMER 98

Floyd Rose Classic HSS Model Numbers:
110-6500 (rosewood)
110-6502 (maple) shown

Floyd Rose Classic HH Model Numbers:
110-6700 (rosewood)
110-6702 (maple)

• Premium alder body

• One piece maple neck (9.5" radius)

• Vintage machine heads

• 22 medium-jumbo frets

• 1 volume, 2 tone controls

• 5-way switching

• Floyd Rose® Original double
Locking tremoto

• White/black/white pickguard
• Black Tolex® Fender case

• Colors: 800, 806, 809, 841

All Fender Guitars carry a limited lifetime warranty.



A select group of high-end models each with a vibe ati its own. The Fender Spedal Models group is where the
unexpected is the norm. All models are manufactured at our state-of-the-art fadlity in Corona, California, U.S.A.

'90s Tele® Thinline

Semi-hollow ash body with f-hoLe
• One-piece maple neck (9.5" radius)
• 25.5" scale length

• Rosewood or maple fingerboard
• Bi- Flex™ truss rod

• Micro-Ti'Lt™ neck adjustment

Deluxe Fender di'e-cast machine heads

22 mecli'um-jumbo frets

American Standard Tete pickups
3-way switching

Six-saddLe string-through-body bridge

Schaller® StrapLock ready
Fender Super 250 strings
Black Tolex® Fender case

Colors: 800, 805, 806, 821, 838

A beautiful, double bound, semi-
hollow ash body with a single
f-hole sets the stage for the '90s
Tete Th'nh'ne. This eye catching

guitar comes equipped with American Standard pickups and hardware,
and a white shell pickguard. Natural and Olympic White finishes have
brown shell pickguard and binding.

'90s Tele Thinli'ne Model Numbers:

010-8200 (rosewood)
010-8202 (maple) shown

00 3-color sunburs

03 2-color sunbursf;;;

1998 Collectors Edition Telecaster®
This year, we pay tribute to
the guitar that started it
ati— the Fender TeLecaster.

First introduced in 1950

bearing the name "Esquire,"

the TeLecaster laid the foun-

dation for a new breed of

electric guitar— the soh'd

body. Only 1,998 of these
elegant guitars will be pro-

duced for world-wide distrib-

ution each bearing a unique

pearl in Lay at the 12th fret
commemorating the year.

1998 Collectors Telecaster Model Number:
010-1998

• Only 1,998 will be made
• Solid ash body
• Special "\1" shaped tinted maple neck

21 medium-jumbo frets

SingLe-ply white pickguard
2 American Vintage TeLe pickups
GoLd-pLated hardware

Modern Tele wiring
3-way seLector switch

Neckplate serialized 0001 of 1998 etc.
Brown Leather vintage strap

Deluxe brown Tolex® case with gold Lining

09 candy apple red

Tele-Sonic TM

The Fender Tele-Som'c™ takes the Telecaster concept to a new Level with

its chambered mahogany body, twin DeArmond® single-coi'l pickups and

Wi'Lkinson® stop tail-piece.

Features & specifications subject to change without notice.

Tele-Sonic Model Numbers: 010-1800

• Chambered mahogany body
• One-piece maple neck (9.5" radius)

• 24 3/4" scale length
• Rosewood fingerboard

• Bi-Flex™ truss rod

• Mkro-TiLt™ neck adjustment

• Deluxe Fender die-cast

machine heads
• 22 medium-j urn bo frets

2 U.S. DeArmond® 2K singLe-coil pickups

3-way toggle switch

Wilkinson® stop tai'l-piece

SchaLLer® strapLock ready
Fender Super 250 strings
Black Tolex® Fender case

• Colors: 832, 838

E Q^ SUMMER 98

32 brown sunburst

38 crimson tranparent

41 vintage white

strings

SUPER BULLETS

used on Strats
on this page

used on Teles
on this page



iimque

Limited Edition

Artist models are

crafted in Japan and

have many unique

features:

red, silver & blue
sparkle finish on the

Buck Owens Tele®

saturn inlays on the
Matthias Jabs Strat®

gold anodized
pickguard on the

"Duck" Dun n P-Bass<s

Badass™ II bridge
on the Geddy Lee

Jazz Bass®

2-band active EQ
on the Marcus Miller

Jazz Bass

LIMITED EDITION ARTIST series
Matthias Jabs Stratocaster®
Since 1978, Matthias Jabs has been the

^ead guitarist for one of the world's most

popular hard rock bands— The Scorpions.

Since first appearing on the album
"Lovedrive," Matthias' powerful melodic

style has fueled hits such as "No One Like

You," "Winds of Change" and "Rock You

Like a Hurricane." With sales of over 30

million albums and countless shows in

Europe, Russia, Japan, Southeast Asia,

South Africa and the United States,
Matthias and
The Scorpions

are one of the

premier European

Hard Rock Bands. |

Matthias Jabs Strat Model Number:
025-7400 (rosewood)

• Alder body
• Maple neck with custom shape

small headstock
• 25.5" scale Length

• Rosewood fretboard with custom

saturn in Lays

• Gotoh vintage Locking machine heads

• 22 Frets

• Two Custom Shop 50's single-coils,

one Seymour Duncan® 3B

• 5-way switching

• Single-pLy white pickguard
• Controls:

-Volume control for JB,

-Volume control for single-coils,

-Master tone TBX control

• Fender/Schaller® Straplocks
• Vintage tremoLo

• Colors: 509

Buck Owens Telecaster®
From his humble beginnings as a share-

cropper's son to his show stopping perfor-

mances around the world, ALvis "Buck"

Owens has indeed lived the American

dream. The image of Buck strumming his

TeLecaster whiLe singing such chart top-
ping hit songs as "Act Naturally," "Love's

Gonna Live Here," and "I've Got A Tiger

By The Tail," has influenced some of the

the biggest names in music. Along with

his best friend—the Late Don Rich—Buck
Owens and the Buckaroos created the

roadhouse

sound that
has become

the foundation

of modern

country music.

Buck Owens Tele Model Number:
025-7500 (rosewood)

Basswood body
Special shape maple neck
25.5" scale Length

Rosewood fretboard

22 frets
Vintage Tete® pickups w/aLm'co

magnets

3-way switching

Master volume and tone controls

Gold pickguard
Gold plated vintage hardware
Colors: 550 red, silver

& blue sparkle

FRONTLINE' ^SUMMER 98 All Fender Guitars carry a limited Lifetime warranty.



This limited edition series pays tribute to some of the world's most influential artists. Ati models will
be produced in limited quantities this year only — collectors take note!

Donald "Duck" Dunn

Precision Bass Model Number:

Donald "Duck" Dunn
Precision Bass®

025-7602 (maple)

Alder body
50's shape one-piece maple neck
34" scale length

Vintage machine heads

20 frets
Vintage P-Bass® pickup

Gold anodized pickguard
• Master volume and tone controls
• KnurLed knobs

• Fender/Schaller® straplocks
• Vintage four post bridge
• Colors: 509

Muddy Waters, Elvi's Presley, Robert Palmer, Stevie Nicks, Tom Petty, Eric Clapton, Nei'l Young, Bob Dylan, Booker T. & the

M.G.'s, The Blues Brothers . . . these are but a few of the artists with whom Donald "Duck" Dunn has played. From the

earliest Stax/Volt sessions to his most recent tours, there has been but one bass for Duck— the Fender Precision.

Geddy Lee
Jazz Bass®

Geddy Lee Jazz Bass Model
Number: 025-7702 (maple)

• ALder body
• 70's Jazz Bass maple neck

• 34" scale length

• Maple fretboard with black
Binding and block inlays

• Vintage style machine heads

• 20 frets

'62 U.S. Jazz Bass pickups

Whi'te/black/white pickguard
2 volume, 1 tone controls

Bakelite knobs
Fender/Schaller® strapLocks
BadAss™ H bridge
Colors: 506

As a member of the Canadian power trio Rush, Geddy Lee has been selling out arenas and creating some of the most

innovative and cutting edge Rock & Roll ever produced. A multi'-platinum body of work that stretches over twenty years
and features such classic songs such as "Tom Sawyer," "Spirit of the Radio," and "YYZ," as well as recent cuts like

"Driven," have all featured the unmistakable growl of Gedd/s up front bass tones.

Marcus Miller
Jazz Bass®

Marcus Miller Jazz Bass Model
Number: 025-7802 (maple)

Ash body
'75 Jazz Bass maple neck
34" scale length
Maple fretboard w/white binding
and pearloid block inlays
Vintage style machine heads
20 frets
Vintage Jazz Bass pickups
• Black/white/btack pickguard

Volume, volume, treble, and
bass controls
2-band active EQ w/bypass
switch
BadAss™ II bridge
Colors: 500, 505, 521

As a bassist, Marcus Miller has performed with Miles Davis, David Sanborn, Luther Vandross, Joe Sample, McCoy Tyner & Jackie McLean,

Grover Washington Jr., Aretha Franklin, and Roberta Flack. Without a doubt, Marcus Miller's defining groove is being felt around the

world by bass players who consider his work to be the pinnacle of the craft.

00 3-color sunbur

05 Olympic whty

06 black

09 candy apple red

21 natural

50 red, silver &
blue sparkle

used on Guitars
on this page

Features & specifications subject to change without notice. FRONTLINE
used on Basses
on this page



imque
iatures

Artist Signature

have many

Lace Sensors on

the Erie Clapton Strat®

locking machine heads
on the Jeff Beck Strat

reversed artwork on

the Oimi Hendrix
Tribute Stratocaster®

25db active mid-boost
circuit on the Buddy

Guy Strat

Note: Not all

variations may be

available in alt

colors, consult your

price list for

availability.

ARTIST SIGNATURE series
Jeff Beck Stratocaster®

(U.S.A.) The Jeff Beck Stratocaster is the

culmination of Jeff's ultimate guitar

needs. A wide array of sounds can be
coaxed from this beauty— breathtaking

harmonies, ferocious tremoto effects and

much more. Unique features include a

deep '50s

neck shape,
two Gold
Fender-Lace®

Sensors in
the neck

and middle
positions,
and dual
Gold Fender-
Lace®

Sensors in

the bridge.

Jeff Beck Stratocaster Model Numbers
010-9600 (rosewood)

Contoured aLder body
Deep '50s shape maple neck

(9.5" radius)

25.5" scale Length

Rosewood fingerboard

Bi-FLex™ truss rod

Mkro-Tilt™ neck adjustment

Deluxe Fender Locking machine heads

22 mech'um-jumbo frets

2 Gold Fender-Lace® Sensors

(neck & middle)
Dual Gold Fender-Lace®

Sensors (bridge)
5-way switching with

push/push for bridge
Volume, tone (neck),

TBX (bridge &middle)
controls

2-point synchronized tremolo

White/bLack/whi'te pickguard
Straplock ready
Fender 3250 strings
Colors: 841, 857, 876

Eric Clapton Stratocaster®

(U.S.A.) The Eric CLapton model was
designed to recreate the Look and feel of

Eric's Favorite Strat®, but with modern

electronics that could provide a fatter

sound when needed. Unique features

include a special "V" shape neck, three

Gold
Fender-

Lace®

Sensors,

25db
active

mid-boost

circuit,

and

blocked
tremolo

bridge.

Eric Clapton Stratocaster Model Number:
010-7602 (maple)

• Contoured atder body
• Special "\1" shape maple neck

(9.5" radius)
• 25.5" scale length
• Bi-Flex™ truss rod
• Micro-Titt™ neck adjustment

• Fender vintage machine heads
• 21 frets

• 3 Gold Fender-Lace® Sensors
• 25db active mid-boost circuit

• 5-way switching
• Volume, TBX (master), rm'd-boost

controls
• Original synchronized tremolo

(blocked)
• Si'ngle-pty white pickguard
• Fender 3205 strings
• Fender tweed case
• Colors: 805, 806, 843, 858, 871

ALL Fender Guitars carry a limited Lifetime warranty.



Designed under the direct supervision of some of the world's most influential players, these models
have been painstakingly crafted to accommodate each artists unique specifications and playing sty[e.

Buddy Guy Stratocaster®

(U.S.A.) The Buddy Guy model is a red hot
blues machine. Buddy's legendary sound

comes through. So can yours! Unique

features include a special "V" shape neck,

three Gold Fender-Lace® Sensors with

25db active mid-boost circuit.

Buddy Guy Stratocaster
Model Number:
010-7802 (maple)

• Contoured ash body

• Special "V" shape maple neck

(9.5" radius)

• 25.5" scale length

• Bi-Flex™ truss rod

• Micro-Tilt™ neck adjustment

• Fender vintage machine heads
• 22 frets

• 3 Gold Fender-Lace® Sensors

• 25db active mid-boost circuit

• 5-way switching

• Volume, TBX (master), mid-boost

controls

• Original synchronized
tremolo

• Shell pi'ckguard

• Fender 3205 strings
• Fender tweed case

• Colors: 803, 867

05 Olympic white

41 vintage whiter;

43 pewter

57 surf green

58 torino red

Jimi Hendrix Tribute Stratocaster®
(U.S.A.) The Jimi Hendrix Stratocaster

is a mirror image of the guitar that

gave a "Star Spangled" performance at

the /69 Woodstock festival. Unique fea-

tures include a large Late '60s head-

stock, maple-cap fingerboard and

reverse staggered vintage pickups.

Jimi Hendrix Stratocaster Model
Number: 010-6822 (maple)

• Left-handed guitar strung right-handed

• Contoured alder body

• Special shape maple neck (7.25" radius)

• 25.5" scale length

• Maple fingerboard
• Fender/SchalLer vintage "F"

machine heads

• 21 frets

• 3 reverse staggered vintage

single-coiL pickups
• 3-way switching (5-way included)

• Volume, tone, tone controls

• Original synchronized tremolo

• White/black/white pickguard
• Fender 3205 strings
• Black Tolex® Fender case

• Colors: 805

67 honey blonde

71 candy green

76 midnight purple

strings

Features & specifications subject to change without notice. —FReNTHtffi-C^^-SttMWSM
used on Guitars

on this page



unique
features

Artist Signature

have many

late '60s headstock on
the Bonme Raitt Strat®

scalloped fretboard
on the Yngwie

Malmsteen Strat

star inlay on the Rkhie
Sambora Strat

1^ <i» cat*
-f-—

^
DiMarzio PAF

humbucker on the

RicMe Sambora
Standard Strat

Note: Not all

variations may be

available in all

colors, consult your

price list for

availability.

ARTIST SIGNATURE series
Yngwie Malmsteen Stratocaster®
(U.S.A.) Swedish guitarist Yngwi'e Matmsteen

first hit the U.S. music scene through a

Guitar Player Magazine Spotlight column and

from there, hit the ground running. From
his days in the 80's rock scene to sold-out

performances showcasing his classical influ-
ences

and pro-

digious
technique,

Yngwie has

remained

truly one

of a kind.

Fender is proud to introduce the all-new

Yngwie MaLmsteen Stratocaster. In addition
to Yngwie's trademark scalloped fretboard

and brass nut, new features include a late

60's Large headstock, original synchronized

Tremolo and aged plastic parts.

Yngwie Malmsteen Stratocaster Model

Number:

010-7100 (rosewood) shown

010-7102 (maple)

• Made In U.S.A.

• Alder body
• One piece maple neck w/spedal shape

& Large headstock
• ScaLLoped maple neck or rosewood

fretboard option
• 21 Frets

• 2 DiMarzio YJM pickups
(neck & mid), 1 Di'Marzio

HS-3 pickup (bridge)
Vintage tremoto

Brass nut
Schaller "V tuners

Aged parts & mint green
pickguard
3-Way setector switch

Fender tweed case

Strap & cable
Fender Super 250 strings
Colors: 809, 841, 872

Bonnie Rai'tt Stratocaster®
(U.S.A.) The Bonnie Rai'tt Stratocaster

emulates her favorite vintage Strat® with

some attractive additions. A narrow

neck shape and 9.5" fingerboard radius

make for excellent playability. Other

unique features include three Fender

Texas Special™ si'ngle-coil pickups and a

white shell pickguard.

FRONTUNE

Bonnie Raitt Stratocaster Model
Number:

010-9300 (rosewood)

• Contoured ash body

• Narrow "C' shape maple neck

(9.5" radius)

• 25.5" scale Length

• Rosewood fingerboard

• Fender vintage machine heads

• 22 frets

• 3 Fender Texas Special™ single-coil

pickups
• 5-way switching

• Volume, tone (neck), tone (bridge)
controls

• Original synchronized tremolo

• WMte/black/white pickguard
• Fender Super 250 strings

• Fender tweed case

• Colors: 800, 888

All Fender Guitars carry a limited Lifetime warranty.



Designed under the direct supervision of some of the world's most influential players, these models
have been painstakingly crafted to accommodate each artist's unique specificatjons and playing style.

Richie Sambora Standard Stratocaster®
(Mexico) The Ri'chie Sambora Standard
Strat is modeled after his U.S.

version— hum/singLe/singte pickup

configuration and Locking tremolo.

No problem rockin' on this one!

Unique features include a Di'Marzi'o®

PAF humbucker in the bridge position
and Ftoyd Rose® II Locking tremolo.

Richie Sambora Standard Stratocaster
Model Number:
113-2700 (rosewood)

Contoured poplar body
One-piece maple neck (9.5" radius)
25.5" scale length

Rosewood fingerboard

Fender die-cast machine heads

21 medium-jumbo frets

2 standard si'ngle-coi'L pickups (neck

& middle)
1 DiMarzi'o® PAF humbucker (bridge)
5-way switching

Volume, tone (neck), tone (middle)
controls

Floyd Rose® II locking tremoto
White/black/whi'te pickguard
Fender Super 250 strings
Colors: 502, 506, 525, 580

finish
options.-

00 3-color sunbursfc?

02 lake placid blu&i^

06 black

09 candy apple retf'

25 crimson red metallic

30 cherry sunbyrst

41 vintage white

Richie Sambora Stratocaster® 72 some blue

(U.S.A.) The Richi'e Sambora

Stratocaster combines classic design
with "flash." Unique features include

"star" fingerboard inlays, two Fender

Texas Special™ si'ngle-coils, a DiMarzio®

PAF bridge humbucker, an active mi'd-

boost circuit, and a FLoyd Rose®

Original. Locking tremoto.

Richi'e Sariibora Stratocaster Model

Number:

110-2702 (maple)

Contoured alder body
One-pi'ece maple neck (9.5" radius)

25.5" scale Length

Micro-Ti'lt™ neck adjustment

Fender deluxe di'e-cast machine heads

22 medi'um-jumbo frets

2 Fender Texas Special singte-coi'L

pickups (neck & middle)
1 DiMarzio® PAF humbucker (bridge)
5-way switching

Volume, tone (neck), TBX (middle &
bridge) controls
Floyd Rose® Original locking tremolo
White/black/white pickguard
Fender Super 250 strings
Fender tweed case

Colors: 830, 880

80 arfcic white

88 desert sunset

strings

Features & specifications subject to change without notice. ® SUMMER 98
used on Guitars

on this page



Unique
features

Artist Signature

ARTIST SIGNATURE series
Jimmie Vaughan Signature
Tex-Mex™ Sfrat®

have many

features:

(Mexico) The Ji'mmie Vaughan Tex-Mex Strat

features simplicity of design, directly reflect-

ing his deep roots and traditional playing

style. Unique features include a special "V"

shape neck, three Fender Tex-Mex pickups

with hot bridge, and special tone control

winng.

left-handed bridge on
the SRV Stratocaster®

hot bridge pickup on
the Jimmie Vaughan

Tex-Mex™ Strat®

"Strat-o-Tele™"

switching on the
James Burton Tele®

Texas Tele pickups on
the James Burton

Standard Tete

Note: Not all

variations may be

available in all

colors, consult your

price list for

Ji'mmie Vaughan Tex-Mex Strat

Model Number:
013-9202 (maple)

Contoured poplar body
Special "M" shape maple neck (9.5" radius)

25.5" scale length

Fender vintage machine heads

21 medium-jumbo frets

3 Fender Tex-Mex single-coil pickups

5-way switching

Volume, tone (neck), tone (bridge)
controls

Original synchronized tremolo

SingLe-pLy white pickguard
Schaller® strap-lock ready

Fender Super 250 strings
Fender deluxe gig bag
Colors: 303, 305, 306, 309

Stevie Ray Vaughan Stratocaster®

(U.S.A.) The Stevie Ray Vaughan Signature
model respectfully replicates Stevie's

favorite guitar. Pure Texas blues— Stevie

style! Unique features include a special
"oval" neck shape, Pao Ferro fingerboard,

three Fender Texas Special™ singLe-coil

pickups,

gold plated
vintage

hardware

with left-
handed
tremolo,

and special
engraved

pickguard.

radius)

Stevie Ray Vaughan Stratocaster
Model Number:
010-9200 (pao ferro)

Contoured alder body
Special "oval" shape maple neck (12'

25.5" scale length

Pao Ferro fingerboard

Fender vintage machine heads

21 jumbo frets
3 Fender Texas Special™ si'ngle-coi'L pickups

5-way switching

Volume, tone (neck), tone (mid) controls
Engraved black/white/black pi'ckguard
Original synchronized tremolo (left-handed)
Gold plated hardware
Fender Super 250 strings
Fender tweed case

Colors: 800

-FRONfl All Fender Guitars carry a limited lifetime warranty.



Designed under the direct supervision of some of the world's most influential players, these models
have been painstakingly crafted to accommodate each artist's unique specifications and playing style.

James Burton Standard Telecaster®

finisH

(Mexico) The James Burton Standard
Telecaster reflects this great player's

roots with its /50s styling and classic

Tele® tone. Unique features include

a vintage si'x-saddle string-through-

body bridge and two Fender Texas-

Tele® single-coit pickups.

James Burton Standard Telecaster
Model Number:
013-8602 (maple)

Poplar body
One-piece maple neck
(9.5" radius)

25.5" scale length

Fender vintage machine heads
21 frets
2 Fender Texas-TeLe singLe-coi'L

pickups
3-way switching

Master volume and tone controls

SingLe-pLy white pickguard
Vintage si'x-saddte-string-through

body bridge
Fender Super 250 strings
Colors: 503, 506, 509, 541

00 3-color sunburs^;

03 2-color sunbursfr^

05 Olympic whti

06 black d^

09 candy apple red

10 black w/gold paisley

James Burton Telecaster®
(U.S.A.) The James Burton Telecaster

is loaded with modern features yet

retains the classic TeLe sound and feet

that James likes. Unique features

include paisley and solid color fim'sh-

es, three Fender-Lace®, and special 5-

way "Strat-o-Tele" switching.

James Burton Telecaster

Model Number:
010-8602 (maple)

Poplar body
One-piece maple neck

(9.5" radius)
25.5" scale length
Pearl-buttoned "Elite" machine

heads
21 frets
3 Fender-Lace® Sensors

(btue/neck, si'Lver/mi'd, red/bridge)
Special 5-way "Strat-o-Tele"

switching

Master volume and TBX tone

controls

Six-saddLe/string-through-body

Strat® bridge
Fender Super 250 strings
Fender tweed case

Colors: 810, 811, 823, 877

11 black w/red paisley

23 pearl white

41 vintage white

77 frost red

strings

Features & specifications subject to change without notice. (SUMMER 98
used on Guitars

on this page



fnique
jfeaiures.

Artist Signature

ARTIST SIGNATURE series
^T

have many

2-band active EQ on
the Stu Ham m "Urge"

standard bass

special 5-way

switching on the
J.D. Telecaster®

special side-by-side

J-Bass"' pickups

on the Roscoe Beck V

2 custom 3-Bass?'

pickups plus a P-Basss'

in the middle position
on the Stu Hamm

"Urqe" bass

Note: Not all

vanations may be

available in all

colors, consult vour

price list for

availability.

3-D. Telecaster® —
(Japan) A variation of Jerry's Custom Shop
Signature model, the 3D TeLe® features a cus-

torn Strat® singte-coit pickup in the neck

position

and special

5-way

switching.

Jerry Donahue "3D" Telecaster

Model Number:
027-9702 (maple)

• Basswood body

• Special "V" shape maple neck

(7.25" radius)
• 25.5" scale length

• Fender vintage machine heads
• 21 frets

• 1 custom Strat® single-coil pickup

(neck)
• 1 custom Tele® single-coi'l pickup

(bridge)
• Special 5-way switching

• Master volume and tone controls

• BLack/white/bLack pickguard
• Vintage si'x-saddte string-through-

body bridge
• Fender Super 250 strings
• Colors: 500, 506, 527, 538

Stu Hamm "Urge" Standard Bass
(Mexico) Modeled after his U.S. Signature

bass, the Stu Hamm Standard features a

32" scale Length and active etectrom'cs.

FRONTLINEo

Stu Ha,mm "Urge" Standard Bass

Model Number:
013-1400 (rosewood)

Poplar body
Special shape mapLe neck

(9.5" radius)

32" scale Length

Rosewood fingerboard
Fender standard machine heads

24 medi'um-jumbo frets

2 standard Jazz Bass® pickups

2-band active EQ with pickup pan

control

Btack/white/black pickguard
Vintage bridge
Fender 8250 strings
Colors: 502, 506, 525, 580

All Fender Guitars carry a limited lifetime warranty.



Designed under the direct supervision of some of the world's most influential players, these models
have been painstakingly crafted to accommodate each artist's unique spedfscations and playing style.

Stu Hamm Urge Bass
(U.S.A.) The Stu Hamm "Urge" Bass

features the tonat magic of classic Jazz

and Precision basses with active

etectrom'cs and contemporary styh'ng.

Unique features include a sleek atder

body, 34" scale length, pao ferro

fingerboard, and white shell pkkguard.

Stu Hamm "Urge" Bass Model Number;

019-1400 (pao ferro)

• ALder body
• Special shape maple neck

(9.5" radius)

• 32" scale length

• Pao ferro fingerboard

• G-B-7 machine heads

• 24 medium-jumbo frets

• 2 custom Jazz Bass® pickups

(neck & bridge)
• 1 custom P-Bass® pickup (middle)

• 2-band active EQ with pickup pan

control

• 4 position rotary pickup selector

• White shell pickguard
• String-through-body bridge
• Fender 8250 strings

• Black ToLex® Fender case

• Colors: 802, 846, 864, 866

Roscoe Beck V Bass

00 3-color sunbursfc

02 lake placid blu@,§

09 candy apple r@j

25 crimson red me

%!il

44 shoreline gotd^i

45 teat green metallic

46 sherwood metallic

64 montego black

66 burgundy metallic

(U.S.A.) The Roscoe Beck V String is truly a
one-of-a-ki'nd design. Players will love the

traditional Jazz feet combined with the

graphite reinforced neck. Other features

include a pao ferro fingerboard, special Jazz

Bass® V pickups, and special switching.

Roscoe Beck V Bass Model Number:
019-6500 (pao ferro)

• Alder body with off-set waist

• Special shape maple neck (9.5" radius)

• 34" scale Length

• Fender special design machine heads

• 22 jumbo frets
• 2 special design "side-by-side

Jazz Bass® pickups

• 1 volume, 1 tone controls

• 3-way rotary pickup setector

• 2 mini tone toggLe switches

• Aged white pickguard
• String-through-body bridge

• Fender 8250 strings
• Black ToLex® Fender case

• Colors: 800, 809, 844, 845

80 arctic white

strings

used on Guitars
on this page

Features & specifications subject to change without notice. 'SUMMER 98

used on Basses

on this page
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DG-11 headstock

DG-8 Value Pak
Everything you need to get playing! Gig bag
strings, picks, string winder, strap, polish &

doth, electronic tuner and a chord book.

Model Number:
095-0800-049

Strings:
Fender Phosphor 60L's

DG-11 rosette

DG-ll's lustrous

sunburst finish

bookmatched back
of a DG-11

DG-7
A perfect combination of great tone

and value the DG-7 is one of our best

sellers. Featuring meranti-wood back

and sides and a spruce top highh'ght-

ed by a high gloss finish and chrome
tuning machines, the DG-7 is an

ideal choice for beginners or as a

second instrument for pros.

Model Number:
095-0706-021

Strings:
Fender Phosphor 60L's

snow-ftake

intay on a DG-16
DG-10LH

wood inlay sound
hole purfling

For South-Paws only! The rich

tone from the DG-10's uniquely

braced, satin-fim'shed mahogany

body and spruce top will have'

n'ghties playi'n -em upside down.

Model Number:
095-1020-021

Strings:
Fender Phosphor 60L's

DG-9
The DG-9 features a genuine

satTn-finished mahogany body

and a select spruce top for a

sound and look that make it
unique in its price range.

Model Number:
095-0900-021

Strings:
Fender Phosphor 60L's

DG-11
Available in three gloss finishes

The DG-11 is great Looking,

great sounding and affordable!
A genuine spruce top with nato

back and sides round out this
outstanding instrument.

Model Numbers:
095-1100-006 (Black)
095-1100-021 (Natural)
095-1100-032 (Sunburst)
Strings:
Fender Phosphor 60L's

-FReNTtiNE SttMMER98
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DG-16
A working musician's dream

come true. The DG-16 sports a

real spruce top, mahogany back

and sides, grade-A rosewood

fingerboard, snowflake position

markers and die-cast tuners.

Model Numbers:
095-1600-006 (BLack)
095-1600-021 (Natural)
095-1600-032 (Sunburst)
Strings:
Fender Phosphor 60Ls

DG-21S

DG-24
Bucking tradition, the DG-24's

satin-fim'shed, mahogany top,

back and sides produce a sound

that begs to be played. The
pearl die-cast machine heads,

wood binding and wood inlay
sound hole purfling add to the
DG-24's distinctive beauty.

Model Number:
095-2400-021

Strings:
Fender Phosphor 60L's

DG-20S
The DG-20S has all the warmth
and clarity that comes from a

solid top guitar. Other musical

features Like genuine mahogany

neck, back and sides help to

create a pro tone and feel.

Model Number:
095-2000-021

Strings:
Fender Phosphor 60L's

This beautiful Indian rosewood
guitar also has a solid spruce top.

These two tone-woods work

together to produce a powerful
combination of strong bass and

brilliant treble. Top quality die-cast
machine heads add the finishing
touch to this artful instrument.

Model Number:
095-2100-021

Strings:
Fender Phosphor 60L's

finisl
optioi

006 black

021 natural (spf

DG-22S
Flame-maple back and sides

are matched to a solid spruce

top for a brilliant "unplugged"
tone that cuts through with
strong mids and smooth bass.

Available in three finishes, all
feature gold di'e-cast tuners.

Model Numbers:
095-2200-021 (Natural)
095-2200-030 (Cherry)
095-2200-032 (Sunburst)
Strings:
Fender Phosphor 60L's

021 natural (cedar)

DG-25S
This six-string dreadnought

also features a satin-finished,

solid cedar top with mahogany
sides and all-new peart-finished

die-cast tuning machines.

The appearance is further

enhanced with wood binding

and attractive wood inlay

sound hole purfling.

Model Number:
095-2500-021

Strings:
Fender Phosphor 60L's

030 cherry

032 sunburst

strings

PHOSPHOR BRONZE

Features & specifications subject to change without notice. FRONTUNE alt DG acoustics
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Inlayed Fender "F"

on the DG-41

diamond inlay on
the DG-31

the authentic
compensated bridge

DG-31S
Solid Englemann spruce and

Honduran mahogany create the

DG-31S' exceptional tone.

Beautifully detailed and finished
this fine musical piece compares

with other guitars costing
hundreds more.

Model Numbers:
095-3100-021 DG-31S

095-3120-021 DG-31S Lefty
Strings:
Fender Phosphor 60L's

DG-41S
Our Finest six-string acoustic

features a gorgeous rosewood

body with Englemann spruce
top, gold tuners and special

snowflake position markers.

The DG-41S exemplifies
perfectly balanced tone with
strong bass, clear treble and

plenty of volume.

Model Number:
095-4100-021

Strings:
Fender Phosphor 60L's

JG-12CE-12 headstock
GC-23S
Features a solid spruce top

with mahogany back and sides.

This smaller-body grandconcert

sized instrument produces an

amazing sound. Chrome
die-cast machine heads add

to precise tuning.

JG-12CE-12 side
detail

(

Model Number:
095-2300-021

Strings:
Fender Phosphor 60L's

DG-12CE-12

CG-7
For those guitarists who favor
classical or folk styles, the CG
models are nylon string guitars
with that great Fender feel
and sound. The neck is '

fashioned from Nato-wood

with a rosewood fretboard.

The body has a spruce top
with meranti back and sides.

Model Number:
094-0700-021

Strings:
Fender 100 Nylon



12 STRING finish
options

DG-10-12
Our lowest price 12-string

sounds and plays Like a much
more expensive guitar. The

satin finished spruce top and
mahogany body deliver a well
balanced tone with plenty of
warmth and brightness.

Comfortable action compares

to instruments costing much

more and makes the DG-10-12

easy to p Lay.

Model Number:
095-1012-021

Strings:
Fender Phosphor 60-12L's

DG-41S-12
Our best 12-string is equipped
with gold die-cast tuner's and

special in lays. But it's the

beautiful Indian rosewood
body and "Grade A" solid

Englemann spruce top that

make it sing. With powerful

bass and

crystatline highs, you'll never

want to put it down.

Model Number:
095-4112-021

Strings:
Fender Phosphor 60-12L's

DG-31-12
A beautiful high-gtoss mahogany
12-string with a select spruce

top and die-cast tuners. A rich

balanced tone with a nice low-

mid warmth makes the DG-31-12

perfect for solo or accompani-

ment. Your fingers wilt appred-

ate the comfortable neck and
easy aGton.

Model Number:
095-3112-021

Strings:
Fender Phosphor 60-12L's

021 natural (mahogai

ACOUSTIC/ELECTRIC

3G-12CE-12
This beautiful 12-string Mini-Jumbo
features the Fender Piezo Pickup

system, an ati satin finish spruce

top, mahogany back and sides, and

a nato neck with die-cast tuners.

Professionally appointed, this
exquisite guitar is priced right for
the working musician who needs a

main instrument or a 12 string to

double on.

Model Number:
095-1217-021

Strings:
Fender Phosphor 60-12L's

strings

Features & specifications subject to change without notice. •E-tf^SU

on alt acoustics on

this page except CG-7

Nil I )N < I ;\SM( ,\1
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Fishman Etectronics
Professional Unit

Fishman Electronics
Acoustic Matrix Unit

Fender Piezo
Electronics Unit

Fender Transducer

Unit

Fender Piezo Passive

Unit

Fender Mono

1-Way Unit

end pin jack on the
DG-31 & 41's

DG-20CE

DG-10CE
Our most affordable acoustic-electric

this model features a beautiful satin

finish, mahogany body and spruce

top. The Fender transducer pickup

system has onboard volume and

tone controls for convenience and

fLexibih'ty. Also Available in a

Left-handed version.

Model Numbers:
095-1005-021 Right-handed

095-1025-021 Left-handed

Strings:
Fender Phosphor 60L's

Equipped with the Fender piezo
pickup and an onboard preamp

with active EQ, this guitar is

ready for stage or studio.
There's beautiful, Mgh-gLoss

finished mahogany on the back
and sides and a select spruce

top. Di'e-cast tuners, too!

Model Numbers:
Natural - 095-2005-021

GLoss Black - 095-2005-006

Strings:
Fender Phosphor 60L's

DG-11E
Same great instrument as the

DG- 11. But, with the addition

of the exclusive Fender piezo-

electric pickup with separate
volume and tone control.

Model Numbers:
095-1101-006 (Black)
Strings:
Fender Phosphor 60L

DG-22CE
The beautiful flame maple top, back
and sides are available in three colors

ALL have a Fishman Acoustic Matrix
pickup teamed with an onboard

preamp and powerful EQ for excellent

tone and control. Midas-touch gold

tuners, too!

Model Numbers:
094-2205-021 Natural

094-2205-030 Cherry Stain

094-2205-032 Sunburst

Strings:
Fender Phosphor 60L's

SUMMER 98



JG-26SCE —
This Mim'-Jumbo cutaway

electric has Fish man Acoustic

Matrix electronics. Featuring

satin-fimshed, solid cedar top

with mahogany back and sides
and atl-new pearl die-cast

machine heads.

Model Number:
095-2605-021

Strings:
Fender Phosphor 60L's

finis
option

DG-31SCE
The best pLugged-in sound starts with

great acoustic tone and thanks to the

Fi'shman Acoustic Matrix system, this

model has both. This versatile guitar

features a full compliment of profes-

sional touches Like a solid EngLemann

spruce top, premium mahogany back

and sides and a sturdy end-pin jack.

Model Numbers:
095-3105-021 Natural

095-3105-006 Black

Strings:
Fender Phosphor 60L's

''!^

DG-41SCE
It's the top-of-the-h'ne and the

DG-41SCE proudly Looks, feels
and sounds the part! This rose-

wood and solid EngLemann

spruce cutaway comes complete

with the Fishman Acoustic
Matrix Professional pickup and

preamp system, gold tuners,

end-pin jack and special intays.

Model Number:
095-4105-021

Strings:
Fender Phosphor 60L's

006 black

021 natural (spru(

ACOUSTIC/ELECTRIC BASS

BG-29
This sleek shatlow-body cut-

away acoustic-etectric bass,

fitted with a Fishman Acoustic

Matrix, delivers great tone and

plays Like a dream.

Model Numbers:
095-2900-306 Black

095-2900-321 Natural Satin

Strings:
Fender Phosphor 7060

021 natural (mahogat

030 cherry

032 sunburst

strings

PIIOSPHOK 15KON/1

on all acoustics on this
page except BG-29

Features & specifications subject to change without notice. FRONTLINE »SUMMER98
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CG-11 headstock

CG-11E bridge

CG-11
Quality features and value

in a classical guitar. Great

as a main instrument or as

a second guitar for those

who play electric or steel

string. Spruce top, rose-

wood fingerboard, nato

back and sides complete

this fine guitar.

Model Number:
094-1100-021

Strings:
Fender 100 NyLon

CG-11E
Same great instrument as the

CG-11. But, with the addition

of the exclusive Fender piezo

electric pickup with separate

volume and tone control.

Model Number:
094-1101-021

Strings:
Fender 100 Nylon

CG-25SCE
The CG-25SCE is an acoustic-

electric nylon string guitar with

a great feet and sound, both

acoustically and electrically.

Cutaway, body with a solid cedar

top, ovangkol back and sides,

nato neck, rosewood fingerboard

and one-way mono electronics.

Gold tuners top it off.

Model Number:
094-2505-021

Strings:
Fender 100 Nylon

FB-55 detail

EXPORT ONLY
The acoustics below are available only to our export markets

DG-3

FB-55 headstock

FM-52E detail

An exceptional value with a

spruce top, lauan back and
sides and rosewood fingerboard

and bridge. Available in three

beautiful finishes.

Model Numbers:

095-0300-932 Sunburst

095-0300-921 Natural

095-0300-906 Black

Strings;
Fender Phosphor 60L's

FM-53S headstock

CG-3
Our most affordable nylon string
classical guitar features a spruce

top, Lauan back and sides, rose-

wood fingerboard and bridge and
three in-line tuning machines.

Model Numbers:
095-0300-921 - Acoustic

095-0301-921 - Acousti'c/Electric

095-0305-921 - Cutaway

Acoustic/Electric
Strings:
Fender Phosphor 60L's

Fender 100 Nylon

FRONTLINE® SUMMER 98



BANJOS AND MANDOLINS fim'sl
Qptiaas—

FB-54
After an absence of many years. Fender

re-enters the Bluegrass instrument

scene with instruments that follow in

the Fender tradition of top quality tone,

playabi'Lity and value. The FB-54 banjo

has a 27.4" scale Length and features a

mahogany rim and neck, aluminum rim,
a 30-piece bracket and a USA Remo

Weather-King head

Model Number:
095-5400-021

FB-55
A super value whether you're a

working musician, week-end warrior

or play just for the fun of it. This

banjo features a 26.4" scale, a

rosewood resonator, 24-piece

bracket, ptywood rim, mahogany

neck and a USA Remo Weather-King

head

Model Number:
095-5500-021

006 black

021 natural (spr

021 natural (mahogai

FM-52E
Never let those big dread-

nought acoustics walk over

you again! This "A Style"
mandoh'n features a fult-

range pickup with volume

and tone controls. A spruce

top, nato neck, back and

sides and rosewood finger-

board and bridge complete
the appointments on this

versatile instrument.

Model Number:
095-5205-032

FM-53S
This little beauty
features a solid

spruce top, nato
back and sides, 4-ply

ivory binding and

gold hardware. The

best things do come

in small packages!

Model Number:
095-5300-032

032 sunburst

strings

rnosmoK UKON/I

on DG-3 and an

option on CG-3

Features & specifications subject to change without notice. FRONTLINE' •SUMMER 98 on all classical guitars



Yesterday and Today ^. ten,e pi egier
The Fender Vibrolux Amplifier

Believe it or not, one of the toughest things to do when developing

a new product is to come up with a good name for it. Whether you're

naming a car, airplane or amp, there should be a certain ring to it, but

it's also important that a product's name say

something about the qualities or image of the

product itself.

Some names conjure up defin-

itive mental images right off the bat.

Take a few product names, play a

little word association and you'll

see what I mean. Compare

"Corvette" with "Coupe De

Ville;" "Sopwith Camel" with

"Stratofortress;" "Pro Junior"

with "Tone Master."

As with any product,

once an amp's name becomes

familiar to consumers, we like

to be able to keep using it to

help guide them to a particular
amp that suits their style.

Let's play word-associa-

tion again for a minute. I'll

name an amp, and you tell me

the picture it conjures up in

your mind's eye and ear. Dual

Showman ... Hot Rod ...

Bassman ... Vibrolux ...

I don't know about you, but when I hear

the name Vibrolux, the first thing that jumps
into my mind is a low-wattage 2x10 blackface

reverb amp. But...

Even way back in 1956, Fender was con-

cemed about being able to make amps that

would appeal to players of various types of

music, with differing wattage needs and at

prices that both pros and fun-seekers could

afford. In that year, Fender had akeady enjoyed some success with

a mid-level amp, the Harvard (1955-1961). Straight-forward, pow-

ered by two 6V6 tubes and with only one Volume and Tone control,

the Harvard was perfect for home, recording or small club use.

Though limited by its simple control layout, the Harvard had a
full and natural basic tone that worked. With the simple addition of

a tremolo circuit and now armed with a mighty 10 watts (pumped

into a single 10-inch speaker) and four knobs, fbe Harvard was thus

mutated into the Vibrolux.

The original "narrow panel" tweed version lasted until 1961,

when along with most Fender amps, the Vibrolux was converted to

brown Tolex with a wheat-colored grille cloth. The speaker was also

changed over to a single 12-inch to handle the extra

power that two 6L6s could deliver. At this point, the

Vibrolux was still considered

something less than a pro piece.If

you look at the catalogs of the era,

you'll see it pictured alongside a

Duo Sonic.

In 1963, Fender amplifiers
changed to the blackface cosmet-

ics that we still use today. There

are two versions of the black

Vibrolux. The first was introduced

in '63 and was produced only

until '64. The second iteration

sported two 10-inch speakers and

ran electronically unchanged from '65 to

'82. The cosmetics, however, did follow

the path of all the other Fender
amps—from blackface to silverface

and back again.

By the time the second black
Vibrolux was introduced, the amp

had grown beyond its humble begin-

nings into a full-fledged mid-pow-

ered pro amplifier. The fat tone of the

2x10 format and the intentionally
low-powered (the small output trans-

former is prone to quick satura-

tion), easy-to-overdrive dual

6L6 configuration—mated with

tremolo and Fender Reverb—

make vintage Vibro-luxes a

prime choice for moderate-level

clean playing or killer blues tone
at club levels.

In 1995, we decided to
revisit the Vibrolux magic with

an amp that's not a reissue, but rather a tribute to the great heritage

of the Vibrolux name. A few early examples of this amp were sold

in white Tolex, but it was soon changed to black-style cosmetics,

save for the white knobs.

Look for all the details on the current Vibrolux in the amplifier

section, page 64.

Fender

Vibrolux
Milestones

Late 1950s

10 Watts

10" Speaker

2 6V 6s

Early 1960s

Brown To lex

1.0 Wstt.s

12" Speaker

Today
Btackface

Reverb

40 Watts
2 10" Speakers

2 6L6s



THE MAGIC OF SFX
New Fender Technology Brings True Stereo to the Masses

Traditional Amplifier's
Limited Sound Field

Standard
Amplifier

As musicians, it often feels as though we are on a never-ending

quest for better tone. We all want progress, innovations and revolu-

tions in sound, but real advances are rare. There have really only

been a few. At Fender, innovation has been a trademark. One such

advance was the reverb amp. I remember when I played through my

first Fender amp with re verb—it must've been an early Twin

Reverb. Wow. Suddenly, the standard in amps had changed, big

time. From then on, we all wanted reverb on our amps.

I remember listening

to the early stereo record-

ings of the Beach Boys
and the Beatles, with all

those radical stereo

effects—mind-expanding

sounds like chorus,

flange, delay, whole new

kinds of reverb and even

echo, all in glorious

stereo. Those stereo

effects worked like magic
on your home system or

headphones, but they

were mysteriously absent

from live performances.

When I later got
some live mixing experi-

ence, I learned the sad

fact about stereo. Like

getting touchy legislation
through Congress, repro-

ducing stereo live was

politically impossible.
Seats on the left got an

earful of left. Seats on the

right also got only half of
the sonic picture. Only

the few seats in the very

narrow middle would

hear the magic of stereo.

Since stereo didn't work

very well live, we mixed

mono. But it couldn't match the record—a step forward, two steps

back.

Some players try splitting up the speaker cabinets to recapture

that stereo magic, but then you're back to those Left vs. Right polit-

ical problems. Even 24 inches of rack packed with blinking lights
can't change the sad fact about using stereo live—98<^> of the pub-

lie just won't get it.

So we settle for less, but we think maybe some day things might

be different. Well, some day is here, and it's called SFX.

Do You Dream in Stereo?

Stereo Field Expansion (SFX) technology, patent pending, produces
a psycho-acoustic effect that allows you and anyone within a 300-

degree radius of your Fender SFX amp to hear perfectly balanced,

full-deminsioned, glorious stereo.

SFX Technology's
Expanded Sound Field

SFX
Amplifier

Acoustasomc SFX Keyboard 200 SFX Satellite SFX

But how does it work? With a mono source, like your guitar, the

signal is first routed to the SFX amplifier's onboard digital signal
processor. This DSP circuit was developed in Fender's own digital

laboratory and features 32 stunning digital presets. Next, the stereo

signals from the output of the DSP are routed to the SFX matrix,

where they are encoded and prepared for the SFX speaker array.

The SFX speaker array is specially designed to be situated one

on top of (and perpendicular to) the other in a cabinet design that

will acoustically decode

the encoded SFX sonic

signatures. The result is an

incredible stereo psycho-

acoustic event which pro-

duces polarized sound

waves for the Left and

Right sections that will
not mix—they repel each

other so that when they

finally arrive at your ear,

they are completely sepa-

rate.

An added benefit of
SFX processing is that
these sound waves are

almost totally omni-direc-

tional, in excess of 300

degrees. So they fill the

room from top to bottom,

not front to back like con-

ventional amps. The front

row will hear about the

same SPL (sound pressure

level) as the back row.

This means that per-

formances in rooms with

terrible acoustics, uneven

shape, or high and low

ceilings sound the same as

performances in very

nice-sounding rooms. In

smaller clubs and coffee-

houses, SFX technology allows you to fill the venue with even

stereo sound. This means listeners seated off-axis of your rig will

hear as well as those seated directly in front. In larger performance

settings, your SPX amp serves as a highly effective onstage monitor

system, allowing the other members of your band to hear you while

performing at a lower stage volume than a standard amplifier will

allow.

Trust Your Ears!

It's just human nature to be skeptical—we only believe our own

eyes (or ears). SFX technology is truly an innovation and an evolu-

tion in live stereo sound that must be heard to be believed. Try out a

Fender SFX amp at your local dealer and step into the future of

sound.

Too good to be tme? Well, I told you it was magic.

Check Out the New
SFX Amps in the

Amplifier Section,
Page 77.



AMP CUSTOM SHOP
.y Vibro-King®

The Vibro-King is 60 watts of pure tube

heaven. Sporting the classic 3-10" combo

format first seen in the tweed Bandmasters

of the '50s, its a feast for the ears and the

eyes.

Specs: 60W RMS, three 10" "Vintage Blue"

speakers; Features: tube reverb [controls:

Dwell, Mix, Tone], /Tat" switch, TremoLo

[controls: Speed, Intensity], Effects Loop,

Volume, Treble, Bass, Mid, footswitch for
tremoto and "Fat". Weight: 73 Lbs. Size: 23'

high, 25" wide and 10.5" deep.

Vibro-King 212
Enclosure (not shown)
Features two 12" CeLesti'on Vintage 30

speakers, birch plywood, closed back cabinet,

blonde Totex covering, Oxblood griLL cloth.
Vi'bro-King 212 enclosure: 40 140W power

handling, weight 55 Lbs. Size 22"H x 25"W x

11.25"D.

^.
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Dual Professional®
Big brother to the Vibro-King, the Duat-Pro

features classic Fender tone-shapi'ng, vi'brato

and reverb.

Specs: 100W RMS, two 12" speakers;

Features: tube reverb [controls: Dwell,

Mix, Tone], "Fat" switch, TremoLo

[controls: Speed, Intensity], Effects Loop,

Volume, Treble, Bass, Mid, footswitch for

tremoto and "Fat". Weight: 76 Lbs. Size:

19.87" high, 26.15" wide and 10.37" deep.

;<1;;11;;€>; I 0 c D ^.;It;;|>':;<|i;^: I ^:;^:p1^.
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These all-tube amplifiers are the result of over 50 years oftube-tone knowledge. Hand-made in the USA wth features like
point-to-point wiring, birch plywood construction. custom designed speakers and - Fender tone! - Custom Shop amplifiers
are dripping with sound and feel that every guitarists dreams are made of. — - -— ——=.-..--. ,^ " , ,

Tone-Master®
The Tone-Master is everything its

name implies: great up-front sound,
with power to spare.

Specs: 100W RMS, Point-to-point

wiring , two channels ("Vintage,"
"Drive") each with [Volume, Treble,

Bass, Mid, "Fat" switch] 2 effects

loops (1 per channel), chrome-plated

brackets for mounting to enclosures,

footswitch. Weight: 45 Ibs. Size: 9"

high, 24" wide and 9.5" deep.

-w"w.-w»»,--w^ - -i'<nnga;^ni(B!iNlt>.

Tone-Master Enclosures
Tone-Master enclosures are loaded with CeLestion "Vintage 30" speakers, birch

pLywood dosed-back cabinets, blonde Totex covering with Oxblood gn'LL ctoth.

Tone-Master 412 enclosure: weight 88 Lbs. Size 27.75"H x 27.25"W x 13"D.

Tone-Master 212 Enclosure: Weight 74 tbs. Size 21"H x 32"W x 12"D.

Note: Tone-Master 212 also available with Celestion G1280 speakers

Fender electronics are covered by a limited 5-year
transferrable warranty (U.S.A. and Canada only).

See back of warranty tag for details.
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AMP CUSTOM SHOP
Rumble Bass® head
The Rumble Bass is the ultimate bass player's

machine: classic vintage looks, modern features
and brutal power. Mercy!

Specs: 300W into 20. or 4Q. Features: ALl-tube

circuitry, dual channels [parallel or independent

operation, tone controls, mid cut switch], parallel

effects loop with channel assign switch and mix

control, blonde tolex, oxblood grill cloth,

footswitch (channel select). Weight: 72 Lbs. Size
10"H x 24.5"Wx 13.5"D.

Rumble Bass enclosures
Overload protected bullet horn tweeter with three

position level switch. When mated with the

Rumble Bass 410, the 410 Sub enclosure may

cause involuntary muscle spasms in the back

rows. Rumble bass 410 enclosure Weight: 78 Ibs.

Size 24.5"H x 25,5"W x 18"D. Rumble bass 410

Sub enclosure Weight: 78 Ibs. Size 24.5" H x
25,5"W x 18"D

Fender electronics are covered by a limited 5-year
transferrabLe warranty (U.S.A. and Canada only).

See back of warranty tag for details.
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ROC PRO series
These tough lookin' tuf}e-dnyen hybrid amps are designed to rock from the inside out! Deep within the molten core of the Tube Drive
channel a real 12AX7/ECC83 tube glows hot and heavy, creating tones most amps can only dream of. The Normal channel can be set
for pristine clean or coaxed into edgy overdrive for that tone that has kept Fender amplifiers at the top of the heap for 50 years.

Roc-Pro 700
The Roc'Pro 700 is the 70W combo version of the 1000 models.

Specs: 70W RMS, 12" Fender Special Design speaker. Features: channel switching, Normal channel

[treble, mid, bass]. Tube Drive channel [tube preamp, treble, mid, bass] reverb adjustable effects
Loop, Line out, two-button footswitch. Weight: 33 Lbs. Size 16.5"H x 20.5"W x 9.75"D.

Roc.Pro 1000 head ROC'Pro 100°
The Roc'Pro 1000 head offers the same fea-

tures as the Roc*Pro 1000 combo.

Specs: 100W RMS. Features: channel

switching. Normal channel [treble, mid,

bass]. Tube Drive channel [12AX7,
dual selectabte gain, treble, mid, bass]

reverb adjustable effects loop with mix
control. Line out, two speaker outputs,
three-button footswitch. Weight: 24 Ibs.
Size 9.5"H x 22.5"W x 10.25"D.

The Roc'Pro 1000 offers real tube distortion and enough wattage to let clean tones

sparkle and distorted tones claw through the band.

Specs: 100W RMS, 1 12" Fender

Special Design speaker. Features:

channel switching. Normal

channel [treble, mid, bass],

Tube Drive channel [tube preamp,

dual selectabLe gain, treble, mid,

bass] reverb, adjustable effects

Loop with mix control, line out,

external speaker out, three-button

footswitch. Weight: 41 Lbs. Size
17.5"H x 22.5"Wx 10.25"D.

GE-112 Speaker
enclosure
The GE-112 speaker enclosure

is designed for use with
Roc-Pro amps.

Specs: 8Q SOW power han-

dh'ng, one 12" Fender Special

Design speaker. Features:

dosed-back, stacking cups,

cast metal logo, heavy perfo-

rated metal gri'LL, black to lex

covering. Weight: 41 Lbs. Size
18"H x22.5"Wx 11"D.

GE-412 Speaker enclosure
The GE-412 speaker enclosure is designed for use with Roc'Pro amps.

Specs: 80 300W power handling, four 12" Fender Special Design speakers:

Features: dosed-back, stacking cups, cast metal Logo, heavy perforated metal

griLL, black toLex covering. Weight: 60 Ibs. Size 27.5"H x 27.5"W x 13"D.

Features & specifications subject to change without notice. FRONTLINE 1 l SUMMER 98



VINTAGE REISSUE series

'59 Bassman®
The '59 Bassman is a reissue of the Legendary

"narrow panel" Bassman amp of the Late '50s.

Utterly simple in design and operation, this

magnificent tone-dog can take you on a tweed

carpet ride back in time.

Specs: 45W four 10" speakers with ALm'co

magnets; Features: Chrome control panel,

controls that go to "12," Vintage griLL doth.

Weight: 53 Lbs. Size 19.87"H x 23.5"W x 10.5"D.
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'63 Fender Reverb®
The '63 Fender Reverb is a replica

of the original unit.

Features: dwell, mix and tone

control, brown with tan grill

cloth. Weight: 13 Ibs.
Size 10.5"H x 18.825"Wx 7.5"D.

Fender electronics are covered by a limited 5-year
transferrabLe warranty (U.S.A. and Canada only).

See back of warranty tag for details.
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Back to the source! Original schematics and circuits from the archives - when possible, original vendors and materials - were used to
re-create the instruments that helped define the sound of modern music. A nostalgic feast for the eyes and ears, our line of Vintage
Reissues will take you back to a time when simple circuits and a "less is more" approach gave birth to the timeless sounds o/rock,
country and blues. Fender Reissue amplifiers include such features as solid steel welded chassis, plywood construction. aU-tube
circuitry and carefully reproduced cosmetics like: tiit-back legs; genuine Fender tweed covering; "dog bone" handles; alnico speakers...

'65 Deluxe Reverb®
The '65 Deluxe Reverb in the ultimate "club amp"

for blues, rock or country. Big enough to cut

through the mix, but small enough to turn up

and wait.

Specs: 22W one 12" speaker; Features: two chan-

nets (normal, vibrato), all-tube reverb, "black

face" cosmetics, two-button footswitch (reverb,

vibrato). Weight: 42 Ibs. Size 17.5"H x 24.5"W x
9.5"D.
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'65 Twin Reverb®
The '65 Twin Reverb is a reproduction of the

original amp to n'cle the wild surf, one of

the all-time "hall of fame" amplifiers. Clean

as you want it to be with tone fatter than a

butcher's dog.

Specs: 85W two 12" speakers. Features: two

channels, aLL-tube circuitry, tube-generated

vibrato, spring reverb, tilt-back legs. "Black

face" cosmetics, two-button footswitch.

Weight: 64 Lbs. Size 19.87" H x 26.5"W x

10.5"D.
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PROFESSIONAL TUBE series

Twin Amp TM

Know as the "Evi'L Twin™," this 100W gtadiator

is one of the most versatile amps we make.

A complete patlet of tone-shapi'ng features Lets

you go from jazz fusion to country; from blues

to rock.

Specs: Swi'tchable power levels (100W/25W)
two 12" speakers, seLectable 4/8/160 imp;
Features: Dual selectable channels with

independent tone controls, dual selectable

gain in normal channel, spring reverb with

assign switch, line out, external speaker out,

three-button footswitch. Weight: 77 Lbs.

Size 20.75"H x 26.25"W x 11.5"D.
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Vibrolux® Reverb
The Vibrolux is a worthy heir to the name. Not a reis-

sue, but an update of the sound and specs that have

made the Fender Vi'broLux Reverb one of the most col-

lectabte of vintage amps. The simple design and warm

overdrive tone are pure Fender heaven.

Specs: 40W RMS at 4^2, two 10" blue Alnico speakers.

Features: Dual channels (normal, bright) both with tube
reverb and vibrato, aLL-tube circuitry, two-button

footswitch (reverb, vibrato) Weight: 46 Lbs. Size
19.37"H x 25"W x 8.62"D.

Fender electronics are covered by a limited 5-year

transferrable warranty (U.S.A. and Canada only).

See back of warranty tag for details.
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An awesome combination of Fender tube-tone, "Black-Face" styling and real "player's" features, Pro-Tube series amplifiers offer all the
performance "extras" - like all-tube circuitry, tube spring reverb, welded steel chassis, multiple gain and effects loop options'(on some
models). These amps have all the useful features that modem players demand.

Prosomc TM

What do you get when you cross a classic Fender
amplifier with a flame-thrower? The Prosonic! Two

channels: Normal takes you from vintage clean to

swampy grunge; nail the Drive channel's dual cascading

Gain controls and wait for the cops to arrive!

Specs: All-tube circuitry 60W RMS, three-way recti'fier

switch (Class A/cathode bias, tube recti'fier, Class

AB/grid bi'as/tube rectifier. Class AB/grid bias/SS
rectifier); Dual setectabte channels (Normal, Drive)
independent cascading Gain controls (Drive channel),

effects Loop, external speaker out, two-button

footswitch, birch/mapLe ply cabinet. The Prosom'c

combo has two custom-designed Cetestion speakers

and all-tube spring reverb. Weight: 54 Lbs. Size 18.5"H
x 24"W x 10.5"D.
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Prosonic™ head
Same as Prosonic Combo without reverb.

Specs: All-tube circuitry 60W RMS, three-way recti'fier

switch (Class A/cathode bias, tube rectifier, Class AB/grid
bias/tube rectifier. Class AB/grid bias/SS rectifier); Dual
setectable channels (Normal, Drive) independent cascading

Gain controls (Drive channel), effects loop, two speaker

outputs, two-button footswitch, birch/mapLe ply cabinet.

The Prosomc combo has two custom-designed Celestion

speakers. Weight: 35 Ibs. Size 9"H x 24"W x 9.5" D.

Prosonic/Tone Master enclosure
The Prosom'c/Tone Master enclosures are designed for use with
Prosom'c heads.

Specs: 280W power handling, four 12" Celestion Vintage 30 speakers.

160, imp; Features: Birch ply construction, removable casters.

Weight: 88 Lbs. Size 27.75"H x 27.25"W x 13"D.
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R AMERICAN TU
Pro JuniorTM

Designed in the tradition of the model "600" and early Champ circuits;

the Pro Junior is a small amp capable of delivering Big Tone. A pair of EL-84's,

"Clean to Drive" volume, and a tone control keep the Pro Junior pure and

simple. A favorite in recording studios!

Specs: 15W, 10" speaker. Features: AlL-tube circuitry, unique "clean" to "drive"

volume control, tone. Weight: 20 Lbs. Size: 14.5"H x 15.25"W x 8.75"D.
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TMBlues Junior'
This big brother to the Pro Junior takes our 15 Watt tube platform and pushes
it through a 12" Fender Special Design speaker; add a comprehensive tone stack

and footswi'tchabte "Fat" switch for even more performance options.

Specs: 15W, 12" speaker. Features: ALL-tube circuitry, "Fat" switch, spring reverb,

footswitch jack for "Fat" on/off. Weight: 31 Lbs. Size: 16"H x 18"W x 9.18"D.

Hot Rod Amps
These award winning amplifiers have redefined the standards for performance, versatility, and reliability from a tube combo.
All tube preamp and power amp design serves up three channels of absolute Fender Tube Tone: Normal spans the clean, smooth tone
of a '59 Bassman; Drive dirties it up and offers that evasive "crunch"; More Drive puts fire to the factory installed Groove Tubes ™
and places a seemingly endless stream of sustain at your finger tips. Backed by Fenders Five Year Transferable limited warranty,
covered in genuine Tolex®, factory equipped with a three function fDotswitch ( Channel, Drive/More Drive), and durable nylon cover.

Hot Rod Deluxe
Three channel Hot Rod tube preamp coupled to a
matched pair of Groove Tube ™ 6l6s, delivering a

blistering 40 Watts. Single 12" Fender Special Design
speaker, chicken head knobs, EFX loop and external

speaker jack. Don't be footed by this amps portability;
this is a loud, penetrating amplifier with enough guts to
carry the room. Genuine Fender reverb, footswitch and

cover included. Available in optional tweed covering.

Specs: 40W 1-12" speaker. Weight: 45 Lbs. Size: 18.75"H

x 23.5"W x 10.5"D.

^SUMMER98



From recording studios to concert stages the world over; you'll find F.A.T series amps right at the heart of the action. Five rock solid
performers that feature the versatility only a masterfuily engineered tube amp can deliver. Their unique blend of vintage 'and modern
tones, combined with Fender's classic narrow panel styling, has made our F.A.T Amps... instant classics.^ ----.,." ^,. _""•'' """ "'""" ^

Hot Rod Deville
Touch sensitive dynamics and unmatched versatility

have made our DeVilLe the amp of choice for guitarist

of every imaginable style. Three channel Hot Rod

tube preamp, 60 Watt tube power amp fueled by
matched Groove Tube™ 6L6s. Available in 2 x 12" or 4

x 10" speaker configurations with EFX loop, extension

speaker jack, and genuine Fender reverb. Available in

optional tweed covering; footswi'tch and Nylon cover

included.

Hot Rod Deville 410
Specs: 60W 4-10" speakers. Weight: 50 Ibs. Size:
23.5"H x 23.5"W x 10.75"D.

Hot Rod Deville 212
Specs: BOW 2-12" speakers. Weight: 53.5 Ibs.
Size: 21"H x 24.25"W x 10.75"D.

Fender electronics are covered by a
limited 5-year transferrable warranty
(U.S.A. and Canada only). See back
of warranty tag for details.

Features & specifications subject to change without notice. FRONTLINE SUMMER98



STANDARD series
Fender electronics are covered by a
limited 5-year transferrable warranty

(U.S.A. and Canada only). See back
of warranty tag for details.

Bullet™
The Fender Bullets... Great sound and affordabi'Lity make a killer combo.

Specs: 15W, 8" speaker. Features: Tube emulation power amp, dual selectable

channels (normal, drive), three-band EQ, Volume, Gain, Drive, headphone jack,

external speaker jack. Weight: 15 Lbs. Size: 12.5"H x 13.25"W x 7.25"D
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Bullet™ Reverb
Great sound and affordabih'ty make a killer combo, and this one adds internal

spring reverb.

Specs: 15W, 8" speaker. Features: Tube emulation power amp, dual setectabte

channels (normal, drive), three-band EQ, Volume, Gain, Drive, Reverb, head-

phone jack, external speaker jack. Weight: 15 Lbs. Size: 12.5"H x 13.25"W x
7.25"D

IS

Bronco®
The Bronco is ideal for practice and recording. Classic Fender clean as well as

screaming distortion sounds are easily coaxed from this Little beauty.

Specs: 15W, 8" speaker. Features: Tweed covering, dual setectabte

channels (normal/ drive) w/separate volume controls, three-band EQ, external

speaker jack, headphone jack. Weight: 14 Lbs. Size: 12"H x 13.5"W x 7.5"D

FRONTLINE (SUMMER 98



From their signature clean sound to fluid overdn've, the Standard Series amplifiers provide a range of Fender tones that cover every
base. Innovative "loose damped" power amp circuitry in every model controls the speaker in much the same way as a tube amp,
producing the warm musical sound you'd expect from Fender.

Champion 110 TM

The Champion 110 is perfect for practice, home or studio. Great

sound in a surprisingly small package. One of our most popular
amph'fiers.

Specs: 25W RMS, 10" speaker. Features: Dual setectable channels,

reverb, external speaker jack, headphone jack. Weight: 25 Lbs.
Size: 15.5"H x 17"W x 8.25"D
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Princeton® 112 plus
The Princeton 112 Plus is a mid-sized amp with great sound.

Specs: 65W RMS, 12" speaker. Features: Dual selectabte

channels with independent tone controls, reverb, effects

loop, headphone jack. Weight: 28 Lbs. Size: 16.5"H x
18.75"W x 9"D
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Deluxe 112 Plus TM

The Deluxe 112 Plus has been designed to produce a broad

palette of great tones. Heard in clubs and garages 'round

the world.

Specs: 90W RMS, 12" speaker. Features: Dual selectabte

channels, independent tone controls, reverb, effects loop,
headphone jack, two-button footswitch. Weight: 33 Ibs.
Size: 16.5"H x 20.75"W x 9"D

\ \ \ \ \ \ \ \.\ \ ^<c Deluxe
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STANDARD series t

Stage 112 SE TM

The Stage 112 SE's "tube emulation" power amp

offers all the warmth of tone you would expect from

a Fender. Packed full of features that let you dial in

a full spectrum of sounds.

Specs: 160W RMS @ 4 ohms, 12" speaker; Features:

channel switching. Channel one [three-band EQ with

Mid Shift, Volume], Channel two [treble, bass &

contour], Reverb, effects loop. Line out, two-button
footswitch. Weight: 45 Lbs. Size: 18.5"H x 22.5"W x
10.25"D
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^ Princeton® Stereo Chorus
Compact and highly efficient, the Princeton Chorus
couples rich sound and smooth distortion with Fender's

spacious stereo analog chorus.

Specs: 2 x 25W RMS, two 10" speakers. Features: Channel

switching, Ch 2 [Gain, Mid boost, Lirmter, Presence],

three-band EQ, master volume, stereo chorus, reverb,

mono/stereo effects Loop, two-button footswitch.

Weight: 48 Lbs. Size: 17.5"H x 2:?.5"W x 10.5"D

Fender electronics are covered by a

limited 5-year transferrable warranty

(D.S.A. and Canada only). See back

of warranty tag for details.
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From their signature clean sound to fluid overdrive, the Standard Series amplifiers provide a range of Fender tones that cover every
base. Innovative "loose damped" power amp circuitry in every model controls the speaker in much the same way as a tube amp,
producing the warm musical sound you'd expect from Fender.

Ultimate Chorus™
Our most sophisticated chorus amp. Analog

chorus and extensive tone-shaping features

make the Ultimate Chorus an amp that truly
lives up to its name.

Specs: 2 x 65W RMS, two 12" speaker.

Features: Channel switching. Channel one

[Volume three-band EQ, Reverb], Channel

two [Volume, Gain, three-band EQ with Mid

boost. Presence, Reverb], Chorus rate and

depth, mono and stereo effects loops, two-

button footswitch [chorus, channel select].

Weight: 48 Lbs. Size: 18.5"H x 26.25"W x
10.25"D
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The Amp Can™
The ultimate in battery powered

portable amplifiers, this is the amp
for musicians on the go. The Amp

Can (patent pending) was created
for the player looking for a small,

high quality amp for acoustic gui-

tar, voice, electric guitar, keyboard,

etc...

Specs: 15W RMS, Battery/AC power,

one Fender Special Design 6

speaker; Features: Two fully inde-

pendent channels (guitar & line-

with distortion/mic), Line/Mic
channel has 1/4" input that wilt
accept an assortment of micro-

phones, synths, drum machines,

etc... Battery charger included.

Weight: 13 Lbs. Size: 8.75 "H x
7.75"Wx 6.75"D

Features & specifications subject to change without notice. FRONTLINE <&



FRONTAAAN "series Real Fender tone and craftsmanship have never
been more affordable. All Frontman amplifiers
feature solid joined cabinets, expanded metal

grilles, headphone and extension speaker jacks,
and black Tolex covering.

Frontman 15G
Specs: 15W, 8" speaker; Features: three-

band EQ, volume, gain, drive. Weight: 15
Ibs. Size: 12.375"H x 13.25"W x 7.125"D

Frontman 15R
Specs: 15W, 8" speaker; Features: dual selectable

channels (normal and drive), three-band EQ,

volume, gain, drive, reverb. Weight: 15 Lbs. Size:
12.375"H x 13.25"Wx7.125"D

Frontman 2 5 R
Specs: 25W, 10" speaker; Features: dual setectable channels

(normal and drive), remote channel switching capability,

three-band EQ, volume, gain, drive, reverb, optional
footswitch. Weight: 25 Ibs. Size: 15.5"H x 17"W x 8.5"D

Fender electronics are

covered by a limited
5-year transferrable

warranty (U.S.A. and

Canada only). See
back of warranty tag
for details.

Frontman 15B
Specs: 15W, 8" speaker; Features:

three-band EQ. Weight: 21 Ibs.

Size: 15"H x 13.25"W x 9.75"D
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KXR™series A full range amplifier must be able to reproduce the most natural sound possible.
In that sense the KXR series amplifiers can be categorized as self-contained PA
systems. Besides performing great for electronic keyboards and drums, they are

perfect for amplijying voice, acoustic guitar or any other acoustic/electric instrument.

KXR™ 60
Medium powered and small enough to fit in the back seat. The KXR 60 is an ideal

amp for dub or single gigs.

Specs: SOW RMS, 12" speaker and piezo-eLectric horn. Features: Two channels with

independent volume, four-band master EQ, Delta Comp™ limiter, master reverb.

master volume, effects loop, tape-in jacks (RCA), headphone jack, Tolex covering.
Weight: 46 Lbs. Size: 22"H x 18"W x 12"D

KXR™ 100
Great sound and Lasting value make the KXR 100 one of our best sellers.

Specs: SOW RMS @ 4£2, 15" speaker plus dual pi'ezo horn, three channels with inde-

pendent volume, XLR in (channel one), four-band master EQ, Delta Comp™ h'miter,

master reverb, master volume, effects loop, record-out jacks (RCA), headphone jack,

Tolex covering. Weight: 55 Ibs. Size: 27.5"H x 20.5"W x 12"D
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KXR™ 200
Guitar players a problem? Not to worry. The KXR 200 has

what it takes to let your sound be heard.

Specs: 200W RMS @ 40, 15" speaker plus dual piezo

horn, four channels with independent [EQ, volume,

insert, reverb send, effects send], XLR input in channel

four, switchable Delta Comp™ limiter, master reverb,

master volume, pop-in casters, recessed handles, ToLex
covering. Weight: 88 Lbs. Size: 29.75"H x 21"W x 12"D

Features & specifications subject to change without notice. FRONTLINE (SUMMER 98



BXRM$eries
BXR25
Great for practice and recording, the BXR 25 has Features: Three-band EQ, Deltacomp™, headphone

been turning up in some of LA'S top studios where jack, Tolex covering. 25W RMS, 10" speaker, Hi/Lo

it's being used to "...give the tone some air." inputs, tape inputs, effects loop. Weight: 32 Lbs.
Size: 18"H x 14.75"W x 10"D

BXR60
Our exclusive Delta-Comp™ power amp Lim-

iting keeps the BXR 60 clean. Letting you
use all 60 watts. Specs: 60w RMS, 12"

speaker.

Features: Four-band EQ, mid notch button,

Delta Comp™ limiter, headphone jack,

effects loop, tape-in jacks. Line out jack.
Weight: 45 Lbs. Size: 22.5" H x 18"W x 12"D

BXR 100
(USA) With enough power for home,
rehearsal and club dates, the mid-sized BXR

100 bass amp is one of our best sellers.

Specs: 100W RMS, 15" speaker.

Features: Delta Comp™ limi'ter, Seven-band

EQ, high/Low shelving, high/mid/low
enhance switches, headphone jack, effects

Loop, Line out jack. Weight: 64 Ibs.
Size: 25.5"H x 21.5"W x 13.5"D

BXR 200 combo
Available in either combo or head formats, the

BXR 200 is a bass amp to be reckoned with.

Specs: 200W RMS@4Q. Features: Ni'ne-band

EQ, selectabte Delta Comp™ h'miter, high and

Low shelving, high/mid/Low enhance setector
switch, chorus with rate and depth controls,

line out, effects loop, footswitch (chorus

select), 15" Eminence speaker. BXR 200 combo

Weight: 72 Ibs. Size: 25.5" H x 21.5"W x
13.5"D.

Fender electronics are covered by a Limited 5-
year transferrabLe warranty (U.S.A. and Canada

only). See back of warranty tag for details.
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Bass amplifiers present some of the biggest design challenges in terms of volume, quality of tone and reliability.
Some companies simply recycle their guitar amps, add a few tricks, a bigger speaker and that's it. At Fender
we've been working on perfecting bass amplification since day one — after all, we invented the electric bass auit
Fender bass amplifiers are serious business — we couldn't have it any other way.

BXR 300
The BXR 300 is a deep-throated powerhouse which proudly stands at the

top of the BXR line.

Specs: 300W RMS, 15" Eminence speaker. Features: Three-band EQ with

sweepabLe mid, high frequency boost/cut, low frequency boost/cut,

high frequency low frequency enhance, volume, selectable Delta Corn p™

h'miter, effects Loop, external speaker jack, fan cooling. Weight: 107 Ibs.
Size: 25.5"H x 22"W x 16"D

BXR 200 head
Available in either combo or head formats, the

BXR 200 is a bass amp to be reckoned with.

Specs: 200W RMS@40. Features: Nine-band

EQ, selectable Delta Comp™ Limiter, high and

low shelving, high/mid/low enhance setector

switch, chorus with rate and depth controls,

line out, effects loop, footswitch (chorus

select), BXR 200 Head Weight: 27 Lbs. Size:
7"H x21.5"Wx 13.5"D.

BXR 200 Enclosures
The BXR 200 enclosures are designed to be used

with the BXR amplifiers. Specs: 80 impedance.

Features: Heavy perforated metal speaker gritt,

black carpet covering, handles.

BXR 115B, 15" speaker, 300W Peak Power

Handling. Weight: 62 Ibs. Size: 25.5"H x 25"W x
18.75"D.

410H, four 10" spkrs. Bullet Horn Tweeter, 600W

Peak Power Handling. Weight: 75 Ibs. Size:
25.5"H x 25"Wx 18.75"D.

BXR 210H, two 10" spkrs, Bullet Horn Tweeter,

300W Peak Power Handling. Weight: 58 Lbs.
Size: 16.75"H x 25"W x 18.75"D BXR
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AUTOMATICseries
Automatic Series: Two 25 watt amps, each
voiced for a cross section of musical tastes.
Push-button controls call up five perfect
Fender tones.

Automatic SE TM

The Automatic SE is programmed to produce a wide array of classic Fender

tones... from clean to overdrive. Specs: 25W RMS, one 12" speaker; Fender

reverb, mono chorus, push-button seLectable channels, tape/CD input jacks,

optional footswitch. Weight: 28 Lbs. Size: 17.5"H x 17"W x 9.5"D

Automatic GT TM

The Automatic GT is an over the top demon, with two clean channels and three

crunchier settings ranging from totally voLcamc to apocalyptic. Specs: 25W RMS, one

12" speaker; Fender reverb, mono chorus, push-button setectabte channels, tape/CD

input jacks, optional footswitch. Weight: 28 Lbs. Size: 17.5"H x 17"W x 9.5"D

ACOUSTASONICseries
Fender electronics are covered by a limited 5-year
transferrable warranty (U.S.A. and Canada only).

See back of warranty tag for details.

Acoustasonic Jr.
Designed to meet the challenge of amph'fyihg an acoustic-electric

guitar, the Fender Acoustasonic Jr.'s exclusive String Dynamics™

control (patent pending) responds to your attack, instinctively

adjusting the high frequency output to compensate for the vary-

ing textures of your acoustic performance. Individual notes ring

with authority white the brittle tone and distortion often experi-
enced with amplified acoustics are eliminated. Built-in chorus

and reverb with 1/4" unbalanced and low-Z balanced inputs.

Specs: 2 X 25W power, 2 X 8" special design speakers and Piezo

horn. Weight: 43 Lbs. Size: 15.5"H x 22.4"W x 10.2"D
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SFX amplifiers
Three new models that challenge the senses! Fender takes the concept of live
stereo sound to new levels of performance... Introducing SFX Technology! Our

ground breaking Stereo Fieid expansion Technology™ (patent pending) pushes
the sonic envelope to produce an actual Psycho-Acoustic EventStereo Digital

Signal Processing created in our own Digital Lab, combines with SFX Technolgy to
create an amplifier system capable of projecting 300 degrees of rich, stereo'lay-

erect. Fender Tone. As good as your imagination is...these amps sound better.
Backed by Fender's five year transferable warranty.

Acoustasonic™ SFX
Independent channels for acoustic instru-

ments and vocals, 300 degrees of balanced

dispersion (via SFX matrix). String Dynamics
control (patent pending). Feedback eliminat-

ing notch fitter. Dual channel power amplifi-

er, and 32 Stereo Digital presets make the

Acoustasonic SFX the coffee house king.

Specs: 80 Watts per channel (160W RMS),
32 stereo digital presets, SFX Matrix, Fender

Special Design speakers 10", 8" and Piezo

horn. Weight: 62 Lbs./ 28.2 kg. Size: 29.5" H
x 17.5" W x 13" D.

SFX Keyboard 200
The definitive amp for modern keyboardi'st. SFX technology takes your onboard stereo patches and

sends them swirling around the room. Featuring 32 Stereo Digital presets including a vintage Fender

Vibratone™ effect that wi'LL give you the spins. Three Channel (2 stereo, 1 mono/mic) preamp, Dual

powered amplifier. Delta Comp™, Sub woofer Line out, line inserts and more.

Specs: 80 Watts per channel (160W RMS), 32 stereo digital effects, SFX Matrix, Fender Special
Design speakers 12", 10" and Piezo horn. Weight: 82 Lbs./ 37.3 kg. Size: 33" H x 19.5" W x 13.5" D.

SFX Satellite
You don't have to trade in... you can add on.

The SFX Satellite turns any amp with an EFX
Loop into a modern SFX stereo system. Add

the complete range of specially programmed Fender Digital Signal Processing including

Reverb, chorus, delay, ftange and more, 80 Watts of power, a 12" Fender Special Design

speaker and the spatial magic of SFX. Keep your tone and expand your zone!

Specs: 80 Watts, 32 stereo digital presets, SFX Matrix, Fender Special Design speakers

12" Weight: 55 Lbs./ 25.2 kg. Size: 19.6" H x 24.5" W x 15.6" D.

Features & specifications subject to change without notice. SUMMER 98



SUNN amplifiers

ModelT
100 Watt All Tube guitar amplifier. Two
channel operation with separate EQs,

volume, treble, mid and bass on the

clean side; gain, volume, treble, mid
and bass on the high gain channel.

Presence control and standby switch

round out the front panel.

Comprehensive EFX Loop featuring sepa-

rate send and return Levels for the

clean and drive channels. "Arena/club"

switch reduces power from 100 Watts to

25 Watts. Innovative "Tube Pairing" dr-

cm't takes failed output tubes out of

the circuit, and keeps the amp running.

Specs: 100 Watt tube head , 2-channel,

4, 8 or 16 Ohm Load switch, 100W/25W
operation, EFX Loop with separate send

and return Levels for both channels,

balanced line out. Weight 75 Ibs. Size
11" H x 26" W x 16D.

Model T 412 enclosure
The perfect compliment to the Model
T Head. A stackable 4 x 12" cabinet

loaded with CeLestion® G12T-75
speakers, ready to handle up to 300

Watts of high gain power.

Specs: Celestion G12T-75 12" drivers,

13-pLy birch construction, 300 Watts.

Weight: 97 Ibs. .Size: 30" H x 30" W
x 15" D

Sunn eLectromcs are covered by a limited 5-year

transferrable warranty (U.S.A. and Canada only).

See back of warranty tag for details.
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The revered SUN N line of guitar and bass amplifiers is back, and prepared to take its rightful place on stages around
the world. Three, high powered, potent, feature laden products designed for today's performing professionals.
All backed by a five year transferable warranty.

1200s
An incredible 1200 Watts of power in a two space rack Specs: 1200 Watts, tube preamp, footswitchable ten band

mountable Bass amp. Two channel, Master volume operation graphic EQ, Hi'gh/Low split band compression, EFX loop, high
and the ability to mix in real tube distortion when your

sound requires that EDGE. Footswitchable ten band graphic

EQ, High/Low split band compression, EFX loop, high and
Low enhance, mid notch, tuner out, and more!

and low enhance, mid notch, tuner out, balanced line out, 3
button footswi'tch and more!.

Weight: 32 Lbs. Size: 3.5" H x 19" W x 16"D.

300T
ALL the same features and flexibility of the 1200S preamp design, backed
by an all tube 300 Watt power amp. If the gig calls for fat, toneful

grinding bass that unmistakably says "Alt TUBE POWER," then this is the
amp that can deliver the goods. Unique current feedback design allows

the use of vented baffle enclosures such as the SUNN 410H.

Specs: 300 Watt tube head, 2 channel operation, 3 button footswitch
included. Weight: 75 Lbs. Size: 11"H x 26" W x 16"D.

Sunn 215 enclosure
Serious Rock and Grind from this monster

8 Ohm,2 x15" Eminence loaded cabinet.

300 Watt power handling with casters
included.

Specs: 2 x 15", 300 Watts, 8 Ohm, 13-

ply birch construction. Weight: 87 Lbs.
Size: 41" H x 25.5" W x 17" D.

Sunn 410H
enclosure
The tight punchy sound contemporary

bassists insist on. 8 Ohm, 4 x 10"

Eminence loaded cabinet with piezo high

frequency horn and "L" pad control. 300

Watt power handling, front ported and

stackable with casters included.

Specs: 4 x 10" 8 Ohm, Eminence loaded

cabinet, pi'ezo high frequency horn and

"L" pad HF horn control, 13-pLy birch

construction. Weight: 97 Ibs. Size: 27.5"
H x 25.5"W x 17" D

BOOT front panel

Features & specifications subject to change without notice. FRONTLINE



COMPLETE AUDIO SYSTEMS
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Passport
Totally self-contained and road tough, Fender's Passport portable audio

system includes everything you need to create great sound anywhere.

Perfect for voices, musical instruments, CD, tape playback and more.

It is powerful, easily set up in minutes, covers Large audiences, is

extremely simple to operate and works on any AC voltage as well as

12 VDC with available voltage converter accessory. Specs: 250W of

stereo power, (125W per channel) four h'gh-effidency 6.5" (165mm)

speakers per cabinet: Features: bui'Lt in digital reverb, V.I.P.™ (Vocal

Input Priority) - music is Lowered
when someone speaks

into mic 1.

* Patent Pending

Passport 150
The Passport 150 is a
smaller version of the

Passport system, featuring

3 mic/Hne inputs, stereo

input and an extra stereo

to mono mic input to

input 3, digital reverb and

V.I.P.™

Power output is 150W total
(75W per channel) with two
high-efficiency 6.5" (165mm)
speakers per cabinet.

COMPLETE
SOUND
SYSTEM
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LTB system
The new LTB -Mixer System includes every-

thing that you need to get started: LTB
Mixer/Amph'fier, one dynamic cardioid

microphone and mic clip, one microphone

cable, two speaker cables and two full

range LTBS 10 speaker enclosures.

Specs: SOW @ 4 0, 4 input channels,

3 band master EQ, full bodied spring
reverb, 15vDC Phantom Power, two 120W

speaker enclosures, and of course Fender
electrom'c's 5-year Limited Warranty
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PRO AUDIO MIXERS

PX series
Unique and innovative, these consoles offer everything you need in

one unit. The console and power amplifiers are built into a road

case that folds out into a stand. Each channel includes controls for

TRIM, MON1, MON2, AUX,EFFECTS and LEVEL, as well as a SOLO
button, PAN control, 3 band EQ, and MIC, LINE and INSERT jacks.
The master section features an extensive patch bay with over 20

inputs and outputs, dual 9-band master EQ's for use with your choice

of L/R, MONO, or MONITORS, 2x12 segment LED's, phantom power,

BNC Lamp connector, over 100 digital effects, and multiple controls.

PX 2208D, 8 channel 2X150W@4Q
PX 2212D, 12 channel 2X300W@40
PX 2216D, 16 channel 2X300W@4Q

BOX TOP MIXERS
LX-1504

LX series
Simple and flexible, these units offer a user-

friendly panel with a built-in spring reverb and
extensive patching capabih'ties. Each channel

has level controls for EFFECTS/REVERB, MAIN,
and MONITOR, as well as a two-band EQ, and

1/4" phone and XLR input jacks. The master
section includes multiple master Level controls,

MAIN, MONITOR and EFFECTS output jacks, and
POWER AMP, AUX and TAPE input jacks.

LX1504, 4 channel 150W@4^
LX1506, 6 channel 150W@4^

Fender electronics are covered by

a limited 5-year transferrable
warranty (U.S.A. and Canada only).

See back of warranty tag for details.

Features & specifications subject to change without notice.

LX-1506
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BOX TOP MIXERS
SR series
Sophisticated powered mixers with our own DeLtaComp™

protection circuitry, spring reverb ('D' models have a full

range of digital effects), phantom power and a 9-band

master EQ. Each channel has Level controls for

EFFECTS/REVERB, MAIN and MONITOR, as weLL as a
3-band EQ, and 1/4" phone and XLR input jacks.

The master section includes muLtipte master Level

controls, MAIN, MONITOR, EFFECTS and EQ output
jacks; and EQ, POWER AMP, AUX and TAPE input jacks.

SR-4150P, 4 channel, 150W@4n

SR-6520P, 6 channel, 520W@4^

SR-8520P, 8 channel, 520W@40

SR-6520PD, 6 channel, 520W@40
SR-8520PD, 8 channel, 520W@4Q

SR-6520PD

SR-4150P

SR-6520P

SR-8520P

SRM series

SR-8520PD

Clean, quiet, dual 150 Watt@4^ power amps can be run

in tandem or configured mains/momtor with the push of

a button. Assignable 9-band master graphic EQ, channel

features: MIC/LINE inputs, MAIN LEVEL, MONITOR LEVEL,
3-band EQ and EFX send. Footswi'tchabte 3-spring reverb,

convection cooling, RCA input jacks for audio playback,

record out control adjusts tape level for capturing live
performances, and 48V phantom power. These powerhouses

deliver high quality sound, and are incredibly reliable.

SRM-6302, 6 channel, 150W@40
SRM-8302, 8 channel, 150W@40

SRM-8302



SPL power amplifiers
These rugged and durable amplifiers have
withstood the test of time with exceedingly
tow TH D and high power. Features include

silent, delayed turn on and off, 2-speed

fan, triac speaker protection, high current

design and soft clipping. 1/4" phone and
XLR jacks. 1/4" phone and binding
post/banana connector outputs. Stereo,
dual mono and bridged mono operation.

SPL-6000, 2 space,

300W/ch@40,
600W@8Q bridged mono

SPL-9000, 3 space,

450W/ch@40,
900W@8Q bridged mono

SPL-M500 monitor amplifier
Powerful feedback control is essential for monitors and

these two-space amps have what it takes, features

include sweepabte low and high pass filters, DeltaComp™

speaker protection, three sweepable notch filters with -

25 dB of notch for feedback control, input Level fader

and patch points between the control section and amp.

SPL-M500 500W@2Q

SPL-6000

Fender electronics are covered by a limited 5-year

transferrable warranty (U.S.A. and Canada only).
See back of warranty tag for details. SPL-9000 (rear)

PCN-2

PCN-4

PCN series
TDM design and -24 db per octave Linkwitz-Ritey

filters make these units a magnificent value.

Features include balanced XLR inputs and outputs,

plexi'glass security covers and a CD horn boost

switch.

PCN2, 2-way stereo, 3-way mono

PCN4, 3-way stereo

Features & specifications subject to change without notice. FRONTUNE •;»• SUMMER 98



MONITORS

PowerStage™ 100

Artist series
Xpander™ 100

Features include a sealed baffle, Kapton Voice

coil bobbins on woofers, wide angle horns with

dual piezo drivers, daisy chain in/outjacks,

front panel volume controls, 30°/60°/90° tilt,

metal feet for the 30° and 60° angles, 60-

20kHz ±6dB, 95dB@lW/lm sensitivity and
115dB (117dB for 1275A) maximum output.

Model Numbers:
071-1272-100 1272A, Carpet, 1x12",

16D, 200W Program

071-1275-100 1275A, Carpet, 1x15",

160, 200W Program

1272A

Fender electronics are covered by

a limited 5-year transferrable
warranty (U.S.A. and Canada

only). See back of warranty tag
for details.

PowerStage™ series
PowerStage 100 features a detachable

3-channel mixer with inputs, one mic,

one mic or instrument and one Line in for

line feed from mixer, CD/tape, keyboard,

or drum machine and an effects insert.

A line out for use with the Expander 100

which consists of a power amp and speak-

ers only. Built-in 100W power amp, with

sweepable high-pass filter, two sweepabte

feedback control notch filters and selec-

table "Enhance" EQ. A 200W program

power coaxi'aL 12" Eminence speaker, pole-

mount adapter and handles.

Expander 100 consists of a 100W amplifier
and speaker only. With line input for use

with PowerStage 100 or monitor mix from

Boxtop or other mixer.

1275A

SPL series

SPL-1285 Mk.II

SPL-1282 Mk.H

Features include an Internal. 4th order

(24dB/octave) Unkwitz-Riley crossover, bi'amp

or full ranger operation, dual 1/4" phone and

Speakon™ jacks, vented baffle, cast frame

woofer with Kapton voice coil bobbin, 40°x90°

horn with 1" exit titanium compression driver,

300/60°90° tiLt, pole mount adapter, metal feet,

50-20kHz ±6dB and 95dB sensitivity @ IW/lm.
1282 Mk. II features a 2.5" woofer voice coil

and 120dB maximum output SPL. 1285 Mk.II

features a 3" woofer voice coil and 123dB maxi-

mum output SPL. Rugged carpet covering.

Model Numbers:
071-1282-100 SPL-1282 Mk.H, 1x12",

80, 300W Program

071-1285-100 SPL-1285 Mk.II, 1x15",

80, 400W Program
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SPEAKER ENCLOSURES
1205X

Artist series 1110X 1201X

Features include Kapton voice coil bobbins on

woofers, wide angle horns with dual pi'ezo drivers,

metal feet and corners, pole mount adapters, daisy
chain inputs, rugged tolex covering and a grill

protecting the entire front of the cabinet. 60-20kHz

±6dB. 1110X and 110-XP have 94dB@lW/lm
sensitivity and 113dB maximum output. 1201X and

112-XP have 95dB@lW/lm sensitivity and 115dB
maximum output. 1205X and 115-XP have 95dB

@lW/lm sensitivity and 117dB maximum output.

Model Numbers:
071-1110-200 1110X, ToLex, 160 200W Program

071-1201-200 1201X, ToLex, 8^ 200W Program

071-1205-200 1205X, ToLex, 8Q 300W Program

115-XP

110-XP
112-XP Model Numbers:

071-1100-100 110-XP, 1x10", Carpet, 80 200W Program

071-1200-100 112-XP, 1x12", Carpet, 80 200W Program

071-1500-100 115-XP, 1x15", Carpet, 80 300W Program

Fender electronics are covered by a limited 5-year
transferrable warranty (U.S.A. and Canada only).

See back of warranty tag for details.

115sA and 118sA subwoofers
These subs feature one 15" (115sA) or

18"(118sA) 8 Q, woofer with a 2.5"

voice coil, bandpass design naturally

rolls off high frequencies, so there's no

need for crossover networks. Parallel
1/4" inch jacks for "daisy chaining"

additional speakers, mounted side han-

dies, rubber feet, covered in durable

black carpet to withstand "on the

road" use.

Model Numbers:
071-1150-000 115sA, 1x15

118sA

071-1180-000

sub-

wo of er, 80,

700W Program
118sA, 1x18" sub-

woofer, 80,

900W Program

Features & specifications subject to change without notice.



SPEAKER ENCLOSURES
SPL-1211 Mk.III

SPL-1225 Mk.IH SPL-1226 Mk.III

Fender electronics are covered by a limited 5-year
transferrable warranty (U.S.A. and Canada only).

See back of warranty tag for details.

Tour series
Hi'gh-end flyable, painted Loudspeakers designed for the most

discerning customer, a special B&C 1" exit compression driver

produces clean, crisp highs for the full-range cabinets. The Lows

are reproduced by Eminence woofers with massive motor

structures. Features include a 13-pty Baltic birch cabinet,

multiple ftypoints (except c & sc), pole mount adapter
(2912/2915), 4th order (24dB/octave) Linkwitz-Ritey crossover,
biamp or full range operation, dual 1/4 phone jacks and

Speakon™ connectors, vented baffle, cast frame woofer with

Kapton voice coil bobbi'n, 40° x 90° horn (with inserts it

narrows to 60°). Carpet covered "c" shown, Mk.II w/flying

hardware paint finished

Model Numbers:
071-1310-100 118sc, 1x18" Subwoofer, 80 800W Program

071-1320-100 215sc, 2x15" Subwoofer, 4Q 1600W Program

071-1330-100 2912, 1x12" Two-way, 80 300W Program

071-1340-100 2915, 1x15" Two-way, 80 400W Program

SPL series
Features include an internal 4th order (3rd order Butterworth for

the 1211 Mk. Ill) Linkwitz-RiLey crossover, biamp or full range

operation, vented baffle, cast frame woofer (except 1211
Mk.III) with Kapton voice cent bobbins, 40° x 90° horn with 1"

exit titamum compression driver, pole mount adapter (except

1211 Mk.III), metal feet and corners.

1211 Mk. HI features a 2.5" woofer voice coi'L, 50-20kHz ±6dB,

95dB sensitivity @ IW/lm, 117dB maximum output SPL.

1225 Mk.III features a 3" woofer voice coiL, 50-20kHz ±6db,

95db sensitivity @ IW/lm, 123db maximum output SPL

1226 Mk. HI features 2.5" woofer voice coils, 38-20kHz ±6db,

lOOdB sensitivity @ IW/lm, 126 dB maximum output SPL.

Model Numbers:
071-1211-200 SPL-1211 Mk.III, 1x15", 8Q, 300W Program,

rectangutar, carpet covered

071-1225-200 SPL-1225 Mk.IH, 1x15", 80, 400W Program,

trapezoid, carpet covered
071-1226-200 SPL-1226 Mk.HI, 2x15", 4Q, 400W Program,

trapezoid, carpet covered

2912c

2915c

215sc
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} PRO AUDIO ACCESSORIES
RigSafe™ flying hardware Gooseneck lamp
ATM FLy-Ware™ for use with the Tour Series and

Contractor Series loudspeakers. For descriptions of

each part, refer to our "Flying with Fender Ri'gSafe

manual (part number 004-9646-000).

Model Numbers:
071-1349-000 RS

071-1350-000 RS

071-1351-000

071-1351-000

071-1352-000

071-1353-000

071-1354-000

071-1355-000

071-1356-000

071-1357-000

-1/2SPA Shackle
-2912-T Truss module

-1x2-40° Connecting bar

•lx2-SB Stacking bracket

-lx2-SME Shackle mount

-lx2-SME-AP Attachment kit

-QRP-2.5 Quick release pin

-LSC-9000 Carabineer

-FEB-1 Forged steel eyebolt

-Set Round sling (6 feet)

Gooseneck Lamp. 12 volts, 5 watts, 12"

(30.5cm) flexible neck Length with an easily
replaceable tight bulb for use on MX and PX
series mixers.

Model Number:
071-1360-000

Speaker stand

DC/DC Converter
To operate the Passport Systems on 12 VDC

Model Number: 069-9002-000

Educational materials
A complete self-teachi'ng course on pro audio. Cover mixing consoles,

block diagrams, loudspeakers, sound basics, microphones, amplifiers,

noise and distortion, specs on specs, gain structure, monitor mixing,

grounding, equalizers, reverb and delay, mic placement, cables and cable

making, balanced inputs and outputs and determining the house system.

Model Numbers:
991-7000-000 'Making the Connection'-Engh'sh (250 pages)

991-7000-002 'Conectando'-Espanol (250 pages)

004-9646-000 Flying with Fender RigSafe™ (4 pages)

^

^"•i

^

The Ultimate Support Systems™ tripod
stand fits both 1-3/8" and stet
standard adapter cups.

Model Number:
071-0271-000 USS ST-75, black

Gig bag speaker stand (shown)
Two heavy duty tripod stands constructed of black anodized
aluminum alloy tubing, pin lock, rubber feet 60 Ib. loudspeaker

carrying capacity. Has both 1-3/8" and 1-1/2" standard

diameters to fit any loudspeaker. Gig bag included.

Model Number:
071-9001-000 ST-275 Gig Bag and 2 speaker stands

These are the suggested stands for use with the Passport.

Mounting pole
Ultimate Support Systems™ black anodized aluminum aLLoy

tubing, inserts into top of subwoofer and holds all mountabLe

Fender speakers.

Model Numbers:
071-1327-000 Short mounting pole for 115sA and 118sA subs
071-1359-000 Long mounting pole for 215sc subs

Features & specifications subject to change without notice. FRONTLINE SUMMER 98



Ie the Dream Fa
A La o V ^a t ^t~h e Fender Custom
by Erie Kingsbury

The drive from Los Angeles to the Fender Custom Shop

takes you through the frenetic complexity of the Southern

California freeway system, east on the Riverside Freeway,

to the sleepy bedroom community of Corona.

Getting off the freeway, you quickly become enclosed

in a maze of nondescript industrial-park architecture. A

few streets into the manufacturing corridor that lines the

freeway, at the elbow of a 90-degree turn, you arrive at an

inconspicuous complex, one of hundreds.

Though you would hardly know it from the outside,

you've arrived at The Dream Factory, the place where, day

in and day out, some of the world's finest guitar builders

meticulously craft custom guitars and basses, one-of-a-

kind instruments and art guitars of incredible beauty.

You've arrived at the Fender Custom Shop.

The Birth of the Custom Shop

Although it did not officially open until 1987, the idea for
a Fender Custom Shop began many years earlier, during

the waning years of CBS ownership. In those days, the

requests of artists for custom guitars were fulfilled by the model

builders within Fender's R&D department. But these craftsmen,

including John Page, Vice President-Custom Shop, envisioned a

genuine custom shop that could serve the custom guitar needs of

consumers as well as artists.

This dream did not become a reality until after Fender changed

hands and CEO Bill Schultz, who saw the merit in the custom shop

concept, selected Page and Texas guitar builder Michael Stevens as

the first custom builders. They started small, in an 850-square-foot

space near the Corona factory, and expected to build only a handful

of instruments a month.

When the first guitars went out to rave reviews and orders came

pouring in—in numbers far beyond anything the two builders could

handle—it was obvious that the company had tapped into a previ-

ously unaddressed consumer need.

"We just grabbed a share of the marketplace that I don't think

we were aware existed," says Page, "and that's the market share that

wanted the kind of details that weren't available on our production

line guitars at that time, whether it was pickguards or humbuckers or

neck shapes."

The Shop grew
quickly in space and in per-

sonnel and today boasts

dozens of first-rate guitar

builders.

A Hive of Activity

Despite its industrial park
surroundings, the Fender

Custom Shop today is a hive
of craftsmen busily hand-

building a wide range of
guitars; experimenting

with colors, finishes and

electronics; and careful-

ly measuring and fine-

tuning dimensions.

In one comer, mas-

ter builder Stephen Stem
meticulously shapes the ebony tail-

piece of a Fender D'Aquisto jazz gui-

tar. In another comer, leather artisan

Dm Whitefeather works out the oma-

mentation of a series of Custom Shop

straps. In still another comer, master

builder Alan Hamel builds a replace-

ment neck for one of John Fogerty's l—-
vintage Telecasters.

According to Page, the Custom Shop is more of an Old World

artisan's co-op than a factory. In a factory production setting, effi-

ciency issues dictate that each worker become adept at one opera-

don—neck shaping, for instance—and that worker will spend his

entire day shaping necks and then passing them along to the next

constmction stage, where another worker will perform another oper-

ation, and so on down the line.

The practice of construction at the Custom Shop is quite differ-

ent in that each master builder is responsible for the entire guitar,

from sanding the body to crowing the frets. Stem, for instance, will

not only shape the D'Aquisto's tailpiece but will also carve the top,

shape the neck, and essentially build the entire guitar.

This holistic approach to guitar building is a large part of what
makes a Custom Shop guitar so special. It is also helps to explain

why the Custom Shop has been so successful over the last 11 years.
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The Master Builders

While many different kinds
of guitars are built in the

Dream Factory—including

a full line of Custom Shop
production guitars—the

heart and soul of the

Custom Shop concept is the

Master Builder Program.

The Master Builder
Program not only involves

recruiting first-rate guitar

builders and inviting them
to contribute their unique

skills to the co-op environ-

ment, but more importantly

it provides Custom Shop
customers the opportunity

to speak directly with the
builder, ensuring that the

guitar the customer receives is the instrument

he or she wanted.

"We made it mandatory," says Page,

"that the master builder call every customer

directly. At the start of the project, he calls and

verifies the details of the custom order. This is

important because, even though it doesn't

happen often, sometimes a customer will say,

'Yeah, that's what I told the salesman, but it's

not really what I wanted.'"

Working with the customer, the master

builder will iron out all the features and spec-

ifications the customer wants before ever cut-

ting into a block of wood.

"Look," says John Gmnder, the Shop's

head of Sales, "when a customer opens the

case of a Custom Shop guitar he's waited a

year and paid his hard-earned money for, we

want his expectations to be exceeded."

The Master Builder Program's focus on

communication and teamwork ensures the highest level of customer

satisfaction.

"It really makes the difference," adds Page, "between just being

guitar builders and actually being a team with the customer."

Two Types of Guitars

Custom "one-off' orders mn the gamut from high-dollar works of

art to slightly modified versions of standard production models.

Within that range, there are set necks, semi-hollow bodies, exotic

finishes, special woods, custom hardware set-ups, you name it.

"Basically," says Grunder, "we make two types of guitars—

player guitars and art guitars. There are a lot of people who buy gui-

tars because they want to put them on the wall. They want some-

thing really unique, and they're not necessarily going to take it out

and play it in a club. And

then, we do a lot of gui-

tars for players who just

want a really unique or

personalized guitar that

they can take out and

play."

The art guitars the

Custom Shop has created

have been some of the

most dazzling guitars

ever made. One needs

only to flip through the
Fender Custom Shop

Guitar Gallery, published by Fender and Hal Leonard, to get a taste

of the beauty and variety of which the Custom Shop is capable.

From the Harley-Davidson Stratocaster, with its aluminum body

and gold hardware to the White Buffalo Telecaster, featuring an ash

body covered in deerskin with hand beadwork by Whitefeather, the

possibilities seem endless.

But no matter how breath-taking these art guitars are, for the

guys in the Custom Shop—all builders and players themselves—it's

the player guitars that really excite them.

"Art guitars are real guitars—they play and sound great—but

they're stiU art guitars," says Page. "From the guitar player side of it,

the most exciting thing for me is when a customer who is not a famous

musician—you know, just a regular guy—sends a letter that says, 'I

just got the 1959 Strat I ordered, and it's the most amazing thing I've

ever played. It brought tears to my eyes.' And we get letters like that

all the time, from players who got the guitar of their dreams."

The Future of the Custom Shop

Over the years, the Custom Shop has exceeded all expectations,

growing several times, but keeping alive its original spirit of two

craftsmen in a small shop building one-of-a-kind guitars. As an

added benefit, the Shop has positively affected regular production.

By keeping its "finger on the pulse" of the needs of players, the

Custom Shop has been able to stay on top of trends, and the knowl-

edge the Shop has gained from interacting with musicians has trick-

led down into regular Fender production in many ways, improving

the quality and variety of the Fender guitar line.

"What we wanted to do all along," says Page, "is to pass on

things that we learn from dealing with artists and professionals. So

you're seeing products built in the Corona factory, and even in

Mexico, that only the Custom Shop offered a few years ago."

A lot of what gets passed on are subtle details like peghead

shapes, fret sizes, certain finishes and hardware specs. The growth

of the regular production factory has freed the Custom Shop to focus

a little more on its mission.

"We're getting back to our roots," says Page, "and focusing on

more eclectic, custom work."

For information on planning and ordering a Fender Custom

Shop guitar, check out page 90, "Designing the Guitar of Your

Dreams."
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p ng the Guitar of Your Dreams
Tips on Planning Your Custom Shop Guitar

If you're interested in ordering a Custom Shop guitar, there are many

things to consider before discussing your order with your local Fender

Custom Shop dealer.

The exact details of your custom guitar depend, of course, upon

your preferences as a player. Specifications like fret size, neck radius,

switching and pickup set-up are crucial to the sound and feel of any gui-

tar, and you must be sure to consider what you really want in all of these

aspects of your dream guitar.

According to John Grunder, the Fender Custom Shop's sales man-

ager, "The best thing to do is to go to bunch of guitar stores, play a

bunch of guitars, to dial in

the features that will make

you the most comfortable.

For example, do you prefer a

9 1/2 or a 7 1/4-inch radius?

Do you prefer Fat '50s pick-

ups or Texas Specials? Do

you like the warm tone of

alder or the brightness of

ash?"

There arealso aesthetic

elements to Cotfsider—-color,

body shape^ rosewood or

maple neck, hardware and

detailing. Again, your per-

sonal preference will come

into play, but it's unportant

to remember that aesthetic

elements can impact tone

and playability in different
ways.

One such element is the

type of wood you choose for

your body and neck. Wood types have definite, and often very different,

impacts on the tone of your guitar.

"Sometimes," says Grunder, "people will say something like 'I

want a really wami-sounding one-piece maple body.' Well, there's no

such thing. Maple is simply a bright wood. You might like the look of

maple, but it doesn't make for a warm sound."

In a case like this, it's a matter of choosing which you prefer—a

beautiful maple body or a warm tone.

Taking into account as many of the variables as possible wiU only

get you closer to the guitar you really want. It's best to get as specific as

possible.

"A straight-forward order," says Grunder, "would be something

like a custom '50s Strat—ash body, Mary Kay blond fmish, an October

'56 neck shape ofHame maple, 9 1/2-inch radius, 6105 frets, staggered

vintage tuning machines, Fat '50s pickups, with maybe a push-pull, a

second tone control so you can get the neck-bndge combination like a

Tele, as weU as all three pickups at the same tune."

All orders need not be so straight-forward in the vintage sense.

Builders in the Custom Shop possess the talent to make all kinds of

dreams reality, from set

necks to hollow-bodies to

unorthodox colors and

mlays.

Wlien specifying an

unusual color, it's helpful to

provide the builders with a

sample or color reference.

"Robert Gray," re-

counts Grunder, "cut off a

piece of his shirt once and

said, 'Here, match that.' So,

when you want a special

color, tell us you want it to

look like a certain page of

Andre Duchossoir's Strato-

caster book, or send me a

picture of a woman's

dress—anything we can

work with. We can usually

make you happy."

Consider the Dream

Sheet on the next page before

ordering your Custom Shop guitar. Refer also to the product section for

ideas. Once you have your guitar mapped out, go to your authorized

Fender Custom Shop dealer, explain what you want, and he'U be happy to

provide you with a price quote.

Once a master builder takes up your project, he'll personally give

you a call, go over the details and generally make sure the guitar he's

going to build you is the one you want. When it's built and in your

hands, be sure to drop your builder a line and let him know what you

think.

How to t ^ * the Custom Guitar Dream Sheet
On the opposing page, you'll fmd the Custom Guitar Dream Sheet.

If you're seriously thinking about purchasing a Fender Custom

Shop guitar or bass, this worksheet will help you through all the

nitty gritty details you'll need to work out as you design your dream

guitar.

Remember—this is not an order form! As the guys in the

Custom Shop say, our order form is a blank sheet of paper. Although

there are many options listed on the Dream Sheet, there are many

that are not listed. Use your imagmation, follow your common

sense as a player and keep in mind that the sky's the limit.

If you don't know if you prefer one feature over another, fol-

low John Grunder's advice and go to your local dealer and try them

out. Conversely, if you know you like an offbeat feature that you

don't find on the Dream Sheet, just write it in. More often than not,

the builders can make it happen. For more information, or to locate

a Fender Custom Shop dealer in your area, call 602-596-7195.
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Body Style:

a Telecaster®
Q Stratocaster®
Q Precision Bass®
a Jazz Bass®
a Other.

Body Wood:

Q Ash
a Alder
Q Mahogany
Q Other

Neck Style:

Q Telecaster
Q Stratocaster
Q Precision Bass
Q 3azzBass
Q Other

Neck/Fingerboard:

1-1 One-Piece Maple
Q Maple with Maple Cap
Q Maple with Rosewood
Q Maple with Pao Ferro
a Other.

Neck Figuring (Maple):

O Stralght-grainedi
Q Ftamed ^ ,
Q Bird's Eye

Neck Shape (Guitar):

a Early'50s "U"
a Mid '50s Soft "T
a Oct. '56 Medium T
a Mid'50'stianl "T
a '60s Oval
a Other.

Neck Shape (Bass):

Q 'SOsP-Bass
WP-bass
'60sJ-Bass

'70s J-Bass

Other

Q
a
Q
a

Nut:

a Standard
a LSR Roller (Guitar)
Q Other.

Number of Frets:

a 20 (Bass Only)
a 21
a 22

Fret Size

a Vintage
Q Medium-Jumbo

Q Jumbo
a Other.

a Other

Fingerboard Radius:

a 7.25 Inches
a 9.5 Inches
a Other.

Fingerboard Inlay:

Q Standard Dot
Q Abalone Dot
a Pearl Block
a Other.

Headstock (Guitar):

I-] Strat (Standard)
Q Strat (Large)
Q Tele
Q Other.

Headstock (Bass):

Q Early'50s P-Bass (Tele)
Q Standard.^OsP and J
Q WtiderrrS-String
Q^Other::_____J__.

Machine Heads (Guitar):

Q Vintage If
0^ Vintage Staggered^ l
d Fehder/Schaller®
Q Fender Locking
Q Other.

Machine Heads (Bass):

Q Vintage (Backwards)
Q Fender/Schaller
Q Schaller Lightweight
a Other.

Headstock Logo:

01 Spaghetti
Q Transition
a 70s
a Other.

Pickguard:

a Single-Ply White
a White/Black/White
LI Aged White/Black/White
a Black/White/Black
Q Gold Anodized
Q Brown Shell
Q White Shell
a Other.

Other Plastic Parts:

1-1 White
1-) Aged White
1-1 Black

Pickup Config. (Guitar):

Q Standard Strat (3SC)
Q Standard Tele (2SC)
a Hum/Single/Single (Strat)
Q Hum/Single/Hum (Strat)
Q Hum/Hum (Strat)
Q Hum/Single (Tele)
a Other.

SC Mckups (Guitar):

Q Texas Special
Vintage '50s
Fat'50s
Vintage '60s
Vintage Noiseless
Other.

a
a
a
a
a

Humbuckers (Guitar):
Specify Pickups-
1-1 Bridge.
a Neck.

Pickup Config. (Bass):

Q Precision
-Q Jazz
?E3 Precisioti/Sgi^T
.J-^azz/Pre0pi^3az|

;Q;.Otfiei-^iSl^

Pickups (Bass):

Q American Vintage
Q American Standard
1-1 American Deluxe
a Other.

Switching:

a 3-Way(Tele)
4-Way (Tele)
3-Way (Strat)
5-Way (Strat)
Other.

a
a
a
a
Electronics:

l-l Standard (Passive)
a 25db Mid-Boost (Guitar)
a Active EQ (Bass)

Controls:

a Standard (StratAele/P/J)
a Other.

Bridge (Strat):

Q Vintage Tremolo
a Vintage Hard-TaH
Q 2-Point Vintage Tremolo
Q Am. Std. Tremolo
1-1 Am. Db<. Tremolo
a Am. Std. Hard-Tail

Q Fender Locking Tremolo
Original Floyd Rose®

a Other

Bridge (Tele):

Q Vintage 3-Barrel
Q Vintage 3-Barrel

(Gatton)
Vintage 6-Saddle
American Standard
American Deluxe
Other

a
a
a
a

Bridge (Bass):

Q Vintage
Q Am. Std. (String-Through)
Q Am. Db<. (String-Through)
a Other.

Strap Buttons:

Q Standard
Q Schaller Straplock Ready

Hardware Plating:

a Nickel/Chrome
a Nic

Gob
Go(i Ro

a BY
90t!?6r:
Finish:

a Standard
Q N.O.S. (Thin-Skin)
a Relic
Q Closet Classic
a Other.

Color

Other Options:

Q Matching Headstock
Q Bound Fingerboard
Ql Semi-hollow

Thinline Body
Q Bound Body
a Left-Handed
[.J Other.
a Other.
a Other.
Q Other.
a Other.

Case:

a Black Tolex®
Q Brown Tolex
a White Tolex
Q Tweed
a Other.
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0 3-color sunburst

CUSTOM
namesake models

Dick Dale Stratocaster®

03 2-color sunburst

Model Number: 010-6100
Color: 814

'^ Strings: 250's

The Dick Dale Stratocaster honors the pioneer of Surf Guitar and his
unique sound and playing style. Features include an alder body, special

shape maple neck with reverse headstock, rosewood fingerboard, 21 frets,

three Custom 50's pickups with special switching, master volume control

and original synchronized tremoLo. Brown Tolex® Fender case included.

si 06 black

14 chartreusfi sparkle

Robert Gray Stratocaster®
Model Number: 010-91QO

Colors: 800, 824, 826
Strings: 250's

16 champagne sparkle

17 silver sparkle

The Robert Cray Stratocaster, with its non-tremoto "hard-tail" bridge and

custom vintage pickups, gives him the sound, sustain and expression he's known

Other features include an alder body, tightly figured maple neck with rosewood
fingerboacd, 21 frets and gold vintage hardware. Brown Tolex® Fender case included.

Waylon Jennings Tribute Tele®
Model Number: 010-0302

Colors: 806
Strings: 250's

The Waylon Jenm'ngs Tribute Tdecaster is based on Waylon's floraL patterned

'63 TeLe. Features include a bound ash body with "white rose" inlay, special
l"sh"m profile" maple neck with "flying "W" 12th ffet inLay, "Elite" machine heads

with pearloid buttons, Scruggs tuner on the low "E" string, 21 frets, 2 Texas

Tele pickups and American Standard Tele bridge. Fender tweed case included.

Note: Not alt

variati'ons qay be

available in all

colors, consult your

price list for

Merle Haggard Tribute Tele®
Model Number: 010-0402

Colors: 803
Strings: 250's

Merle's Tribute Tele—a modified Tele Thinline—features a Laminated figured

maple top, maple set-in neck with deep carved heel, ivoroid pickguard and

binding, gold hardware, abalone "Tuff-Dog Tele" headstock inlay, Texas TeLe

pickups and custom 4-way switching. Fender tweed case included.

availability.

FRONTUN^ ^SUMMERTO All Fender Guitars carry a limited lifetime warranty.
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Sfe
namesake models

John Jorgenson Telecaster®
Model Number: 010-4400

Colors: 806, 816, 817

Strings: 250's

The John Jorgenson Tdecaster combines combines respect for tradition with

flamboyant showmanship. Features include a korina body, maple neck with

African rosewood fingerboard (ebony on 806) with pearloid dot inlays (gold
sparkle on 806), Sperzel Trim-Lock® machine heads, 22 frets, matching sparkle pi'ckguard, two

custom "vintage look" humbucking pickups and vintage style bridge. Black Tolex® Fender case included.

Will Ray Telecaster®.,
Model Numbers: 010-4500

010-4540 w/optionaL hipshot shown
Colors: 868, 869, 870

~?®^ Strings: 250's

The Will Ray "Mojo" Tele® is a true reflection of Will's individuality and
uncompromising pursuit of tone. This amazing axe features an ash body

with 23K gold leaf pattern, maple neck with Strat® headsfpck, Sperzel Trim-lok®
machine heads, rosewood fingerboard with voodoo skull inlays, 22 frets, custom white

shell pickguard, custom Jazzmaster® pickups and tone circuit. Black ToLex® Fender case included.

Jerry Donahue Telecaster®
Model Number: 010-8902

Colors: 800, 827, 838

Strings: 250's

A tribute to one of the great Tele-Masters— Jerry Donahue. This gorgeous

guitar features an ash body with bird's-eye maple top and back, bird's-eye

maple neck, 21 frets, Seymour Duncan® singLe-coi'l pickups, special 5-way

switching and gold vintage hardware. Fender tweed case included.

38 crimson red tran&i"

68 ultra marii^fctue'

70 lime green

Clarence White Telecaster®
Model Number: 010-5602

Colors: 803
Strings: 250's

Pedal steel, rock and country tones will emanate once you get your hands on

the Clarence White Telecaster. Features include a lightweight ash body,

figured maple neck, 21 frets, Parsons/White B-Bender®, Scruggs tuners on

Low and high "E" strings, custom '50s Strat neck pickup, Texas Tele bridge

pickup and vintage hardware. Fender tweed case included.

strings

Features & specifications subject to change without notice. FRONTLINE •

used on Guitars
on this page
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CUSTOM SHOP

namesake models

Gatton Telecaster®
Model Number: 010-8700

Colors: 867, 879
Strings: 250's

The Danny Gatton TeLecaster is based on his heavily customized '50s Tele®.

The cubic zircomum side markers will reflect Light on any darkened stage.

Other features include a swamp ash body, special shape maple neck, 22 frets,

two Joe Barden® pickups and special Tele bridge and saddles. Fender tweed case included.

Albert Collins Telecaster®
Model Number: 010-8800

Color: 821
Strings: 250's

^"Sl
The "Ice Man's" '66 Custom Tele is faithfully replicated in the Albert Collins
Telecaster. This screamer features a double bound swamp ash body, special

shape maple neck with 21 frets, a custom Seymour Duncan® humbuckenn the

neck position Snd a custom vintage Fender Tete pickup in the bridge. Fender tweed caseinduded.

D'Aquisto Deluxe
Model Number: 010-2030

Colors: 821, 837, 838
Strings: 250's

The late master guitar builder James D'Aquisto collaborated with our Custom
Shop to create this beautiful line of 3azz guitars. The D'Aqmsto Deluxe

a laminated figured maple hollow body, maple set-in neck, ebony fingerboard,

ebony taitpi'ece and bridge, special design humbucking pickup and deluxe hardshell case.

I

D'Aquisto Ultra

Note: Not alt

variations may be

available in alt

colors, consult your

price list for

availability.

Model Numbers: 010-2070 shown
-^A-SA 010-2080 with Kent

Armstrong pickup

Colors: 821, 837
Strings: 250's

The D'Aquisto Ultra features a solid maple body with hand carved spruce
top, highly figured maple neck, ebony fingerboard, multiple binding,

gold hardware and deluxe hardshell case. Also available with optional
Kent Armstrong floating pickup.

o SUMMER 98 All Fender Guitars carry a limited lifetime warranty.



finish

Robben Ford Elite
namesake models

Model Number: 010-3040
Colors: 800, 838

Strings: 250's

The Robben Ford models are cutti'ng-tone guitars featuring Seymour

Duncan® humbuckers, versatile electronics, mahogany bodies and

set-in necks. The Elite features a pao ferro fingerboard with abalone

dot inLays, hand-carved figured maple top and deluxe hardshetl case.

Robben Ford Ultra SP
Model Number: 010-3050

Jt < Colors: 800, 806, 838
Strings: 250's

iff'.'flSiSls-

The Ultra models have muLti-bound ebony fingerboards and special tone

chambers. The SP model features a carved solid spruce top and gold

hardware. Deluxe hardshell case included.

06 black

21 natural

37 antique burst

Robben Ford Ultra FM

i <

Model Number: 010-3060
Colors: 800, 838

Strings: 250's

The Ultra FM features a mutti'-bound ebony fingerboard, special

tone chambers, carved flame maple top and chrome hardware.

Deluxe hardsheLL case included.

38 crimson red trans.

67 honey blonde

Set Neck Strat®

contemporary models

Model Number: 010-2700
Colors: 821, 837

Strings: 250's

The Set Neck Strat is a beautiful pairing of woods and a rocki'n' pickup

combination resulting in an instrument of tonal pleasure. Features include

an ash body with figured book-matched maple top, set-in maple neck with

rosewood fingerboard. Locking machine heads, LSR roller nut, two Texas Special™

single-coils and one Seymour Duncan® JB humbucker. Fender tweed case included.

79 frost gold

strings

Features & specifications subject to change without notice. FRONTLINE • (SUMMER 98
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CUSTOM SHOP
contemporary models

^Sf-. 00 3-cotor sunburst

03 2-color sunburst

Carved Top Strat® HSS
Model Numbers: 010-2800 (rosewood)

010-2802 (maple) shown
(.Colors: 821, 831, 837, 838, 848?'i/i'fH"" """' ""*' """/

Strings: 250's

05 Olympic white

A highly figured book-matched maple top adorns We new Carved Top Strat.
Select woods combined with your choice of two pickup combinations make

the Carved Top Strat the ultimate in form and function. Features include a

swamp ash body with carved maple top, figured maple neck, Sperzel Trim-lok® machine heads,

LSR roller nut, 22-frets and Fender Deluxe 2-poi'nt synchronized tremolo. The HSS model features two

Texas Special™ single-coits and one Seymour Duncan® JB humbucker. Fender tweed case included.

Carved Top Strat® HH
Model Numbers: 010-2900^-qsewood)

010-2902 (maple) shown
Color: 821, 831, 837, 838, 848

,;' ;'; strin9s: 25°'s

f

06 black
The HH model has alt the features of the Carved Top Strat HSS but with

dual chrome covered Seymour Duncan humbuckers and special switching.

Fender tweed case included.

07 vintage blonde

21 natural

31 aged cherry sunburst

Showmaster TM

TTi TT'Y^'T' r'^T^sy^^s^ssg^:^N M I ri 1 |«j ^ppy;^
I I I"?

1 i 1 i i t L._t._t_L_L

Model Numbers: 010-4200 (rosewood)
mo-4202 (maple)

010-4290 Locking Trem (rosewood)
010-4292 Locking Trem (maple) shown

Colors: 831, 848, 861, 862
Strings: 250's

The Fender Showmaster offers a sleek body with optionFtS suit players' differing
styles. The carved maple tops are available in stunning burst and transparent

finishes. Other features include atder body, figured maple neck, abalone dot

intays, Sperzet Trim-lok® machine heads, LSR roller nut, 22-frets, two Fat'50s single-coils

and one Seymour Duncan® '59 Trembucker. Available with Fender Deluxe 2-point synchronized

tremoto or Fender Deluxe Locking tremoto. Black'ToLex® Fender case induded.

Note: Not ati

variations may be

available in all

colors, consult your

price list for

availability.

Set Neck Tele® 3r.
Model Number: 010-3400

Colors: 821, 837, 838, 841

Strings: 250's

loose and cut through with the Custom Set Neck Tele 3r. This unique guitar is

equipped with a mahogany body with eleven tone chambers, set-i'n mahogany

neck with pao ferro fingerboard, 22 frets, one Seymour Duncan® "Hot Soapbar"

pickup (neck), one Seymour Duncan® "Custom Soapbar" (bridge) and a Fender
American Standard non-tremolo "hard-tai'L" bridge. Black ToLex® Fender case included

I SUMMER 98 All Fender Guitars carry a limited Lifetime warranty.



relic models

Relic '50s Stratocaster®
Model Numbers: 010-5802

010-5812 aged gold hardware shown

Colors: 803, 807

Strings: 250's

finish
optuuis—

37 antique burst

38 crimson red trans

Relic '60s Stratocaster®
Model Numbers: 010-6400 shown

010-6410 aged gold hardware
Colors: 800, 805

Strings: 250's
41 vintage blonde

48 teat green trans.

Relic Stratocaster guitars? Check it out! Awesome repro-
ductions of classic "50s & '60s Strats that are cosmetically

aged by our Custom Shop "Relic" aging process. You have

to see 'em to believe 'em! Great feel, tone, and the time-

worn took of a classic. The Relic '50s model features an

ash body, maple neck, aged nickel or gold hardware

options and custom '54 pickups. The Relic '60s model

includes an alder body, rosewood slab fingerboard, aged

nickel or gold hardware options and custom '60s pickups.

Cases included. Custom color options available on the

Relic '60s model. See price list for custom color options. 61 bing cherry trans.

Relic Floyd Rose® Stratocaster®
Model Numbers: 110-6800 (rosewood)

110-6802 (maple) shown
Colors: 805, 806

Strings: 250's

Remember the days... often seen was a beat-up Strat® in which someone

cut out a chunk of the body and slapped a humbucker and FLoyd Rose in it.
This was the one guitar that had seen better days appearance-wise, but just wouldn't go

away because it felt and sounded so good. Now, we take the "Relic" concept one step further with

the new Relic Floyd Rose Stratocaster. Features include two '69 Strat® single-coits, one Seymour

Duncan® '59 humbucker and FLoyd Rose Original locking tremolo. Black Tolex® Fender case included.

62 colbalt blue trans.

strings

Features & specifications subject to change without notice.
used on Guitars

on this page



inish CUSTOM SHOP
relic models

00 3-color sunburst

'ssswuss?^

01 white blonde

'50s "Relic" Nocaster
Model Number: 010-5102

Color: 867
Strings: 250's

;§^sS^^i^^.;ft5^S"a^^ ''"'i'ets'i;swiwy&^

•••^y
s^

In the same manner as our "Relic" Strats comes the '50s "Relic" Nocaster.

Cosmetically aged by our Custom Shop, this reproduction of the early '50s
transitional model Tele features vintage Tele pickups, aged vintage bridge

and nickel hardware, and a honey blonde ash body. Fender tweed case included.

03 2-color sunburst

05 Olympic white

Relic '60s Jazz Bass®
Model Number: 019-6300

Cofors^8QQ,!3t)5
, Strings; 725(ys

The Relic '60s Jazz Bass conjures up images of almost every classic electric group

one can think of. Cosmetically aged by our Custom Shop "Relic" aging process,

'this model, features an alder body, vintage 3azz pickups and aged nickel hardware.

TSreatfeel, warm, throatytone, feels Uke home. ^ Brown Totex® Fender case; tnctucleC;

custom classics

06 black

N.O.S. Strat

07 vintage blonde

Note: Not all

variations may be

available in all

colors, consult your

price list for

availability.

Model Numbers: 010-0500 (rosewood) shown
010-0502, (maple)

Colors: 800, 805, 806
Strings: 250's

Custom Shop N.O.S. (New Old Stock) S^EcastSI a detailed recreation Of a
mid 1960's Strat® built utilizing original tooling and production techniques

from the early years of Fender. The Thinskin™ finish allows more natural

resonance Of the select atder body to come through, providing the warmest tone possible. The N.O.S. Stratocaster also

features exact replicas of 1965 pickups that are hand-wound and signed by Abigail Ybarra, the same Fender employee

who has built pickups since 1959. Original headstock shape, gear spacing, and pin routed body is standard.

Black Tolex® Fender case included. The N.O.S. is also available in custom colors, see the price list for details.

Classic Player Strat®
Model Numbers: 010-0600 (rosewood) V-Neck

010-0602 (maple) V-Neck shown
010-0700 (rosewood) C-Neck

D»,_ 010-0702 (maple) C-Neck
Colors: 806, 831, 848

Strings: 250's

Often players take their main guitar, you know... the one that just feels right, and

add subtle upgrades to it to accentuate the positive. The Fender Custom Shop

Classic Player Strat does just that— taking a good thing and making it better.

Features include alder or ash body, maple neck with choice of "V" or "C" shape, Sperzel Trim-lok®

machine heads, new Fender Custom Shop-Noi'seLess™ pickups and 2-point vintage tremolo. Black Tolex®

Fender case included. The Classic Player is also available in custom colors, see the price list for details.

FRONTLINE' •SUMMER 98 All Fender Guitars carry a limited lifetime warranty.
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custom classics

American Classic Strat®

iws&

Model Numbers: 010-4700 (rosewood)
010-4702 (maple) shown

Colors: rosewood in 800, 801

maple in 801, 803
Strings: 250's

American Classic Stratocaster guitars are Custom Shop versions of Fender's

American Standard models. They offer custom detailing, a classic Fender body

^B|^ shape, lightly-figured hard rock maple neck, three Texas Special™ single-coit

pickups, 2-point synchronized tremolo, and black Tolex® Fender case. Truly a custom classic!

21 natural

31 aged cherry bu

r54 Strat® Model Numbers: 010-5402 (chrome hardware)
010-5412 (gold hardware) shown

010-5472 FMT (chrome hardware)
010-5482 FMT (gold hardware)

Colors: 803, 807, 878 for reg. '54

803, 821, 831 for FMT
Strings: 250's

1954 Stratocaster models take you back to a year that witnessed the birth of
an era. True to form, these too are built to stand the test of time. Features

include an ash body, Ughtly-figured maple neck with soft "V" shape, custom
'50s pickups and choice of gold or chrome hardware. Fender tweed case included.

1960 Stratocaster®
Model Numbers: 010-6000 shown

010-6010 gold hardware
Colors: 800, 805, 806

Strings: 250's

i^

The 1960 Strat® purrs with a smooth, warm tone but can still rock the house

%lB8%l§fr when needed. A true classic in every sense of the word. Features include an
alder b'ody, li'ghtly-figured maple neck with '60s "C" shape, set of three Texas Specials with

aged covers and choice of gold or chrome hardware. Brown Totex® Fender case included.

The 1960 Strat is also available in custom colors, see the price list for details.

1960 Stratocaster® FMT
Model Numbers: 010-6070 (rosewood)

010-6080 gold hardware shown

Colors: 800, 821, 831
Strings: 250's

s^^^--^^

The FMT model has all the same features as the 1960 Strat but with a book-
matched flame maple top. Brown Tolex® Fender case included.

48 teal green transit

67 honey blonde;

78 aztec gold

strings

-^^:
used on Guitars

on this page

ORIGINAt BASS

Features & specifications subject to change without notice. FROWtINE-i ^SyMW£R98-
used on Basses

on this page



custom classics

'69 Stratocaster®

0 3-color sunburst

01 white blonde

Model Numbers: 010-6900 (rosewood)
010-6902 (maple)

Colors: 800, 805, 806
'Jr Strings: 250's

The '69 Strat® represents a pivotal f?me for bbtli music and Fender guitars.

With its alder body, late '60s large headstock, maple neck with maple or rosewood

Nfound laminated fretboard, and a set of three custom wound '69 single-coil pickups

with staggered pole pieces, this Stratocaster took us from Woodstock into a new era.

Black Tolex® Fender case included.

Bajo Sexto Telecaster(

'^'•: 03 2-cotor sunburst

Model Number: 010-4002
Colors: 803, 867
Strings: 1090's

Vary your tone with the totally unique Bajo Sexto baritone Telecaster. A thick,
meaty sound comes from a pair of Texas Tele's wired in series. This 30.2" scale

length beauty features a two-piece ash body and a lightly figured maple neck.
Black Tolex® Fender case included.

T

05 Olympic white

Telecaster® XII

Note: Not all

variations may be

Model Number: 010-4100 (rosewood)
010-4102 (maple)

Colors: 800, 803, 807, 849

Strings: 250's

%s

Precision design went into this model featuring a two-piece ash body,

figured maple neck with a '60s "C shape, and a set of Texas Tele's

wired in series. Black Tolex® Fender case included.

available in all

colors, consult your

price list for

availability.

American Classic Telecaster®
Model Numbers: 010-4800 (rosewood)

010-4802 (maple)
Colors: rosewood 800, 801

f f ^ ^ maple 801, 803
^? f Strings: 250's

American Classic TeLecaster guitars are Custom Shop versions of Fender's

American Standard models. They offer custom detailing, a classic Fender

body shape, offers custom detailing, Lightly figured hard rock maple neck,

two Texas Special™ Strat pickups, one Texas Tele® Bridge pickup, American

Standard Tele bridge, and a black Tolex® Fender case. Truly a custom classic!

FRONTLINE SUMMER 98 All Fender Guitars carry a limited Lifetime warranty.
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custom classics

'50s Telecaster®
Model Numbers: 010-5002 (rosewood)

010-5012 gold hardware

Colors: 801, 803, 806

Strings: 250's

The classic '50s Telecaster conjures up images of early Rock & Roll and Country

music. The '50s TeLe® has an ash body, vintage TeLe® pickups and optional

gold hardware. This axe wi'LL honk with the best of them! Fender Tweed case included.

06 black j

07 vintage blon

'60s Telecaster® Custom
Model Numbers: 010-6300

010-6310 gold hardware
Colors: 800, 806

Strings: 250's
49 sea foam gre

67 honey bl

The '60s Telecaster Custom has an atder body, bound top and back, and

a pair of Texas Tele pickups. Brown Totex® Fender case included. Also

available with gold hardware and custom color options, see price list for details.

used on Guitars

on this page

Vintage Precision Custom Bass
Model Number: 019-5602

Color: 803, 867
/ . Strings: 7150's

Jhe Vintage Precision Custom Bass has the Look of the classic '51 P Bass® with

its Tele-style head-stock and vintage hardware. It comes with a semi-figured

hard rock maple neck, 2-piece swamp ash body and a pickup combination of

one vintage P-Bass and one Vintage J-Bass® pickup. Fender tweed case included.

BAJO SFXTO
TELECASTEK

used on the Bajo
Sexto on this page

ORIGINAL BASS

Features & specifications subject to change without notice. FRONTLINE SUMMER 98
used on Basses

on this page



Hotrodding, Fender Style
Jack Up Your Sound with Genuine Fender Replacement Pickups

On Saturday nights at the local mall, hundreds of classic cars
converge to strut their stuff. Mingling among the covetous

onlookers one night, I saw a gorgeous Lake Placid Blue 1965
Ford Mustang cruising into the parking lot
like a peacock showing its multi-colored
feathers. Jacked-up rear end, wide rear tires

with chrome wheels, chrome pipes, tuck and

roll leather interior and probably a whole heck
of a lot of hotrodding under the hood—it blew
me away. With taste and care, the owner took

a classic car and made it, well. a killer hot rod.

We think of cars when we talk of
"hotrodding," but it's really an international

pastime that goes back long before hot rod
cars. Human beings are restless tinkerers and

tweekers. From early stone tools to the cotton

gin to the internal combustion engine, we

can't seem to leave things alone. We want a

little more performance, a different feature or

two, a personal touch.

The hotrodding phenomenon has been part
of the guitar world from the start. Many of the coolest guitar
innovations—the electric guitar itself being one of the coolest—

have come from the insatiable desire of guitarists to alter or per-

sonalize their instmments.

The urge to experiment with the sound of your guitar is
always there, but a quality guitar can be a serious investment.

Some players might feel a little hesitant to mess
around with the value of the guitar, the war-

ranty or their ability to return the guitar to its
original state. But what if I told you that you
don't have to settle for a sound that isn't quite

what you want, that there are easy and safe

modifications you can make without invalidat-
ing your warranty or damaging your guitar?

Let's take the most common after-

market modification—changing pickups—
and I'll show you an easy and safe way to do
it. The best way is not to simply change out
the old pickups but to swap the entire pick-
guard assembly for a new one. That way,

there is a minimum of disassembly, and you
can always just pop the old assembly back in
if you change your mind.

To illustrate how simple it is, I used an
American Standard Stratocaster Hardtail as an example, hotrod-

ding the guitar with a new pearloid pickguard and Texas Special

pickups.

Before we get started, of course, you'll need some tools

and a few Genuine Fender Replacement Parts (see photo 1)

• Philips screwdrivers and 1/2" socket wrench
• Wire cutters/strippers and needle-nosed pliers

• Soldering iron and rosin-core solder

• Set of Texas Special Pickups
• Five-way switch with screws

• Set of volume/tone knobs

• Black and white wire
• 3-250k potentiometers with nuts and washers

• .022 mfg. capacitor

• White pearloid pickguard (with the same screw pattern as
your previous pickguard—Strats vary, so make sure)

• Set of Fender strings

Before disassembling the guitar, you will need to build

a new pickguard assembly. Start by removing the pickups
from the packaging. You will find six pickup mounting screws

and six pieces of surgical tubing in the package. Mount the
screws to the new pickguard by placing the screw in the

appropriate hole and slipping the tubing over the threads from
the back. Each pickup is color coded on the bottom of the

pickup as to its position on the pickguard (a red dot for the

bridge position, blue for the neck, etc.)
Now mount the pickups on to the screws carefully, keep-

ing the pickup cover tight to the pickup itself, as you thread
the screw into the pickup (see photo 2).

'SUMMER 98



Next, place the washer on the potentiometers and mount

them to the pickguard with the 1/2" nut, facing the prongs on
two that will be used as tone controls at each other (see photo

3). Finally, mount the switch on to the pickguard.

Now we're ready to wire the pickguard. Measure and

cut the wires to necessary lengths using the wiring diagram as
a guide (there is also one included with each set of Texas
Special pickups). Using the wire strippers, carefully strip back
the ends of the wire covering, about 1/8" from the end. Then,

neatly solder the capacitor and the wires to the appropriate
connections, using white wire for the positive (hot) and black
wire for the negative (ground) (see photo 4).

Press fit the volume and tone control knobs on to the
potentiometers (see photo 5). Your pickguard is now ready to
be installed on your guitar.

Take your guitar, loosen the strings, and then cut them

off altogether. Remove the pickguard mounting screws (see
photo 6), and then slowly ease the pickguard loose from the
body, taking care not to scratch the body with the controls.

From the existing pickguard, unsolder the black ground
wires coming from the bridge, the ground lug on the body, and
the input jack from the volume potentiometer. Then unsolder
the white (hot) wire from the volume potentiometer (see photo
7). Solder these wires to the new pickguard assembly.

Carefully mount the new assembly to the body and screw in
the pickguard screws.

"\
Restring the guitar with the new Fender strings and tune

to pitch. Check and adjust the pickup height by depressing the
strings at the last fret and measure the distance between the
top of the pole piece and the bottom of the first string for the

treble side, and the sixth string for the bass side. Adjust the
outside pickup mounting screws to achieve a distance of

approximately 4/32" (see photo 8). Check your tuning one last

time. Now you're ready to plug in and enjoy!

y\^
FRONTLINE tiyif SUMMER 98



Restoring a '57 Fender Deluxe Amp
1

A,s a guitarist who appreciates the feel, tone and even the
smell of old gear, I love nothing better than coming across a
classic Fender amp. In vintage stores, guitar shows or pawn

shops, it's always a thrill.

More often than not, however, I run across amps which

have been "boogered" by well-meaning folks who have tried
to fix or customize what wasn't broken. It is all too common,

for instance, to find an old 4-10 Bassman which long ago lost
its speakers and has been chopped down into a head. Grille
cloth is also widely "customized"—paint, leopard skin, tie-

dye, you name it.

Battered old amps are often great deals, and you can turn

these pawn shop orphans—as well as your own road-wom

vintage amp—into something you'd be proud to carry to

rehearsals or gigs. All you need is a little TLC and a few
Fender Genuine Replacement Parts.

Our Sweet Little ?57

To illustrate how easy it is to restore a vintage Fender, I went

out looking for a beaten old amp. In no time, I located a '57
Deluxe, a tme classic tube

amp and the perfect guinea
pig for my restoration pro-

ject.

The '57 was sitting in a

used gear shop and suffered
from several ailments.

Almost all of the original

tweed had been torn off the
cabinet. The wood was

cracked in many spots, and

several holes had been
drilled in the sides. The

original handle was gone
and had been replaced with

a strip of hard mbber. The
original speaker, unfortu-

nately, was also gone.

Preamp tube shields were
missing too.

Despite its cosmetic
defects, the amp worked and actually sounded okay. Since it
was working pretty well, I felt good about doing the work
myself. If the amp exhibited unacceptable hum -or other prob-
lems, I would have taken it to a qualified technician.

WARNING: UNPLUG AMP BEFORE ATTEMPTING ANY
REPAIRS. THIS ARTICLE DESCRIBES COSMETIC REPAIRS,
NOT INTERNAL ONES. DO NOT TOUCH THE COMPONENTS
INSIDE THE CHASSIS. AMPLIFIERS CAN STORE VOLTAGE
FOR A LONG TIME AFTER THEY ARE TURNED OFF, AND
YOU CAN GET A FATAL SHOCK IF_YOU DO NOT KNOW
WHAT YOU ARE DOING. IF YOU HAVE QUESTIONS ABOUT
ELECTRONICS SAFETY PROCEDURES, STOP! SEEK THE
HELP OP A QUALIFIED TECHNICIAN.

Restoration Time

With just a few Fender parts and a little care, our old Deluxe turned
into a great-looking, sweet-sounding amp. Here's how it happened:

First, I rounded up the

appropriate parts: a Fender
Deluxe replacement cabi-
net, tubes, tube shields and
an alm'co-magnet replace-

ment speaker. The speaker
is the voice of an amp and
is at least as important as
any other component in

your signal chain.

Making sure the tubes were
cool, I removed them. The
chassis bolts were removed
and the whole chassis was

lifted out, with my fingers
carefully touching the sides
and not the electronics.

I wanted to transfer the old

logo nameplate to the new
cabinet, so I measured the
Location of the plate on the
old cabinet, then marked

nail hole spots on the new

cabinet.

Don't forget the proper tools:

a drill, soldering iron, screw-
drivers, a few wrenches and
so on.

I cleaned the control panel

with a cloth and baking soda
and water (or toothpaste). A
light touch is necessary to

keep from rubbing off the
old painted lettering.

The nameplate was removed

gently with a pocketknife.

By lining it up and tapping
in the nails with a hammer,

the plate was transferred to
the new cabinet.

'SUMMER98



by Shane Nicholas

To prepare for the installation

of the new speaker, it was
necessary to solder the speak-
er wire to the terminals on the
new speaker. Remember to

observe the same polarity—
black is negative (-), white or

yellow is positive (+)—and
wear safety goggles and long
pants to protect yourself from
splattered solder.

To allow for variations, cabi-
nets aren't shipped with bolt

holes, so I measured their

placement on my chassis,
then marked the new cabinet.

I was almost done now. The
back panels were screwed on
to the cabinet, and the new
tubes and tube shields were

put in place.

After the speaker is installed
in the cabinet, it's a good

idea to tighten all four bolts
slightly at first, then more
firmly in an alternating 1-3-
2-4 pattern, to avoid bend-

ing the frame.

Once the bolt holes were
drilled, the chassis was

placed in the new cabinet,
and the bolts were installed.

Be sure to install new tubes.

Re-tubing the used amp you

just restored is like restringing
a used guitar before you play
it—essential.

And that's it! In less than

an afternoon, and with a mini-

mal investment, our sweet little

'57 is back in action, looking

and sounding as good as she did
the day she rolled out of the
Fender factory 41 years ago.

pa
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GUITAR STRINGS

fi:'fw

-;x^ -

NICKELPLATED STEEL

SUPER BULLETS

"^^

^^^ n -»I 1C fVr- 1 C C f\/f ^ you're try1n9 to capture the original, vintage tone of
f, A«^^W j pure nickel wound strings, string up a set of Original

150's! They're pure Fender Tone through and through! And if you're looking for a set with a wound third string,
try our 1550's. Available in a wide variety of gauges, Fender Original 150's deliver tone by the truckload.
Original 150's, 1550's Sets:
073-0150-001 ....150SL,......Super Light................008......Oil......014......022......030......038

073-0150-002 ....150XL, ....Extra Light ................009......Oil......015 ......024......032......040

073-0150-003 ....150L, ......Light ........................009......Oil......016......024......032......042

073-0150-004 ....150LR,......Light Regular ............009......Oil......016......026......036......046

073-0150-005 ....150, ........Traditional ................010......013......015......026......032......038

073-0150-006 ....150R, ......Regular ....................010......013......017 ......026......036......046

073-0150-007 ....150RH ......Regular Heavy ............010......013......017......032......042......052

073-0150-008 ....150M, ....Medium ....................Oil......014......018......028......038......049

073-0150-009 ....150H........Heavy........................012......016......024......032......042......052

073-1550-000 ....1550, ......Medium ....................Oil......015......022w....032......040......048

Individual Strings: Last three digits in each Individual string part number indicates gauge of string.
For example: 072-3250-026 is a .026 gauge; -032 would be a .032 gauge.
Plain Gauged: 072-0000 Gauges: -008, -009, -010, -Oil, -012,-013, -014,-015, -016,-017,-018,-020
Wound Gauged: 072-0150 Gauges: -018, -020,-022,-024,-026,-028, -030,-032,-034,-036,-038,
-040,-042,-044, -046, 048, -050,-052,-054,-056

Original Bullets We started with our pure nickel wound strings (same as the Original
150's) and added our newly improved patent pending Bultet end.

Designed especially for your tremoto-equipped electric guitar, the Bullet end gives additional tuning stability to
the vintage sound of pure nickel wound.

Original Bullets Sets:
073-3150-001
073-3150-002
073-3150-003
073-3150-004
073-3150-005
073-3150-006
073-3150-007
073-3150-008
073-3150-009

....3150SL

....3150XL,

....3150L, ..

....3150LR,

....3150, ....

....3150R, ..

....3150RH..

....3150M....

....3150H....

..Super Light

..Extra Light .....

..Light .............

..Light Regular .

..Traditional .....

..Regular .........

..Regular Heavy.

..Medium .........

..Heavy.............

.008.

...........009...

...........009...

...........009...

...........010...

...........010...

...........010...

...........on...

...........012...

.011,

...on...

...on...

...on...

...013...

...013...

...013...

...014...

...016...

.014.

...015...

...016...

...016...

...015...

...017...

...017...

...018...

...024...

.022,

...024...

...024...

...026...

...026...

...026...

...032...

...028...

...032...

.030.

...032...

...032...

...036...

...032...

...036...

...042...

...038...

...042...

.038
...040

...042

...046

...038

...046

...052

...049

...052

Individual Strings: Last three digits in each Individual string part number indicates gauge of string.
For example: 072-3250-026 is a .026 gauge; -032 would be a .032 gauge.

Plain Gauged: 072-0000 Gauges: -008, -009, -010, -Oil, -012,-013, -014,-015, -016,-017,-018,-020
Wound Gauged: 072-3150 Gauges: -018, -020,-022,-024,-026, -028, -030,-032,-034,-036,-038,
-040,-042,-044,-046,-048, -050,-052,-054,-056

\ff. The "high-octane", nickel plated steel string for your electric guitar. With a pure
steel wrap, the magnets in your pickups use the whole string (not just the core)

and transform the energy into high output bursts of sound. The nickel plating enhances feel and reduces "string
squeak" and fret wear without compromising tone. Original equipment on all U.S. and Mexican made non-tremolo

Fender electric guitars. Keep your sound factory fresh.
Super 250's Sets:
073-0250-001 ..250SL, ....Super Light ..............008......Oil......014......022......030......038

073-0250-002 ....250XL ......Extra Light ................009......Oil......015 ......024......032......040

073-0250-003 ....250L, ......Light ........................009......Oil......016......024......032......042

073-0250-004 ....250LR, ....Light Regular ............009......Oil......016......026......036......046

073-0250-005 ....250..........Original ....................010......013......015......026......032......038

073-0250-006 ....250R, ......Regular ....................010......013......017......026......036......046

073-0250-007 ....250RH, ....Regular Heavy ..........010......013......017......032......042......052

073-0250-008 ....250M, ....Medium ....................Oil......014......018......028......038......049

073-0250-009 ....250H, ......Heavy ......................012......016......024......032......042......052

Individual Strings: Last three digits in each Individual string part number indicates gauge of string.
For example: 072-3250-026 is a .026 gauge; -032 would be a .032 gauge.

Plain Gauged: 072-0000 Gauges: -008, -009, -010, -Oil, -012,-013, -014,-015, -016,-017,-018,-020
Wound Gauged: 072-0250 Gauges: -018, -020,-022,-024,-026, -028, -030,-032,-034,-036,-038, -
040,-042,-044,-046,-048, -050,-052,-054,-056

'® We matched our patent pending Bullet end to the high output Super 250
nickelplated steel strings to create the ultimate modern trem players

strings. The German-machined Bullet end fits in the trem block precisely to ensure the string returns to the same
spot after even the most torturous dive-bomb. Original equipment on American and Mexican Tremolo Guitars.

Super Bullet Sets:
073-32.50-001 ....3250SL, ..Super Light ..............008......Oil......014......022......030......038

073-3250-002 ....3250XL ....Extra Light ................009......Oil......015......024......032......040

073-3250-003 ....3250L, ....Light ........................009......Oil......016......024......032......042

073-3250-004 ....3250LR ....Light Regular..............009 ......Oil ......016 ......026......036......046

073-3250-005 ....3250 ........Original ....................010......013......015......026......032......038

073-3250-006 ....3250R, ....Regular ....................010......013......017 ......026......036......046

073-3250-007 ....3250RH ....Regular Heavy ............010......013......017......032......042,....052

073-3250-008 ....3250M, ....Medium .....;..............Oil......014......018p ....028......038......048

073-3250-009 ....3250H ......Heavy........................012......016......024......032......042......049

Individual Strings: Last three digits in each Individual string part number indicates gauge of string.
For example: 072-3250-026 is a .026 gauge; -032 would be a .032 gauge.
Plain Gauged: 072-0000 Gauges: -008, -009, -010, -Oil, -012,-013, -OU,-015, -016,-017,-018,-020
Wound Gauged: 072-3250 Gauges: -018, -020,-022,-024,-026, -028, -030,-032,-034,-036,-038,
-040,-042, 044,-046,-048, -050,-052,-054,-056
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Stain less 350's Raw, rippin' stainless tone is alive and well. Pure stainless wrap has
the highest resistance to oil, acids, and sweat when you're burnin' up the

fretboard. It's the same tough material as the bridge sections on Fender American Standard guitars! High output,
edgy tone, and long lasting.

Stainless 350's Sets:
073-0350-001 ....350SL, ....Super Light ..............008...

073-0350-002 ....350XL ......Extra Light ................009...

073-0350-003 ....350L, ......Light ...'.....................009...

073-0350-004 ....350LR ......Light Regular..............009...

073-0350-005 ....350..........Original ....................010...

073-0350-006 ....350R, ......Regular ....................010...

073-0350-007 ....350RH ......Regular Heavy ............010...

073-0350-008 ....350M........Medium ....................Oil...

073-0350-009 ....350H........Heavy........................012......016......024......032......042......052

Individual Strings: Last three digits in each Individual string part number indicates gauge of string.
For example: 072-3250-026 is a .026 gauge; -032 would be a .032 gauge.

Plain Gauged: 072-0000 Gauges: -008, -009, -010, -Oil, -012,-013, -014,-015, -016,-017,-018,-020
Wound Gauged: 072-0350 Gauges: -018, -020,-022,-024,-026,-028, -030,-032,-034,-036,-038,
-040,-042,-044,-046,-048, -050,-052,-054,-056

..on

..on

..on

..on

..013

..013

..013

..014

......014...

......015...

......016...

......016...

......015...

......017...

......017...

......018...

...022...

...024...

...024...

...026...

...026...

...026...

...032...

...028...

...030...

...032...

...032...

...036...

...032...

...036...

...042...

...038...

...038

...040

...042

...046

...038

...046

...052

...049

Stain less Bullets If high output, long-lasting strings that will survive tremoLo torture
tests sound too good to be true, you need to try these strings. The

string pierces the core of the predsion-machined German Bullet end and remains centered, enhancing tuning stability.
StamLess wrap is tough, edgy and full of tone. Try 'em!

Stainless Bullets Sets:
073-3350-001
073-3350-002
073-3350-003
073-3350-004
073-3350-005
073-3350-006
073-3350-007
073-3350-008
073-3350-009

....3350SL,

....3350XL .

.3350L,
....3350LR .

....3350.....

....3350R, .

....3350RH .

....3350M...

....3350H...

..Super Light ...

...Extra Light .....

.Light
...Light Regular...

...Original .........

...Regular

...Regular Heavy.

...Medium .........

...Heavy.............

...........008...

...........009...

.009,

...........009...

...........010...

.010.

...........010...

...........on...

...........012...

...on...

...on...

.011,

...on...

...013...

.013,

...013...

...014...

...016...

...014

...015

.016
...016

...015

.017
...017

...018

...024

......022...

......024...

.024.

......026...

......026...

.026.

......032...

......028...

......032...

...030...

...032...

.032.

...036...

...032...

.036.

...042...

...038...

...042...

...038

...040

.042
...046

...038

.046
...052

...049

...052

Individual Strings: Last three digits in each Individual string part number indicates gauge of string.
For example: 072-3250-026 is a .026 gauge; -032 would be a .032 gauge.

Plain Gauged: 072-0000 Gauges: -008, -009, -010, -Oil, -012,-013, -014,-015, -016,-017,-018,-020
Wound Gauged: 072-3350 Gauges: -018, -020,-022,-024,-026,-028, -030,-032,-034,-036,-038,
-040,-042,-044,-046,-048, -050,-052,-054,-056

Stainless Flatwounds Traditional jazz guitarists rarely play anything but flat
wound strings. And many of the early Surf bands got their

sound with Fender FLatwound strings! Fender Stainless Flatwounds combine the long-life qualities of fine
stamLess steel with the precision manufacturing techniques of today to produce the best flatwound strings on the
market. Whether you Take Five or Hang Ten, Fender StainLess Flatwounds will get you there.

Stainless flatwound Sets:
073-0050-002 ....50XL ........Extra Light

073-0050-003 ....50L, ........Light ......

073-0050-008 50M, ......Medium ....

..........Oil......014......022w....030......040......050

..........012......016......024......032......042......052

..........013......017......026......034......044......054

Individual Strings: Last three digits in each Individual string part number indicates gauge of string.
For example: 072-3250-026 is a .026 gauge; -032 would be a .032 gauge.
Plain Gauged: 072-0000 Gauges: -008, -009, -010, -Oil, -012,-013, -014,-015, -016,-017,-018, -020

Wound Gauged: 072-0050 Gauges: -024, -032,-034,-040,-044

•S f"^ I Fender traditional tie-end nylon strings will bring out the best in your
classical guitar. The wound strings feature pure silver plating for superior

corrosion resistance. Even, balanced tension produces superior tone on any nylon-string guitar. Also available in

black nylon and with ball ends.

Nylon Classical Set:
073-0100-000 ....100,

073-0120-000 ....120,

073-0130-000 ....130,

...... (Clear/Silver) ............028......032......040......029......035......043

...... (BLack/SiLver) ............028......032......040......029......035......043

.Ball End (Clear/SiLver) 028......032......040......029......035......043 < U-AK NYION - III t N11

NYLON CLASSICAL 10O's

Individual Strings: Last three digits in each Individual string part number indicates gauge of string.
For example: 072-3250-026 is a .026 gauge; -032 would be a .032 gauge.
Nylon Gauged: 072-0100-028 .028 Clear, 072-0100-032 .032 Clear, 072-0100-040 .040 Clear,
072-0100-029 .029 Silver, 072-0100-035 .035 Silver, 072-0100-043 .043 Silver, 072-0120-028 .028 Black,
072-0120-032 .032 Black, 072-0120-040 .040 Black, 072-0130-028 .028 Clear, 072-0130-032 .032 Clear,

072-0130-040 .040 Clear, 072-0130-029 .029 Silver, 072-0130-035 .035 Silver, 072-0130-043 .043 Silver

Features & specifications subject to change without notice. fRONTHNE (^ SUMMER 98



GUITAR STRINGS
80/20 Bronze These strings have really bright tone and great feel. They're perfect for

an acoustic with a naturally dark tone. If your acoustic guitar sounds dull
and Lifeless, try a set of Fender 80/20 bronze. It's acoustic guitar C.P.R.' Also available for 12-string guitars.

80/20 Bronze Sets:
073-0070-002 ....70XL, ......Acoustic Extra Light ..010......014......022......030......040......048

073-0070-003 ....70L, ........Acoustic Light ..........012......016......024......032......042......052

073-0070-005 ....70CL ........Acoustic Custom Light Oil......015......023 ......030......040......050

073-0070-008 ....70M, ......Acoustic Medium ........013......017......026 ......036......046......056

073-0070-123 ....70-12L, ..12-String Light ..........010......014......024......030......038......048

010......014......009......012......017......028

Individual Strings: Last three digits in each Individual string part number indicates gauge of string.
For example: 072-3250-026 is a .026 gauge; -032 would be a .032 gauge.
Plain Gauged: 072-0000 Gauges: -008, -009, -010, -Oil, -012,-013, -014,-015, -016,-017,-018,-020
Wound Gauged: 072-0070 Gauges: -022, -024,-026,-028, -030, -032, -034,-036,-038,-040,-042,
-044,-046, -048, - -050, -052,-054,-056

After getting a Lot of requests from players that will
only use our Bullet electric strings, we built a BulLet-

end Bronze-wound string. The precision machined bullet on the end of the string makes better contact with the
underside of the bridge, transferring all the energy of the string into the guitar. There's something special about
the Bullet string...acoustic or electric.

80/20 Bronze bullet Sets:
073-3070-002 ....3070XL, ..Acoustic Extra Light ..010......014......022 ......030......040......048

073-3070-003 ....3070L, ....Acoustic Light ..........012......016......024......032......042......052

073-3070-005 ....3070CL ....Acoustic Custom Light Oil......015......023......030......040......050

073-3070-008 ....3070M, ....Acoustic Medium ........013......017......026......036......046......056

Individual Strings: Last three digits in each Individual string part number indicates gauge of string.
For example: 072-3250-026 is a .026 gauge; -032 would be a .032 gauge.
Plain Gauged: 072-0000 Gauges: -008, -009, -010, -Oil, -012,-013, -014,-015, -016,-017,-018,-020

Wound Gauged: 072-3070 Gauges: -022, -024,-026,-028,-030,-032, -034,-036,-038,-040,-042,
-044,-046,-048,-050,-052, -054,-056

After exhaustive comparisons and dozens of prototypes, we finally
nailed the formula for the ultimate Phosphor Bronze string. Only now

are we ready to give 'em the Fender name. Get ready for rich, warm tone with brilliant highs and a long Life. What
more could you want from an acoustic string?

Phosphor Bronze Sets:
073-0060-002 ....60XL, ......Acoustic Extra Light ..010......014......022......030......040......048

073-0060-003 ....60L, ........Acoustic Light ..........012......016......024......032......042......052

073-0060-005 ....60CL ........Acoustic Custom Light Oil......015......023......030......040......050

073-0060-008 ....60M, ......Acoustic Medium ........013......017......026......036......046......056

073-0060-123 ....60-12L, ..Acoustic Light............010......014......024......030......038......048

010......014......009 ......012......017......028

Individual Strings: Last three digits in each Individual string part number indicates gauge of string.
For example: 072-3250-026 is a .026 gauge; -032 would be a .032 gauge. ;'
Plain Gauged: 072-0000 Gauges: -008, -009, -010, -Oil, -012,-013, -014,-015, -016,-017,-018, -020
Wound Gauged: 072-0060 Gauges: -022, -024,-026,-028,-030,-032, -034,-036,-038,-040,-042,
-044,-046,-048,-050,-052, -054,-056

We discovered that the same Bullet end that works so well on our
eLertrics also makes more contact with the underside of an acoustic

bridge than a ball end, resulting in a greater transfer of energy. This is the premium phosphor bronze string for the
discriminating acoustic player who wants the best.

Phosphor Bullet Sets:
073-3060-002 ....3060XL, ..Acoustic Extra Light ....010......014......022 ......030......040......048

073-3060-003 ....3060L, ....Acoustic Light ..........012......016......024......032......042......052

073-0060-005 ....3060CL ....Custom Light..............Oil......015......023 ......030......040......050

073-3060-008 ....3060M, ....Acoustic Medium ........013......017......026 ......036......046......056

Individual Strings: Last three digits in each Individual string part number indicates gauge of string.
For example: 072-3250-026 is a .026 gauge; -032 would be a .032 gauge.

Plain Gauged: 072-0000 Gauges: -008, -009, -010, -Oil, -012,-013, -014,-015, -016,-017,-018, -020
Wound Gauged: 072-3060 Gauges: -022, -024,-026,-028,-030,-032, -034,-036,-038,-040, -042,
-044,-046,-048,-050,-052, -054,-056
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Original Bass 7150's
BASS STRINGS

If you're trying to recapture the original, vintage tone of
pure nickeL-wound bass strings, string up a set of Original

7150's. After all. Fender invented the electric bass. Available in five different gauged sets, there's one that sounds

and feels just right on your bass.

Original Bass 7150 Sets:
073-7150-002 ....7150XL ....Extra Light .....

073-7150-003 ....7150L ....Light .............

073-7150-005 ....7150ML ..Medium Light
073-7150-006 ....7150M ....Medium .........

073-7150-008 ....7150HM ..Heavy Medium

.......040......060......075......095

.......040......060......080......100

.......045......065......080......100

.......045......065......085 ......105

.......050......070......085 ......105

Individual Strings: Last three digits in each Individual String part number indicates gauge of string.
For example: 072-3250-026 is a .026 gauge; -032 would be a .032 gauge.
072-7150 Gauges: -030, -035, -040, -045,-050,-055,-060,-065, -070,-075,-080, -085, -090,

-095, -100,-105,-120,-125, -130

Short Scale Bass 5250's Made for 30" scale basses like the Fender
Musicmaster® Bass, Bronco® Bass or Mustang®

Bass, these nicket-plated steel strings will give your bass high output and great tone. The nickel plating on the
strings is slightly softer than your frets, eliminating premature fret wear. These strings sound great on all short-
scale basses.

Short Scale Bass 5250 Set:
073-5250-002 ....5250XL ....Extra Light ................040......060......075......95

Individual Strings: Last three digits in each Individual String part number indicates gauge of string.
For example: 072-3250-026 is a .026 gauge; -032 would be a .032 gauge.
072-5250 Gauges: -040, -060,-075, -095

Ir'^v
;PC;^^isriGKEt RoUrsii >woi 1^1 >

ORIG.1NAL BASS

SHORT SCALE BASS

Medium Scale Bass 6250's Owners of Fender's Stu Hamm Signature
Model bass and other 32" scale basses want

the same high performance as their long-scale counterparts, so we've created these highly responsive sets in two

gauge choices. Smooth to the touch thanks to careful nickel plating, the tone is bright with plenty of bottom end.

Medium Scale Bass 6250 Sets:
073-6250-003 ....6250L ....Light ...

073-6250-006 ....6250M ....Medium

............040......060......080......100

............045......065......085 ......105

Individual Strings: Last three digits in each Individual String part number indicates gauge of string.
For example: 072-3250-026 is a .026 gauge; -032 would be a .032 gauge.
072-6250 Gauges: -040, -045, -060, -065,-080,-085, -100,-105

\rC The "high-octane" nickel-plated steeL string for your bass. With a
pure steel wrap, the magnets in your pickups use the whole string

(not just the core) and transform the energy into high output bursts of sound. The nickel plating enhances feet and
reduces "string squeak" and fret wear without compromising tone. We use them exclusively on our U.S. Vintage Series
basses built in Corona, CA. Offered in 4-, 5- or 6-string versions, these are our most popular bass strings.

Short Scale Bass 5250 Set:
073-7250-003 ....7250L ....Light ........................040......060......080......100

..7250ML ..Medium Light ............045..

..7250M ....Medium ....................045..

..7250HM ..Heavy Medium ............050..

..7250H ....Heavy........................050.

..7250-5L ..Light ........................040..

..7250-5M ..Medium ....................045..

..7250-5 ....M130 Medium 130 ......045..

..7250-5 ....030ML Medium Light....030..

073-7250-005
073-7250-006
073-7250-008
073-7250-009
073-7250-503
073-7250-506
073-7250-556
073-7250-515
073-7250-606

.065

.065

.070

.070

.060

.065

.065

.045

......080

......085

......085

.090
......080

......085

......085

......065

......100

......105

......105

.110
......100...

......105...

......105...

......080...

...115

...125

...130

...100

.7250-6 ....6M Medium ................030......045......065......085......105......130

Individual Strings: Last three digits in each Individual String part number indicates gauge of string.
For example: 072-3250-026 is a .026 gauge; -032 would be a .032 gauge.
072-7250 Gauges: -030, -035, -040, -045,-050,-055,-060,-065, -070,
-075,-080,-085,-090,-095, -100,-105,-110,-115,-120, -125, -130

Features & specifications subject to change without notice. FRONTLINE SUMMER 98



BASS STRINGS
irf Original equipment on Fender's new American Standard and Deluxe series of basses, the

tapered winding on these sets allows more vibration to translate directly to the bridge,
enhancing sustain and tone. While also improving intonation, the string may be set closer to the pickups resulting in a
hotter signal. Our nickel-plated steel formula (same as our Super bass strings) assures the highest quality sound from your
instrument.

FMPS - KC^LJNHC C.>Kfc71APEI<V^C->UNI)

SUPER BASS

OEM 8250 Sets:
073-8250-003 ....8250 L ..Light ........................040......060......080......105TW

073-8250-005 ....8250 ML Medium Light ............045......065......080 ......105TW

073-8250-006 ....8250 M ..Medium ....................045......065......085 ......110TW

073-8250-503 ....8250-5 L ..Light ........................040......060......080......105TW..125TW

073-8250-506 ....8250-5 M..Medium ....................045......065......085 ......110TW..130TW

073-8250-556 ....8250-5 M135 ..Medium-135 ........045......065......085 ......110TW..135TW

Individual Strings: Last three digits in each Individual string part number indicates gauge of string.
For example: 072-3250-026 is a .026 gauge; -032 would be a .032 gauge.

072-8250 Gauges: -105, -110, -125, -130,-135

•! f» I y»r-<- 70C r^7^* For the most punch and highest corrosion resistance, nothing works
as well as Fender Stainless strings. High output with plenty of

bottom and an edge that cuts through, they're original equipment on our popular Fender P-Bass Lyte model.

Compare them to any other stainless bass string and you'll see why many players are switching to Fender Stainless.
Available for 4-, 5-, or 6-string basses.

Stainless 7350 Sets:
073-7350-003 ....7350L ....Light ........................040......060......080 ......100

073-7350-005 ....7350ML ..Medium Light ............045......065......080......100

073-7350-006 ....7350M ....Medium ....................045......065......085 ......105

073-7350-008 ....7350HM ..Heavy Medium ............050......070......085......105

073-7350-009 ....7350H ....Heavy........................050......070......090 ......110

073-7350-506 ....7350-5M,..Medium ....................045......065......085 ......105......125

073-7350-606 ....7350-6M, ..Medium ....................030......045......065......085......105......130

Individual Strings: Last three digits in each Individual string part number indicates gauge of string.
For example: 072-3250-026 is a .026 gauge; -032 would be a .032 gauge.
072-7350 Gauges: -025, -030, -035, -040,-045,-050, -055, -060, -065, -070,-075,-080,-085,

-090,-095,-100, -105, -120, -125, -130

Stainless Flatwound 9050's The first electric basses were made by
Fender and were equipped with flatwound

strings to more closely resemble the sound of an upright "doghouse" bass. Today's Fender Flatwounds last Longer but

still give that fat, warm sound you need for jazz, country or... use your imagination. There's no rules here. Try a set.

Stainless Flatwound 9050 Sets:
073-9050-003 ....9050L ....Light ........................045......060......080 ......095

073-9050-005 ....9050ML ..Medium Light ............050......065......085 ......100

073-9050-006 ....9050M ....Medium ....................055......070......090......105

Individual Strings: Last three digits in each Individual string part number indicates gauge of string.
For example: 072-3250-026 is a .026 gauge; -032 would be a .032 gauge.
072-9050 Gauges: -045, -050, -055, -060,-065,-070,-075,-080, -085,-090,-095,-100,-105

Nylon Tapewound Your fretless bass will love these black tapewound strings
and their cool, jazzy tone. The nylon wrapping saves your

fretless fingerboard from the wear caused by roundwound steel strings. Soft on the fingers and easy
on the ears. Fender Nylon Tapewound strings are long-lasting and very warm tonally. Try a set and

expand your tonaL horizons.

Nylon Tapewound Set:
073-9120-000 ....9120, ......Medium .058......072. .092 .110

Individual Strings: Last three digits -in each Individual string part number indicates gauge of string.
For example: 072-3250-026 is a .026 gauge; -032 would be a .032 gauge.
072-9120 Gauges: -058, -072, -092, -110
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:llamPnt RniinHlA/niinrl Brighter than the nyLon^tapewound
strings. Fender Nylon Fitament bass

strings are excellent for any type of bass, especially fretless. The nylon wrapping is easy on your finger and gives
an acoustic quality to the sound that you'll want to experience. A different application might be for beginning
players who have not yet developed the callouses of experience on their left hand.

Nylon FUament Roundwound Set:
073-7120-000 ....7120, ......Medium .070. .080......090, .100

Individual Strings: Last three digits in each Individual string part number indicates gauge of string.
For example: 072-3250-026 is a .026 gauge; -032 would be a .032 gauge.

072-7120 Gauges: -070, -080, -090, -100

Bajo Sexto (A & E tuning) Fender's Custom Shop builds a unique

Telecaster six-string baritone guitar known
as the Bajo Sexto. Here are the nickel-plated steel strings specified by the master luthiers at the Fender Custom
Shop. For increased response and performance from all vintage instruments of this type, string up a set of these.

Bajo Sexto Sets:
073-1090-000 ....1090
073-1091-000 ....1091

......A-Tuning....................016P ....026P....036......046......056......066

......E-Tuning....................022......032......042......052......062......072

Acoustic Bass Phosphor 7060's This is the set for the
"unplugged" bassists among us.

Whether or not your 30" scale acoustic bass has a pickup, like the Fender BG-29 shown, you'll appreciate the

warmth and rich tonal complexity of our long-lasting phosphor bronze bass strings.

Acoustic Bass Phosphor Bronze 7060 Set:
0073-7060-000 ..7060, ........................... .......045......055......075......095

Individual Strings: Last three digits in each Individual String part number indicates gauge of string.
For example: 072-3250-026 is a .026 gauge; -032 would be a .032 gauge.
072-7060 Gauges: -040, -060, -075, -095

Bass VI A six-string bass with a tremolo!? It's Fender's Bass VI. This Sixties tone machine from

the surf and drag race music era is alive and well today. Replace your strings regularly with
this stainless steel set from the "Surf Sound" Company. Slightly heavier than our Bajo Sexto strings to
deliver the maximum twang.

Short Scale Bass 5250 Set:
073-5350-000 ....5350, .025......035......045......055......075......095

Features & specifications subject to change without notice. FRONTLINE <B> SUMMER 98



PICKS
Classic Celtuloid
CelluLoid is the premier pick material.
Celluloid picks give the traditional feeL,
with a smooth striking surface and a
warm, round, musical tone. Plus, they are
also very durable.

:t
330 HP Shape
098-0330-100 ....Shell ....................Thin

098-0330-300 ....Shell................Medium

098-0330-500 ....Shell..................Heavy

098-0330-600 ....Shell..........Extra Heavy

098-0330-180 ....White ..................Thin

098-0330-380 ....White ..............Medium

098-0330-580 ....White ................Heavy

098-0330-680 ....White ........Extra Heavy

^^
346 Shape
098-0346-100 ....Shell....................Thin

098-0346-300 ....Shell................Medium

098-0346-500 ....Shell..................Heavy

098-0346-600 ....Shell..........Extra Heavy

098-0346-180 ....White ..................Thin

098-0346-380 ....White ..............Medium

098-0346-580 ....White ................Heavy

098-0346-680 ....White ........Extra Heavy

098-0346-106 ....Black ..................Thin

098-0346-306 ....Black ..............Medium

098-0346-506 ....Black ................Heavy

098-0346-606 ....Black ........Extra Heavy

~^
098-0347-100 ....Shell ....................Thin

098-0347-300 ....Shell................Medium

098-0347-500 ....Shell..................Heavy

098-0347-600 ....Shell..........Extra Heavy

098-0347-180 ....White ..................Thin

098-0347-380 ....White ..............Medium

098-0347-580 ....White ................Heavy

098-0347-680 ....White ........Extra Heavy

351 Shape
098-0351-106 ..

098-0351-306 ..

098-0351-506 ..

098-0351-606 ..

098-0351-150
098-0351-350 ..

098-0351-550 ..

098-0351-650 ..

098-0351-100 ..

098-0351-300 ..

098-0351-500 ..

098-0351-600 ..

098-0351-180 ..

098-0351-380 ..

098-0351-580 ..

098-0351-680 ..

..Black ..

..Black ...

..Black ..

..Black ..

..Confstti

..Confetti

..Confetti

..Confetti

..Shell....

..Shell....,

..Shell....

..Shell....

..White ..

..White...

..White ..

..White ..

^«/«^
MEUl""

................Thin

............Medium

..............Heavy

......Extra Heavy

.Thin

.Medium

..............Heavy

......Extra Heavy

................Thin

............Medium

..............Heavy

......Extra Heavy

................Thin

............Medium

..............Heavy

......Extra Heavy

,1. .-^>.

354 Shape
098-0354-100 ....Shell.....

098-0354-300 ....Shell......

098-0354-600 ....Shell.....

098-0354-600 ....Shell.....

098-0364-180 ....White ...

098-0354-380 ....White ....

098-0354-580 ....White ...

098-0354-680 ....White ...

098-0551-180 ....White ..................Thin

098-0551-380 ....White ..............Medium

098-0551-580 ....White ................Heavy

098-0551-680 ....White ........Extra Heavy

".'.. "Jedium Premium Celluloid
.........Heavy

.Extra Heavy

............Thin

.......Medium

.........Heavy

.Extra Heavy

355 Shape
098-0355-100 ..

098-0355-300 ..

098-0355-500
098-0355-180 ..

098-0355-380 ..

098-0365-580

..Shell........

..Shell.........

.Shell.

..White ......

..White.......

.White

............Thin

.......Medium

•Heavy

............Thin

.......Medium

.Heavy

t
358 Shape
098-0358-100 ....Shell ....................Thin

098-0358-300 ....Shell................Medium

098-0358-500 ....Shell..................Heavy

098-0358-600 ....Shell..........Extra Heavy

098-0358-180 ....White ..................Thin

098-0358-380 ....White ..............Medium

098-0358-580 ....White ................Heavy

098-0358-680 ....White ........Extra Heavy

451 JR Shape
098-0451-100 ....Shell......

098-0451-300 ....Shell......

098-0451-500 ....Shell......

098-0451-600 ....Shell.

098-0451-180 ....White ....

098-0451-380 ....White ....

098-0451-580 ....White

098-0451-680 :..:.White

...............Thin

...........Medium

.............Heavy

.Extra Heavy

...............Thin

...........Medium

.............Heavy

.....Extra Heavy

Fender Premium CeLLuloid picks combine
the traditional tone and feel of celluLoid
with beautiful and unique colors. Check
models for color availability.

330 HP Shape
098-0330-157 ....Abalone................Thin

098-0330-357 ....AbaLone ..........Medium

098-0330-557 ....Abalone..............Heavy

098-0330-657 ....AbaLone......Extra Heavy

346 Shape
098-0346-105 ..

098-0346-305 ..

098-0346-505 ..

098-0346-108 ..

098-0346-308 ..

098-0346-508 ..

098-0346-143 ..

098-0346-343 ..

098-0346-543 ..

098-0346-157 ..

098-0346-357 ..

098-0346-557 ..

..White Moto ..........Thin

..White Moto ......Medium

..White Moto ........Heavy

..Ocean Turquoise ....Thin

..Ocean Turquoise Medium

..Ocean Turquoise ..Heavy

..Black Moto............Thin

..Black Moto ......Medium

..Black Moto ........Heavy

..Abalone................Thin

..Abalone ..........Medium

..Abalone..............Heavy

347 Shape
098-0347-157 ....AbaLone................Thin

098-0347-357 ....Abalone ..........Medium

098-0347-557 ....Abalone..............Heavy

098-0347-657 ....Abalone......Extra Heavy

551 JZ Shape
098-0551-100 ....Shell......

098-0551-300 ....Shell.......

098-0551-500 ....Shell......

098-0551-600 ....Shell......

...........Thin 351 Shape

.......Medium 098-0351-105 ....White Moto ..........Thin

.........Heavy 098-0351-305 ....White Moto ......Medium

.Extra Heavy 098-0351-505 ....White Moto ........Heavy.

098-0351-108 ....Ocean Turquoise ....Thin

098-0351-308 ....Ocean Turquoise Medium

098-0351-508 ....Ocean Turquoise ..Heavy

098-0351-143 ....Black Moto............Thin

098-0351-343 ....Black Moto ......Medium

098-0351-543 ....Black Moto ........Heavy

098-0351-157 ....Abalone................Thm

098-0351-357 ....AbaLone ..........Medium

098-0351-557 ....AbaLone.............. Heavy

098-0351-657 ....Abalone......Extra Heavy

354 Shape
098-0354-157 ....Abatone................ Thin

098-0354-357 ....Abalone ..........Medium

098-0354-557 ....Abalone..............Heavy

098-0354-657 ....Abalone...... Extra Heavy

355 Shape
098-0355-157 ....Abalone................Thin

098-0355-357 ....AbaLone ..........Medium

098-0355-557 ....Abalone..............Heavy

098-0355-657 ....AbaLone......Extra Heavy

358 Shape
098-0358-157 ....AbaLone................Thin

098-0358-367 ....AbaLone ..........Medium

098-0358-557 ....AbaLone..............Heavy

098-0358-657 ....Abalone......Extra Heavy

451 Shape
098-0451-157 ....Abalone................Thin

098-0451-357 ....Abalone ..........Medium

098-0451-557 ....Abalone..............Heavy

098-0451-657 ....AbaLone......Extra Heavy

551 Shape
098-0551-157 ....Abalone................Thin

098-0551-357 ....Abalone ..........Medium

098-0551-557 ....AbaLone..............Heavy

098-OS51-657 ....Abalone......Extra Heavy
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California Clears™
Cool, clear and colorful. Cah'fornia Clears
are available in six transparent vintage
style colors.

t'-S^ld'SA
/^(^ ' 7~^^

/^ ^^ ^^

351 Shape
098-1351-102 ..

098-1351-302 ..

098-1351-502 ..

098-1351-109 ..

098-1351-309 ..

098-1351-509 ..

098-1351-144 ..

098-1351-344 ..

098-1351-544 ..

098-1351-156 ..

098-1351-356 ..

098-1351-556 ..

098-1351-157 ..

098-1351-357 ..

098-1351-557 ..

098-1351-166 ..

098-1351-366 ..

098-1351-566 ..

..Lake Placid Blue ....Thin

..Lake Placid Blue Medium

..Lake Placid Blue ..Heavy

..Candy Apple Red....Thin

..Candy Apple RedMedium

..Candy Apple Red..Heavy

..Shoreline Gold ......Thin

..Shoreline Gold ..Medium

..Shoreline Gold ....Heavy

..Shell Pink ............Thin

..Shell Pink ........Medium

..Shell Pink ..........Heavy

..Surf Green ............Thin

..Surf Green........Medium

..Surf Green ..........Heavy

..Burgundy Mist ......Thin

..Burgundy Mist ..Medium

..Burgundy Mist ....Heavy

Nylon
Nylon is strong and smooth, for fast licks.
Molded with a knife edge for clear, vibrant
tones.

t
351 Shape
098-4351-100 ..

098-4351-200 ..

098-4351-300 ..

098-4351-400 ..

098-4351-500 ..

098-4351-600 ..

.Red .46mm .......... Thm

.Red .SSmmThin/Medium

.Red .71mm ......Medium

.Red .88mm Med./Heavy

.Red .96mm ........Heavy

.Red 1.21mm Extra Heavy

Delrin™-

Molded Knife Edge
Detrin, created by DuPont, is strong,
resilient and very long lasting. Molded
with a knife edge for clean attack and
sharp, vibrant tones.

351 Shape
098-5351-100 ..

098-5351-200 ..

098-5351-300 ..

098-5351-400 ..

098-5351-500 ..

098-5351-600 ..

— NEONPIC™ neon
..Melon .50mm ........Thin

..Orange .60mmThin/Med.

..Yellow .73mm ..Medium

..Lime .88mmMed./Heavy

..Pink 1.00mm ......Heavy

..Grape 1.14mm Extra Hvy

351 Shape—Phosphorescent GLO
098-6351-100 ....GLO .50mm ..........Thin

098-6351-300 ....GLO .73mm ......Medium

098-6351-500 ....GLO 1.00mm ......Heavy

098-6351-600 ....GLO 1.14mm Extra Hvy

Delrin™-

Matte Rounded Edge
DeLrin, created by DuPont, is strong and
resilient—extremely durable. Die cut and
tumbled for a smooth, rounded edge resis-
tant to chipping. Matte finish improves
grip, even after hours of playing.

346 Shape
098-7346-100 ....Red .50mm ..........Thin

098-7346-200 ....Orange .60mmThin/Med.

098-7346-300 ....Yellow .73 MM ..Medium

098-7346-400 ....Green .SSmmMed./Heavy

098-7346-500 ....Blue 1.00mm ......Heavy

098-7346-600 ....Purple l.UmmExtra Hvy

347 Shape
098-7347-100 ..

098-7347-200 ..

098-7347-300 ..

098-7347-400 ..

098-7347-500 ..

098-7347-600 ..

.Red .50mm ..........Thin

•Orange .60mmThin/Med.
.Yellow .73 MM ..Medium

.Green .SSmmMed./Heavy

.Blue 1.00mm ......Heavy

.Purple l.UmmExtra Hvy

351 Shape
098-7351-100 ....Red .50mm ..........Thin

098-7351-200 ....Orange .60mmThin/Med.

098-7351-300 ....Yellow .73mm ..Medium

098-7351-400 ....Green .SSmmMed./Heavy

098-7351-500 ....Blue 1.00mm ......Heavy

098-7351-600 ....Purple l.UmmExtra Hvy

358 Shape
098-7358-100
098-7358-200
098-7358-300
098-7358-400
098-7358-500
098-7358-600

..Red .50mm ..........Thin

..Orange .60mmThin/Med.

..Yellow .73 MM ..Medium

..Green .SSmmMed./Heavy

..Blue 1.00mm ......Heavy

..Purple l.UmmExtra Hvy

390 Shape
098-7390-100 ....Red .50mm ..........Thin

098-7390-200 ....Orange .60mmThin/Med.

098-7390-300 ....Yellow .73 MM ..Medium

098-7390-400 ....Green .SSmmMed./Heavy

098-7390-500 ....BLue 1.00mm ......Heavy

098-7390-600 ....Purple l.UmmExtra Hvy

^'^ '^
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451 3R Shape
098-7451-100 ....Red .50mm ..........Thin

098-7451-200 ....Orange .GOmmThin/Med.

098-7451-300 ....YeLLow .73 MM ..Medium

098-7451-400 ....Green .SSmmMed./Heavy

098-7451-500 ....Blue 1.00mm ......Heavy

098-7451-600 ....Purple l.UmmExtra Hvy
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551 JZ Shape
098-7551-100 ....Red .50mm ..........Thin

098-7551-200 ....Orange .60mmThin/Med.

098-7551-300 ....Yellow .73 MM ..Medium

098-7551-400 ....Green .SSmmMed./Heavy

098-7551-500 ....Blue 1.00mm ......Heavy

098-7551-600 ....Purple l.UmmExtra Hvy

^^...^
Thumb Picks
Heavy gauge celtuLoid thumb picks in two
sizes and three colors.

098-1002-300 ....Shell................Medium

098-1002-500 ....Shell ..................Large

098-1002-350 ....Confetti ..........Medium

098-1002-550 ....Confetti ..............Large

098-1002-380 ....White ..............Medium

098-1002-580 ....White..................Large

Fender Pickpacks-
California Clears
Packs of 12 each of colorful California
Clears picks.

r»*t(f&t.
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351 Shape™
098-1351-702 ....Lake Placid Blue ....Thin
098-1351-802 ....Lake Placid BlueMedium

098-1351-902 ....Lake PLadd BLue ..Heavy

098-1351-709 ....Candy Apple Red ....Thin

098-1351-809 ....Candy Apple RedMedium

098-1351-909 ....Candy Apple Red..Heavy

098-1351-744 ....Shoreline Gold ......Thin

098-1351-844 ....Shoreline Gold ..Medium

098-1351-944 ....Shoreline Gold ....Heavy

098-1351-756 ....Shell Pink ............Thin

098-1351-856 ....Shell Pink ........Medium

098-1351-956 ....Shell Pink ..........Heavy

098-1351-757 ....Surf Green ............Thin

098-1351-857 ....Surf Green ........Medium

098-1351-957 ....Surf Green ..........Heavy

098-1351-766 ....Burgundy Mist ......Thin

098-1351-866 ....Burgundy Mist ..Medium

098-1351-966 ....Burgundy Mist ....Heavy



rACCESSORIES
Tune-up & Clean-up Gig Bags

1
Guitar Polish
Polish, safe for use on all instruments.

099-0501-000 ....Polish, 4 oz. Pump Spray

Polish Cloth
Fender's famous soft cloths.

099-0400-000 ....Polish Cloth

099-0404-000 ....Deluxe Polish Cloth

099-0405-000 ....Fender Strings Deluxe

Single Polish Cloths

Deluxe
600D Cordura Nylon with 20mm foam
padding, three-zipper front pocket, double
removable shoulder straps, protective inte-
rior nylon panels for headstock and bridge,
brass plate with vintage Fender logo, lug-
gage ID tag.
099-1512-000 ....Gig Bag, Electric Guitar

099-1522-000 ....Gig Bag, Electric bass

099-1532-000 ....Gig Bag, Dreadnought

099-1562-000 ....Gig Bag, Classical

California Cranks
Stringwinders in the same six clear vintage
colors as our California Clears guitar picks.
099-1028-000 ....Stringwinders

Auto/Chromatic Tuner
For electrics or acoustics, the AX-12 tuner
features a highly visible LED "needle,"
three tuning modes, low battery warning
Light, easy re-calibration and optimal in-
line operation.

023-9989-000 ....AX-12 Auto/Chromatic

023-9988-000 ....AG-6 Auto Tuner

Fender Cable
099-2053-000 ....Guitar/Bass Cable

Mini Amp
"Mini Twin™"
Fender's "Mini Twin" features two speakers,

1W, four skirted Fender-styLe knobs (Gain,
Volume, Tone, Power). Battery operated.

TiLt-back stand included.

:^:^ ^

Fender Vintage Amplifier
Schematic Books
099-4997-000 ....Tweed

099-4998-000 ....Brown and White

099-4999-000 ....Black

Fender Guitar Straps
Our woven strap has a silver Fender
"running" Logo®. Monogrammed straps

(shipped with Fender's American-made gui-
tars) are 2"-wide and include Fender and
Fender headstock Logos®. The l"-wide
Deluxe Vintage Leather strap is an upgrad-
ed version of the standard model with
high-quality leather, improved felt-Lined
shoulder pad and an original '50s style
cast buckle. Our 2" Tweed (Fender's guitar
case/amp cover material) has an "F" Logo®
on the end.

Standard
Durable Cordura gig bag with 12mm foam
padding, front pocket, removable shoulder
strap, protective interior panels for head-
stock and bridge.
099-1412-000 ....Gig Bag, Electric Guitar

099-1422-000 ....Gig Bag, Electric Bass

099-1432-000 ....Gig Bag, Dreadnought

099-1462-000 ....Gig Bag, Classical

Fender Library
For every musician's Library.

099-0671-000

099-0681-000

099-0681-500

099-0681-502

099-0681-543

099-0682-000

099-0683-000

099-0684-000

099-0689-000

099-0687-000
099-0669-000

099-0662-070

099-0662-015
099-0662-080

099-0662-043

..Woven Strap,

Black/SiLver
..Monogrammed Strap,

Black/Yellow/Brown
..Monogrammed Strap,

Black/Yellow/Red
..Monogrammed Strap,

BLack/Light Gray/
Medium Blue

..Monogrammed Strap,

Black/U'ght Gray/Dark
Gray

..Monogrammed Strap,

Red/White/Blue
..Monogrammed Strap,

White/Brown/YeUow
..Standard Vintage Leather
Strap, Black

..Deluxe Vintage Leather
Strap, Black

..Tweed Strap

..2-1/2" Poly, Black/Gold
logo

..2" Poly, Black/Yellow
logo

,.2" Poly, Black/Red logo
..2" Poly, BLack/Whi'te

logo
..2" Poly, Black/Pewter

Logo

099-5000-000

099-5001-000
099-5002-000
099-5003-000

099-5004-000
099-5005-000
099-5006-000

099-5007-000
099-5008-000
099-5009-000
099-5010-000

099-5011-000

099-5012-000
099-5013-000
991-7000-000
991-7000-002

..Fender Stratocaster,

40th Anniversary Edition
..Guitar Identification
..Fender Chord Finder

..Guitar Method, Fender

Edition
..The Fender Bass

..The Fender Telecaster

..The Fender Book,

Complete History
..Guitar Classics, Strat

..Guitar Classics, Tele

..Guitar Classics, Bass

..Ultimate Chord User's

Guide
..Fender Amplifiers,

The First 50 Years
..Fender Custom Shop

..Fender Classic Moments

..Making the Connection

..Making the Connection

(Spanish)

023-4809-000 ....Mini Twin

Premium Guitar Straps
These high-quality leather and cotton
straps were designed with the player's
comfort in mind—tailored to rest comfort-
ably on the shoulder while balancing the
instrument to decrease fatigue.

099-0663-..........Strap, Leather w/Gold

Logo (-006 black,
-050 walnut)

099-0664-..........Strap, Super Deluxe

Vintage Style (-006
black, -021 natural)

099-0665-..........Strap, Deluxe Leather

w/Pad (-006 black,
-050 walnut)

099-0666-..........Strap, Leather w/Pad

(-006 black, -050 walnut)
099-0667-..........Strap, Cotton w/Fender

Oval (-009 red, -073 navy, -

062 olive, -021 tan, -005

white,-006 black)

Strap Accessories
099-0690-000 ....Locks & Buttons/Pair

099-0691-000 ....Buttons only/ Pair

099-2013-000 ....Vintage Buttons/Pair

Pickups

Original series
The pickups that started it all.
099-2043-000 ....Pickup, '57 and '62

Stratocaster
099-2044-000 ....Pickup, Neck,

Vintage Telecaster
099-2045-000 ....Pickup, Bridge,

Vintage Telecaster
099-2046-000 ....Pickup, Precision Bass

099-2047-000 ....Pickup, Neck, Vintage

Jazz Bass

099-2048-000 ....Pickup, Bridge, Vintage

Jazz Bass

American Standard
The Delta Tone bridge pickups feature
Fender's new "hot" design, and for

Stratbcaster Models the middle pickup is
reverse wound with reverse polarity for low
noise. The Delta Tone System also comes
with a,.022mf capacitor and a 250k ohm
potentiometer to wire existing Strats and
Teles to Delta Tone Specs.

Stratocaster
99-2130-000 ......American Standard

DeLtaTone System (3)
099-2130-001 ....American Standard

Bridge DeltaTone
099-2130-002 ....American Standard

Middle
099-2130-003 ....American Standard Neck

Tele
099-2121-000 ....American Standard

DeltaTone System (2)
099-2121-001 ....American Standard

Bridge DeltaTone
099-2121-002 ....American Standard

Neck
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"Custom Shop"
Custom '54 Strat
The Fender Custom Shop researched the
sweetest sounding Strat pickups from late
'54 - '59 and faithfully reproduced the
tonah'ty, output and construction for use

on the American Classic Series Strat
guitars. Features include FORMVAR
insulation, beveled Alnico 5 pole pieces
and black wax potting.
099-2112-000 ....Custom '54 (3)
099-2112-001 ....Custom '54 Bridge
099-2112-002 ....Custom '54 Neck/Middle

Fender-Lace Sensors™
Low noise, high output units with incredi-
ble response and sustain.

Black (506) or White (000) covers available

Stratocaster
099-2000 ..........Gold Strat

099-2001 ..........Blue Strat.

099-2002 ..........Red Strat.

099-2003 ..........Silver Strat.

Pickguards
Pickguards-vintage or custom-in tradition-

al and non-traditional configurations.

Stratocaster®:
'57/SRV Stratocaster
- 8 Hole
099-2017-000 ....White 1-Ply

099-2143-000 ....Gold Anodized

'62 Vintage Stratocaster
- 11 Hole
099-2018-000 ....White 3-PLy

"Custom Shop"
Texas Special™
Texas Special pickups provide classic
Fender tone with higher output.
099-2111-000 ....Texas Specials (3)
099-2111-001 ....Texas Spedal/Bridge
099-2111-002 ....Texas Special/Middle

099-2111-003 ....Texas SpedaL/Neck

099-2121-000 ....Texas Tele-Bridge/Neck
099-2121-001 ....Texas Tele - Bridge

099-2121-002 ....Texas TeLe - Neck

Tex-Mex Pickups (not shown)
Tex-Mex pickups feature Alnico magnets,
overwound for fatter tone, higher output,
and great high-end sparkle. The middle
pickup is reverse wound with reverse
polarity for hum canceling.

099-2131-000 Tex Mex Strat Pickups (3)
099-2131-001 Tex Mex Strat Bridge
099-2131-002 Tex Mex Strat Middle
099-2131-003 Tex Mex Strat Neck

Humbuckers (not shown)
099-2135-000 ........Seymour Duncan
PearLy Gates Plus Specially designed for
Fender's Lone Star Strat and Big Apple
Strat, the Seymour Duncan Pearly Gates
"PLus" delivers a fatter, more powerful tone

that is still distinctly Fender.

099-2136-000 ........Tex Mex Strat Bridge
Humbucker Used on the California Fat
Strat, this special design humbucker is a
perfect complement to the Tex-Mex or any
other Fender single coil pickups.

"Custom Shop"
Fat'50s™ Strat (not shown)
Similar to Fender's Custom '54 Strat
Pickups but overwound for higher
output. The middle pickup is reverse
wound with reverse poLarity for hum
cancelling. Features include FORMVAR
insulation, beveLed Alnico 5 pole pieces
and wax potting.

099-2113-000 ....Fat'50s (3)
099-2113-001 ....Fat '50s Bridge
099-2113-002 ....Fat '50s Middle
099-2113-003 ....Fat'50s Neck

Features & specifications subject to change without notice.

American Standard Strat®
- 11 Hole
Strat Plus/DeLuxe Strat PLus/Strat
ULtra/Strat Special & Standard Strat
(Mexico)
099-1359-000 ....Black 3-PLy

099-1360-000 ....White 3-PLy

099-2140-000 ....White Pearl
099-2141-000 ....Black Pearl

099-2142-000 ....Tortoise Shell

099-2144-000 ....Mint Green

099-2145-000 ....White Pearl 1HB/2SC
099-2220-000 ....White Pearl 2HB

099-2230-000 ....White Pearl 2HB/1SC
099-2146-000 ....Black Pearl 1HB/2SC
099-2221-000 ....BLack Pearl 2MB

099-2231-000 ....Black Pearl 2HB/1SC

Telecaster®
099-1355-000 ....White 3-Ply

099-1356-000 ....Black 3-PLy
099-2150-000 ....White Pearl

099-2151-000 ....Black Pearl

099-2152-000 ....Tortoise Shell
099-2153-000 ....Gold Anodized

099-2154-000 ....Mint Green

Telecaster:
'52 Telecaster
- 6 Hole
099-2019-000 ....Black 1-PLy

Jaguar®
099-1353-000 ....Tortoise SheLL

Jazzmaster®
099-1354-000 ....Tortoise Shell

Precision Bass®:
'57 P Bass - 10 Hole
099-2020-000 ....Gold Anodized

'62 P Bass® - 13 Hole

099-2021-000 ....'62 Tortoise Shell, 4-Pty

099-1361-000 ....3-PLy White

American Standard P Bass®
- 13 Hole
099-1352-000 ....3-Ply Black

099-2160-000 ....White Pearl

099-2161-000 ....Black Pearl

Jazz Bass:'62 Jazz Bass®
- 11 Hole
099-2022-000 ....Tortoise Shell 4-Ply

American Standard 3 Bass®
- 10 Hole
099-1351-000 ....Black 3-PLy

099-2170-000 ....White Pearl

099-2171-000 ....Black Pearl

Guitar & Bass Parts

Strat® Accessory Kits
Includes tremolo tip, switch tip, two tone
knobs, one volume knob, back ptate(not
shown), three pickup covers.

099-1362-000 ....Stratocaster White

099-1363-000 ....Stratocaster Black

099-1368-000 ....Stratocaster Aged White

:><». •
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Pickup Covers
099-2034-000 ....Pickup Covers, White,

Vintage Stratocaster (3)
099-2037-000 ....Pickup Covers, Black,

Vintage Precision Bass (2)
099-2038-000 ....Pickup Covers, Black,

Vintage Jazz Bass (2)
099-1364-000 ....Pickup Covers, Black,

Stratocaster (3)

Control Plates
099-2055-000 ....Control Plate, Chrome,

Jazz Bass

099-2058-000 ....Control Plate,

Vintage Telecaster

•^ ^A
Knobs
099-1366-000 ....Chrome Knobs,

Tele & P-Bass (2)
099-2056-000 ....Dome Knobs,

Vintage TeLecaster (2)
099-2035-000 ....Vintage Stratocaster,

1 Vol./2 Tone Knobs,
White

099-1365-000 ....Black, Strat,

1 VoL./2 Tone Knobs

Thumbrest
099-2036-000 ....Thumbrest,

Precision & Jazz Bass

Pickup Selector Switches
099-2250-000 ....4-way TeLe Mod

099-2041-000 ....3-Way Switch,

Vintage Strat/Tele
099-1367-000 ....5-Way Selector Switch,

Stratocaster

Potentiometers
099-2052-000 ....TBX Tone Control Kit

099-0830-000 ....250Kn potentiometer,

Split Shaft
099-0831-000 ....250KQ potentiometer,

Solid Shaft

Pi'ckguard Screws
099-2016-000 ....Pickguard Screws

Bridge Kits
099-0810-000 ....Tele Bridge Kit, 3 to 6-

section bridge conversion
099-2049-000 ....Tremolo Bridge, Vintage

Stratocaster

099-2050-000 ....Tremolo System,American

Standard Strat

Bridge Sections (set of 6)
099-0840-000 ....American Standard Strat

099-2051-000 ....Vintage Stratocaster

Tremolo Arms
099-2054 ..........American Standard Strat

099-2039 ..........Vintage Strat

Hi'pshot Tremsetter
099-0811-000 ....Hipshot Tremsetter

String Guides
099-0841-000 ....String Guides, American

Standard (2)
099-2010-000 ....String Guide, Vintage

Stratocaster (2)
099-2011-000 ....String Guide, Vintage

Telecaster

099-2012-000 ....String Guide, Vintage
P-Bass & J-Bass

.^

Fret Wire
099-2014-000 ....Fret Wire, Vintage Guitar

099-2015-000 ....Fret Wire, Vintage Bass

Nuts
099-0812-000 ....LSR Roller Nut, universal

8 to 56 string gauge
099-2042-000 ....Nut Blanks St/T (2)

Tuners and Machine Heads

- Set of 6
099-2040-000 ....Machine Heads, Kluson

Style Strat/Tele (6)
099-0818-000 ....Fender/SchaLler Locking

Tuners (6)
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ACCESSORIES
Floyd Rose^ Bridges

ALL Floyd Rose® parts are available m
chrome (100), gold (200) and black (300).
(Note: PRO Nut Assemblies must be used
with PRO Bridge Assemblies, and have
different color numbers.) Each kit comes
complete with all mounting hardware and
instructions. Order nut to match your
specific guitar.

Bridge Assemblies
Floyd Rose Pro
Floyd Rose PRO tremolo bridges offer
FloycTs most recent innovations, like Low
profile construction for playing comfort.

199-6010-100 ....Chrome

199-6010-200 ....Gold

199-6010-300 ....Black

Floyd Rose Original
FLoyd Rose "Original" tremolo bridges—the
incredible units that started it all.

199-6210-100 ....Original - Chrome

199-6210-200 ....Original - Gold

199-6210-300 ....Original - Black

Floyd Rose II
Floyd Rose II tremoto bridges: same took
and feel as the originals, but with a meL-
tower tone.

199-6410-100 ....II - Chrome

199-6410-200 ....II - Gold

199-6410-300 ....II - Black

Fender-Floyd Rose
Locking Tremolo
Innovative new bridge keeps guitar in tune
white retaining the feet of a vintage
tremolo. O.E.M. in Strat Plus and Ultra.

Easy retrofit for all previous American
Standard and Plus models. Best w/LSR nut
and Locking keys.

199-6510-100 ....Fender-FLoyd Rose

Locking Tremolo Assembly

Flyod Rose Pro Locking Nuts
#2 PRO nut assembly
Average Vintage Stratocaster width. Width:
1-5/8"; Height: .225"; Spacing: 1.37;
Radius: 10".

199-6812-110 ........FR #2 nut assembly,

Chrome
199-6812-210 ........FR #2 nut assembly,

Gold
199-6812-310 ........FR #2 nut assembly,

Black

#4 PRO nut assembly
Wide width, wide space. Width: 1-11/16";
Height: .275"; Spacing: 1.43; Radius: 10".

199"-6814-110 ........FR #4 nut assembly,

Chrome
199-6814-210 ........FR #4 nut assembly,

Gold
199-6814-310 ........FR #4 nut assembly,

Black

#8 PRO nut assembly
Same as Nut #4, but flatter radius. Width:
1-11/16"; Height: .225"; Spacing: 1.43;
Radius: 15".

199-6818-110 ........FR #8 nut assembly,
Chrome

199-6818-210 ........FR #8 nut assembly,

Gold
199-6818-310 ........FR #8 nut assembly,

Black

Floyd Rose II & Floyd Rose Original

#1 nut assembly
Narrow nut. Width: 1-9/16"; Height: .225";
Spacing: 1.30; Radius: 10". 39.7mm /
1.30mm / .225mm

199-6811-100 ....Chrome #1

199-6811-200 ....Gold #1

199-6811-300 .... Black #1

#2 nut assembly
Average Vintage Stratocaster width. Width:
1-5/8"; Height: .225"; Spacing: 1.37;
Radius: 10". 41.3mm / 1.37mm / .225mm

199-6812-100 ....Chrome #2

199-6812-200 ....Gold #2

199-6812-300 ....Black #2

#3 nut assembly
Wide nut, narrow spacing for binding.
Width: 1-11/16"; Height: .275"; Spacing:
1.40; Radius: 10". 42.9mm / 1.40mm /

.275mm

199-6813-100 ....Chrome #3

199-6813-200 ....Gold #3

199-6813-300 ....Black #3

#4 nut assembly
Wide width, wide space. Width: 1-11/16";
Height: .275"; Spacing: 1.43; Radius: 10".
42.9mm / 1.43mm / .275mm
199-6814-100 ....Chrome #4

199-6814-200 ....Gold #4

199-6814-300 ....Black #4

#5 nut assembly
Extremely wide. Width: 1-3/4"; Height:
.275"; Spacing: 1.50; Radius: 10". 44.5mm

/ 1.50mm / .275mm
199-6815-100 ....Chrome #5

199-6815-200 ....Gold #5

199-6815-300 ....Black #5

#6 nut assembly
Same as Nut #2, but with bullet nut relief.
Width: 1-9/16"; Height: .225"; Spacing:
1.30; Radius: 10". 39.7mm / 1.30mm /

.225mm

199-6816-100 ....Chrome #6

199-6816-200 ....Gold #6

199-6816-300 ....Black #6

#7 nut assembly

Same as Nut #2, but with bullet nut relief.
Width: 1-5/8"; Height: .225"; Spacing:
1.37; Radius: 10". 41.3mm / 1.37mm

/ .225mm
199-6817-100 ....Chrome #7

199-6817-200 ....Gold #7

199-6817-300 ....Black #7

#8 nut assembly
Same as Nut #4, but flatter radius. Width:
1-11/16"; Height: .225"; Spacing: 1.43;
Radius: 15". 42.9mm / 1.43mm / .225mm

199-6818-100 ....Chrome #8

199-6818-200 ....Gold #8

199-6818-300 ....Black #8

Floyd Rose Tremolo Arms
Floyd Rose Tremolo Arms
199-7000-100 ....Chrome

199-7000-200 ....Gold

199-7000-300 .... Black

Fender Parts &
Hardware
-Amplifiers
Amplifier Logos
099-4090-000
099-4091-000
099-4092-000
099-4093-000
099-4094-000
099-4095-000

Amplifier Jewels
099-0949-000 ....

099-0950-000 ....

099-0951-000 ....

099-0952-000 ....

099-0953-000 ....

099-0954-000 ....

..Tweed Logo

..Tweed Bassman

..Flat Logo

..Blackface w/tail

..CBS Logo

..Flat Logo

.Blue Jewel

.Amber Jewel

.Green Jewel

.Red Jewel

.Purple Jewel

.White Jewel

Amplifier Handles
Include caps, screws, steel insert and vinyl
handle
099-0946-000 ....Molded Brown

099-0947-000 ....Black Vintage - 1 Screw

099-0948-000 ....Black Std - 2 Screw

^<ir^
Amplifier Knobs
099-0933-000 ....White Vintage

099-0934-000 ....Brown Vintage

099-0935-000 ....Black Chicken Head

099-0930-000 ....Skirted (1-10) Pk of 6
099-0936-000 ....Skirted Roe Pro Pk 6

099-0931-000 ....Red Pointer - Pk of 6

099-0932-000 ....Black Pointer - Pk of 6

Amplifier Cabinet Hardware
099-4000-000 ....4 Casters + Hardware

099-1348-000 ....4 Corners + Hardware

Two Screw Amp Corners
w/Tongue

099-1350-000 ....4 Corners + Hardware

Universal 3 Screw Amp
Corners

099-3900-000 ....4 Sphinx Glides

099-0712-000 ....Tilt Back Legs - 16"

099-0713-000 ....TiLt Back Legs - 19"

CTS Potentiometers
099-0918-000 ....5K Audio

099-0919-000 ....5K Linear

099-0920-000 ....25K Linear

099-0921-000 ....10K Audio

099-0922-000 ....50K Reverse Audio

099-0923-000 ....100K Linear

099-0924-000 ....250K Audio

099-0925-000 ....BOOK Audio

099-0926-000 ....1 Meg Audio

099-0927-000 ....3 Meg Reverse Audio

T
^

Fender Amplifier Tubes
ALL Fender Tube Amps now come
"Factory-Equipped" with Groove Tubes™
They are much easier to replace (no rebias-
ing needed when replaced with color-
coded sets), they have improved harmonic
balance. Longer tifespan, matched gain to
distortion ratio plus a wider frequency
response.

Fender Groove Tubes
099-4001-102 ....GT 6L6 Duet Red

099-4001-202 ....GT 6L6 Duet White

099-4001-302 ....GT 6L6 Duet Blue

099-4001-104 ....GT 6L6 Quartet Red

099-4001-204 ....GT 6L6 Quartet White

099-4001-304 ....GT 6L6 Quartet Blue

099-4002-102 ....GT EL84 Duet Red

099-4002-202 ....GT EL84 Duet White

099-4002-302 ....GT EL84 Duet Blue

099-4003-102 ....GT 6550 Duet Red

099-4003-202 ....GT 6550 Duet White

099-4003-302 ....GT 6550 Duet Blue

099-4003-106 ....GT 6550 Sextet Red

099-4003-206 ....GT 6550 Sextet White
099-4003-306 ....GT 6550 Sextet Blue

099-4004-102 ....GT 6V6 Duet Red

099-4004-202 ....GT 6V6 Duet White

099-4004-302 ....GT 6V6 Duet Blue

099-4005-000 ....GT 12AX7a

099-4006-000 ....GT 12AT7

Fender Tubes
099-4020-001 .

099-4020-002 .

099-4021-001 .

099-4021-002 .

099-4021-004 .

099-4022-001 .

099-4022-002 .

099-4023-001 .

099-4023-002 .

099-4024-000 .

099-4025-000 .

099-4026-000 .

099-4027-000 .

099-4028-000 .

099-4029-000 .

099-4030-000 .

099-4031-000 .

...6V6

...6V6 Duet (matched)

...6L6

...6L6 Duet (matched)

...6L6 Quartet (matched)

...6550

...6550 Duet (matched)

...EL84

...EL84 Duet

...12AX7/7025

...12AY7

...12AT7

...6AT6

...6C10

...5AR4

...5AR4

...5Y3
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Fender Stands
Guitar Stands
099-1800-000 ....Electric Guitar Stand

099-1810-000 ....Acoustic Guitar Stand

Combination Guitar/Amp Stand |
099-1824-000 ....Sml/Lrg Amp Stand

099-1827-000 ....Electric Guitar Holder

099-1828-000 ....Acoustic Gtr Holder

Fender Cases

FendSTBnefcases
099-1005-000 ....Tweed - 5" Depth

099-1005-506 ....Black - 5" Depth

Fender Harmonica Cases
Mississippi Saxophone Case
099-1003-000 ....Tweed

Chicago Tool Box
099-1003-506 ....Black

Stratocaster / Telecaster
Molded Shaped Cases
004-0900-000 ....Standard Case

004-0901-000 ....Db< Case & Hardware

Black Tolex Hardshell Cases
003-8977-000 ....Standard Case

Black Acrylic Interior
002-8586-000 ....Standard Case

Fits Strat XII Only
005-0515-000 ....Db< Case w/Amp Logo

Orange Plush Interior

Tweed Hardshell Guitar Case
003-7297-000 ....Right Hand Only Red

Poodle Plush Interior

Gray Textured (Lizard) Tolex Case
003-6555-000 ....Gray Lizard Case

Jaguar / Jazzmaster
Black Tolex Hardshell Cases
002-5917-000 ....Standard Case

Black Acrylic Interior
005-0309-000 ....Standard Case

Left Hand Models Only
005-0516-000 ....Db< Case w/Amp Logo

Orange Plush Interior

Mustang / Jagstang
Black Tolex Hardshell Cases
004-0153-000 ....Standard Case Black

AcryLic Interior
005-0308-000 ....Standard Case

Left Hand Models Only

Precision Bass
Black Tolex Hardshell Cases
005-0509-000 ....Standard Case

Black Acrylic Interior
002-5781-000 ....Std Case - Left Hand

Black Acrylic Interior
005-0517-000 ....Deluxe Case w/Logo

Orange Plush Interior
002-5001-000 ....Deluxe for 32" Bass

002-5873-000 ....Deluxe for 32" Bass

Left Hand Models Only

Tweed Hardshell Bass Case
006-2042-000 ....Right Hand Only Red

Poodle Plush Interior

Molded Shaped Cases
004-1692-000 ....Standard Case Right

Hand Models Only
004-9479-000 ....Db< Case & Hardware

Right Hand Models Only

Bass VI Reissue
Bass VI Reissue Case
005-0310-000 ....Standard Case

Black Acrylic Interior

P-Bass Lyte / MB-4 / MB-5

/ Prophecy
Molded Shaped Cases
004-8318-000 ....Small Body Bass Case

Jazz Bass
Molded Shaped Cases
004-1692-000 ....Standard Case Right

Hand Models Only
004-9479-000 ....Db< Case & Hardware

Right Hand Models Only

Black Tolex Hardshell Cases
005-0510-000 ....Standard Case Black

Acrylk Interior
002-5781-000 ....Std Case - Left Hand

Black Acrylic Interior
005-0518-000 ....Deluxe Case w/Logo

Orange Plush Interior

Tweed Hardshell Bass Case
005-2043-000 ....Right Hand Only Red

Poodle PLush Interior

Acoustic Guitars
Molded Shaped Cases
091-9463-000 ....Dreadnought

091-9600-000 ....Classical - Rodriguez

Economy Cases
091-9475-000 ....Dreadnought, CA Series

091-9465-000 ....Classical - Avalon

Vintage
Replacement

Amplifier Cabinets
Note: Fender Vintage Replacement Cabinets
include back panels. Grill frames / baffles
and Logos must be ordered separately.

Champ - Tweed
099-4100-000 ....Tweed Wide Panel

099-4101-000 ....Tweed Narrow Panel

Champ -Tweed Style - Black Tolex
099-4101-006 ...."Tweed Style"

Champ/Vibro Champ - Tolex
099-4102-006 ....Black Tolex

Princeton - Tweed
099-4103-000 ....TV Front Princeton

099-4104-000 ....Tweed Wide Panel

099-4105-000 ....Tweed Narrow Panel

Princeton - Tolex
099-4106-032 ....Brown Tolex

099-4106-006 ....Black Tolex

Princeton Reverb - Tolex
099-4107-006 ....Black Tolex

Harvard - Tweed

099-4108-000 ....Tweed

Deluxe - Tweed

099-4109-000 ....TV Front

099-4110-000 ....Tweed Wide Panel

099-4111-000 ....Tweed Small Box Panel

099-4112-000 ....Late Model Tweed

Deluxe - Tolex

099-4113-032 ....Brown ToLex

099-4113-006 ....BLack Tolex

Deluxe Reverb - Totex

099-4114-006 ....Black Tolex

Tremolux - Tweed

099-4115-000 ....Tweed

Tremolux - Tolex

099-4116-001 ....Rough Blond Tolex

099-4117-007 ....Smooth Blond Tolex

099-4117-006 ....Black Tolex

Vibrolux - Tweed
099-4118-000 ....Tweed

Vibrolux - Tolex
099-4119-032 ....Brown Tolex

099-4120-006 ....Black Tolex

Pro - Tweed

099-4121-000 ....TV Front

099-4122-000 ....Tweed Wide Panel

099-4123-000 ....Tweed Narrow Panel

Pro - Tolex

099-4124-032 ....Brown Tolex

099-4124-006 ....Black Tolex

Pro Reverb - Tolex

099-4125-006 ....Black Tolex

Super - Tweed

099-4126-000 ....Tweed Wide Panel

099-4127-000 ....Tweed Narrow Panel

Super - Tolex

099-4128-032 ....Brown Tolex

Super Reverb - Tolex

099-4129-006 ....Black Tolex

Twin - Tweed

099-4130-000 ....Tweed Wide Panel

099-4131-000 ....Tweed Narrow Lo Pwr

099-4132-000 ....Tweed Narrow Hi Pwr

Twin - Tolex
099-4133-032 ....Brown Tolex

099-4133-001 ....Rough Blond

Twin Reverb - Tolex
099-4134-006 ....Black Tolex

Bandmaster Combo - Tweed
099-4135-000 ....Tweed 1x15

099-4136-000 ....Tweed 3x10

Bandmaster Combo - Totex

099-4137-032 ....Brown Totex

Bandmaster Head - Tolex

099-4138-001 ....Rough Blond Tolex

099-4139-007 ....Smooth Blond Tolex

099-4139-006 ....Black Tolex

Bandmaster Reverb Head - Tolex
099-4140-006 ....Black Tolex

Bassman Combo - Tweed

099-4141-000 ....TV Front 1x15

099-4142-000 ....Tweed Wide Panel

099-4143-000 ....Tweed 2-input

099-4143-000 .... Tweed 4-input

Bassman Head - Tolex

099-4144-001 ....Rough Blond Tolex

099-4145-007 ....Smooth Blond Tolex

099-4145-006 ....Black Tolex

Showman Head - Tolex

099-4146-001 ....Rough Blond Tolex

099-4147-007 ....Smooth Blond Tolex

099-4147-006 ....Black Tolex

Dual Showman Reverb Head - Tolex
099-4148-006 ....Black Tolex

Vibrasonic - Tolex
099-4149-032 ....Brown Tolex

099-4150-006 ....Black Tolex

Vibroverb - Tolex
099-4151-032 ....Brown ToLex

099-4151-006 ....Black ToLex

Concert - Tolex

099-4152-032 ....Brown Tolex

099-4152-006 ....Black Tolex

Reverb Unit - Tolex
099-4153-001 ....Rough Blond Tolex

099-4153-032 ....Brown ToLex

099-4154-007 ....Smooth BLond Tolex

099-4154-006 ....Black Tolex
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ACCESSORIES
Vintage
Replacement

Extention Cabinets
Tremolux Ext. Cab. - Tolex

099-4155-001 ....Rough BLond Tolex 1x10

099-4156-007 ....Smooth Blond Totex 2x10

099-4156-006 ....Black ToLex 2x10

Deluxe - Tolex
099-4313-400 ....Brown Tolex

099-4313-600 ....Blackface

099-4313-601 ....BLackface Aged

Deluxe Reverb - Tolex

Showman Ext.

099-4157-001
099-4157-007
099-4158-001
099-4158-007
099-4159-007
099-4159-006
099-4160-006

Cab. - Tolex

....Rough BLond Tolex 1x12

....Smooth Blond Tolex 1x12

....Rough Blond Tolex 1x15

....Smooth Blond Tolex 1x15

....Smooth Blond ToLex 2x15

....Black Tolex 2x15

....Black Tolex Large 2x15

099-4314-600
099-4314-601
099-4314-700

099-4314-701
099-4314-800
099-4314-801

Bassman / Bandmaster Cab. - Tolex

099-4161-001 ....Rough Blond Tolex 1x12

099-4162-007 ....Smooth Blond Tolex 2x12

099-4162-006 ....Black Tolex 2x12

Bassman Ext. Cab. - Tolex

099-4163-006 ....Black Totex Large 2x12

099-4164-006 ....BLack Tolex 4x12

Bandmaster Ext. Cab. - Tolex

099-4165-006 ....Black Tolex Square 2x12

Vintage
Replacement Grill
Frames / Baffles
Champ - Tweed
099-4300-100 ....Tweed Wide Panel

099-4301-200 ....Tweed Narrow Panel

Champ - Tweed Style - Black Tolex
099-4301-600 ...."Tweed Style"

099-4301-601 ...."Tweed Style" Aged

Champ/Vibro Champ - Tolex
099-4302-600 ....Blackface

099-4302-601 ....Blackface Aged

099-4302-700 ....Silverface

099-4302-701 ....SiLverface Aged

099-4302-800 ....Late SiLverface

099-4302-801 ....Late SiLverface Aged

Princeton - Tweed
099-4303-100 ....TV Front Princeton

099-4304-100 ....Tweed Wide Panel

099-4305-200 ....Tweed Narrow Panel

Princeton - Tolex
099-4306-400 ....Brown Tolex

099-4306-600 ....Blackface

099-4306-601 ....BLackface Aged

Princeton Reverb - Tolex
099-4307-600 ....Blackface

099-4307-601 ....Blackface Aged

099-4307-700 ....SiLverface

099-4307-701 ....SiLverface Aged

099-4307-800 ....Late SiLverface

099-4307-801 ....Late Silverface Aged

Harvard - Tweed

099-4308-200 ....Tweed

Deluxe - Tweed

099-4309-100 ....TV Front

099-4310-100 ....Tweed Wide Panel

099-4311-200 ....Tweed Small Box Panel

099-4312-200 ....Late Model Tweed

....BLackface

....Blackface Aged

....Silverface

....Silverface Aged

....Late SiLverface

....Late SUverface Aged

Tremolux - Tweed

099-4315-200 ....Tweed

Tremotux Head - Tolex

099-4316-300 ....Rough BLond

099-4317-500 ....Smooth Blond

099-4317-600 ....Blackface

099-4317-601 ....Blackface Aged

Vibrotux - Tweed
099-4318-200 ....Tweed

Vibrolux - Tolex
099-4319-400 ...

099-4320-600 ...

099-4320-601 ...

099-4320-700 ...

099-4320-701 ...

099-4320-800 ..-

099-4320-801 ...

•Brown Tolex

.Blackface

.BLackface Aged
•Silverface

.SiLverface Aged

.Late Silverface

.Late SiLverface Aged

Pro - Tweed

099-4321-100 ....TV Front

099-4322-100 ....Tweed Wide Panel

099-4323-200 ....Tweed Narrow Panel

Pro - To lex

099-4324-400 ....Brown ToLex

099-4324-600 ....Blackface

099-4324-601 ....Blackface Aged

Pro Reverb - Tolex

099-4325-600 ....BLackface

099-4325-601 ....Blackface Aged

099-4325-700 ....Silverface

099-4325-701 ....Silverface Aged

099-4325-800 ....Late Silverface

099-4325-801 ....Late SiLverface Aged

Super - Tweed

099-4326-100 ....Tweed Wide Panel

099-4327-200 ....Tweed Narrow Panel

Super - Tolex

099-4328-300 ....Brown Tolex

Super Reverb - Tolex

099-4329-600 ....BLackface

099-4329-601 ....Blackface Aged

099-4329-700 ....Silverface

099-4329-701 ....Silverface Aged

099-4329-800 ....Late SiLverface

099-4329-801 ....Late SHverface Aged

Twin - Tweed

099-4330-100,,....Tweed Wide Panel

099-4331-200 ....Tweed Narrow Lo Pwr

099-4332-200 ....Tweed Narrow Hi Pwr

Twin - Tolex

099-4333-400 ....Brown Tolex

099-4333-300 ....Rough Blond

Twin Reverb - Tolex

099-4334-600 ....Blackface

099-4334-601 ....Blackface Aged

099-4334-700 ....Silverface

099-4334-701 ....Silverface Aged

099-4334-800 ....Late Silverface

099-4334-801 ....Late Silverface Aged

Bandmaster Combo - Tweed
099-4335-100 ....Tweed 1x15

099-4336-200 ....Tweed 3x10

Bandmaster Combo - Tolex

099-4337-400 ....Brown Tolex 3x10

Bandmaster Head - Tolex
099-4338-300 ....Rough Blond.

099-4339-500 ....Smooth Blond

099-4339-600 ....Blackface

099-4339-601 ....Blackface Aged

099-4339-700 ....Silverface

099-4339-701 ....Silverface Aged

Bandmaster Reverb Head - Totex
099-4340-700 ....Silverface

099-4340-701 ....Silverface Aged

099-4340-800 ....Late Silverface

099-4340-801 ....Late SiLverface Aged

Bassman Combo - Tweed

099-4341-100 ....TV Front 1x15

099-4342-100 ....Tweed Wide Panel

099-4343-200 ....Tweed 2-input

099-4343-200 ....Tweed 4-input

Bassman Head
099-4344-300 ..

099-4345-500 ..

099-4345-600 ..

099-4345-601 ..

099-4345-700 ..

099-4345-701 ..

099-4345-800 ..

099-4345-801 ..

Showman Head
099-4346-300 ..

099-4347-500 ..

099-4347-600 ..

099-4347-601 ..

099-4347-700 ..

099-4347-701 ..

Tolex
..Rough Blond

..Smooth Blond

..BLackface

..Blackface Aged

..Silverface

..Silverface Aged

..Late Silverface

..Late SiLverface Aged

Tolex
..Rough Blond

..Smooth Blond

..Blackface

..Blackface Aged

..Silverface

..SiLverface Aged

®

Dual Showman Reverb Head - Tolex
099-4348-800 ....Late Silverface

099-4348-801 ....Late Silverface Aged

Vibrasonic - Tolex
099-4349-300 ....Brown ToLex-Maroon

Grille
099-4349-400 ....Brown Tolex-Beige

/Brown Grille
099-4350-800 ....Silverface

099-4350-801 ....Silverface Aged

Vibroverb - Tolex
099-4351-400 ....Brown Tolex

099-4351-600 ....Blackface

099-4351-601 ....Blackface Aged

Concert - Tolex

099-4352-300 ....Brown Tolex-Maroon

Grille
099-4352-400 ....Brown Tolex-Beige

/Brown Grille
099-4352-600 ....BLackface

099-4352-601 ....BLackface Aged

Reverb Unit - Tolex
099-4353-300 ....Rough Blond

099-4353-400 ....Brown Tolex

099-4354-500 ....Smooth Blond

099-4354-600 ....BLackface

099-4354-601 ....Blackface Aged

Tremolux Ext. Cab. - Tolex

099-4355-300 ....Rough Blond 1x10

099-4356-500 ....Smooth BLond 2x10

099-4356-600 ....BLackface 2x10

099-4356-601 ....Btackface 2x10 Aged
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Showman Ext.

099-4357-300
099-4357-500

099-4358-300

099-4358-500

099-4359-500
099-4359-600
099-4359-601
099-4360-700

099-4360-701

099-4360-800

099-4360-801

Cab. - Tolex

....Rough Blond 1x12

....Smooth Blond 1x12

....Rough Blond 1x15

....Smooth Blond 1x15

....Smooth Blond 2x15

....Blackface 2x15

....Blackface 2x15 Aged

....Silverface Large 2x15

....Sitverface Large 2x15

Aged
....Late Silverface Large

2x15
....Late Silverface Large

2x15 Aged

Bassman / Bandmaster Ext. Cab. - Tolex

099-4361-300 ....Rough BLond 1x12

099-4362-500 ....Smooth Blond 2x12

099-4362-600 ....Blackface 2x12

099-4362-601 ....BLackface 2x12 Aged

Bassman Ext. Cab. - Tolex

099-4363-700 ....Silverface Big Bassman

099-4363-701 ....Silverface Big Bassman

Aged
099-4364-800 ....Silverface Bassman 4x12

099-4364-801 ....SUverface Bassman 4x12

Aged

Bandmaster Ext. Cab. - Tolex

099-4365-800 ....Late Silver Square 2x12

099-4365-801 ....Late Silver Square 2x12

Aged

Vintage
Replacement Back

Panels
Champ - Tweed
099-4500-100 ....Tweed Top Back

099-4500-200 ....Tweed Bottom Back

Champ - Tolex
099-4501-106 ....Black Tolex Top Back

099-4501-206 ....Black Tolex Bottom Back

099-4502-106 ....Black Tolex Top Back

099-4502-206 ....Black Tolex Bottom Back

Princeton - Tweed
099-4503-100 ....Tweed Top Back

099-4503-200 ....Tweed Bottom Back

099-4504-100 ....Tweed Top Back

099-4504-200 ....Tweed Bottom Back

099-4505-100 ....Tweed Top Back

099-4505-200 ....Tweed Bottom Back

Princeton - Tolex
099-4506-132 ....Brown To Lex Top Back

099-4506-232 ....Brown ToLex Bottom Back

099-4506-106 ....Black Tolex Top Back

099-4506-206 ....Black Tolex Bottom Back

Princeton Reverb - Tolex

099-4507-106 ....Black ToLex Top Back

099-4507-206 ....Black ToLex Bottom Back

Harvard - Tweed

099-4508-100 Tweed Top Back
099-4508-200 Tweed Bottom Back

Deluxe - Tweed

099-4509-100 ..

099-4509-200 ..

099-4510-100 ..

099-4510-200 ..

099-4511-100 ..

099-4611-200 ..

099-4512-100 ..

099-4512-200 ..

.Tweed Top Back

.Tweed Bottom Back

.Tweed Top Back

.Tweed Bottom Back

.Tweed Top Back

.Tweed Bottom Back

.Tweed Top Back

.Tweed Bottom Back



Deluxe - Tolex

099-4513-132 ....Brown ToLex Top Back

099-4513-232 ....Brown Tolex Bottom Back

099-4513-106 ....Black ToLex Top Back

099-4513-206 ....Black Tolex Bottom Back

Deluxe Reverb - Totex

099-4514-106 ....Black Tolex Top Back

099-4514-206 ....Black ToLex Bottom Back

Tremotux - Tweed

099-4522-100 ....Tweed Top Back

099-4522-200 ....Tweed Bottom Back

Tremolux - Tolex

099-4516-301 ....Rough Blond 1-Piece

Back
099-4517-307 ....Smooth BLond 1-Piece

Back
099-4517-306 ....Black 1-Piece Back

Vibrolux - Tolex
099-4519-132 ....Brown Tolex Top Back

099-4519-232 ....Brown Tolex Bottom Back

099-4520-106 ....Black Tolex Top Back

099-4520-206 ....Black ToLex Bottom Back

Pro - Tweed

099-4521-100 ....Tweed Top Back

099-4521-200 ....Tweed Bottom Back

099-4522-100 ....Tweed Top Back

099-4522-200 ....Tweed Bottom Back

Vibrolux - Tweed
099-4512-100 ....Tweed Top Back

099-4512-200 ....Tweed Bottom Back

Pro - Tolex

099-4524-132 ....Brown Tolex Top Back

099-4524-232 ....Brown ToLex Bottom Back

099-4524-106 ....Black Tolex Top Back

099-4524-206 ....Black Tolex Bottom Back

Pro Reverb - Tolex

099-4534-106 ....Black Tolex Top Back

099-4534-206 ....Black ToLex Bottom Back

Super - Tweed

099-4526-100 ....Tweed Top Back

099-4526-200 ....Tweed Bottom Back

Super - Tolex

099-4528-132 ....Brown Tolex Top Back

099-4528-232 ....Brown ToLex Bottom Back

Super Reverb - Tolex
099-4529-106 ....Black ToLex Top Back

099-4529-206 ....Black Tolex Bottom Back

Twin - Tweed
099-4530-100
099-4530-200
099-4531-100
099-4531-200

Twin - Tolex

099-4533-132
099-4533-232
099-4533-101

099-4533-201

..Tweed Top Back

..Tweed Bottom Back

..Tweed Top Back

..Tweed Bottom Back

..Brown ToLex Top Back

..Brown ToLex Bottom Back

..Rough Blond Totex

Top Back
..Rough Blond Tolex
Bottom Back

Bandmaster Combo -Tweed

099-4535-100 ....Tweed Top Back

099-4535-200 ....Tweed Bottom Back

099-4543-100 ....Tweed Top Back

099-4543-200 ....Tweed Bottom Back

Bandmaster Combo - Tolex

099-4537-132 ....Brown ToLex Top Back

099-4537-232 ....Brown Tolex Bottom Back

Bandmaster Head - Tolex

099-4538-301 ....Rough Blond 1-Piece

Back
099-4539-307 ....Smooth Blond 1-Piece

Back
099-4539-306 ....Black 1-Piece Back

Bandmaster Reverb Head - Tolex
099-4540-306 ....Black 1-Piece Back

Bassman Combo - Tweed

099-4541-300 ....Tweed 1-Piece Back

099-4542-100 ....Tweed Top Back

099-4542-200 ....Tweed Bottom Back

099-4543-100 ....Tweed Top Back

099-4543-200 ....Tweed Bottom Back

Bassman Head - Tolex

099-4544-301 ....Rough Blond 1-Piece

Back
099-4545-307 ....Smooth Blond 1-Piece

Back
099-4545-306 ....Black 1-Piece Back

Showman Head - Tolex
099-4546-301 ....Rough Blond 1-Piece

Back
099-4547-307 ....Smooth Blond 1-Piece

Back
099-4547-306 ....Black 1-Piece Back

Dual Showman Reverb Head - Tolex
099-4548-306 ....Black 1-Piece Back

Vibrasonic - Tolex
099-4549-132 ....Brown Tolex Top Back

099-4549-232 ....Brown ToLex Bottom Back

099-4550-106 ....Black ToLex Top Back

099-4550-206 ....Black Tolex Bottom Back

Vibroverb - Tolex
099-4551-132 ....Brown Tolex Top Back

099-4551-232 ....Brown Tolex Bottom Back

099-4551-106 ....Black Tolex Top Back

099-4551-206 ....Black Tolex Bottom Back

Concert - Tolex

099-4552-132 ....Brown ToLex Top Back

099-4552-232 ....Brown Tolex Bottom Back

099-4552-106 ....Black Tolex Top Back

099-4552-206 ....Black Tolex Bottom Back

Reverb Unit - Tolex
099-4553-301 ....Rough Blond 1-Piece

Back
099-4553-332 ....Brown 1-P.fece Back

099-4554-307 ....Smooth BLond 1-Piece

Back
099-4554-306 ....Black 1-Piece Back

Vintage

099-0754-000 .

099-0755-000

099-0756-00 ...

099-0757-000

099-0758-000

099-0759-000

099-0760-000

099-0761-000

099-0762-000

099-0763-000

...Tweed Twin High Pwr

MuLti-tap
...Tweed Twin Low Power

...Tweed Deluxe

...Brown Vibrob</Tremob<

no Bias
...Brown Vibrob</Tremob<

with Bias
...BLack Champ

...Black Princeton/Prin Rev

...Black Deluxe Reverb

...Black

...Black Twin/Showman/
Super/Bassman/Vibroverb

Output Transformers
099-0764-000 ....Tweed Bassman

099-0766-000 ....Tweed Twin High Pwr

099-0768-000 ....Tweed Deluxe

099-0769-000 ....Brown Vibrob</Tremob<

8 Ohm
099-0770-000 ....Brown Vibrob</Tremob<

4 Ohm
099-0771-000 ....Black Champ

099-0772-000 ....Black Princeton

/ Prin Reverb
099-0773-000 ....Black Deluxe Reverb

099-0774-000 ....Black

099-0775-000 ....Black Twin/Showman/

Super/Bassman/Vibroverb

Reverb Unit Transformer
099-0776-000 ....Reverb Unit

Choke Filters
099-0777-000 ....6L6 Amps

099-0778-000 ....6V6 Amps

003-7967-000

004-8913-000

002-9880-000
004-0156-000
004-0155-000
004-1529-000

004-1532-000
002-9881-000

002-9881-000
004-7483-000
004-8918-000

002-9886-000
005-0696-000
005-0697-000
005-0698-000
005-0282-000
005-0283-000
003-7962 -000
004-1598-000
003-7964-000
003-7963-000
002-9888-000
002-9881-000
004-1531-000
002-9885-000
002-9883-000
002-9883-000

002-9883-000
002-9888-000

Twin Reverb - Tolex
099-4534-106 ....Black ToLex Top Back

099-4534-206 ....Black Tolex Bottom Back

Transformers
Power Transformers

099-0752-000 ....Tweed Bassman

099-0753-000 ....Tweed Twin High Pwr

Fender Amplifier
Covers
All Amp Covers Are Black Unless
Otherwise Noted
005-0249-000 ....Acoustasonic Jr. - Brown

003-7965-000 ....'59 Bassman - Brown

22.37H x23.5Wx 10.5D

004-7485-000 ....Blues Deluxe - Brown

18.75H x23.5Wxl0.5D

004-8916-000 ....Blues DeviLLe 212 - Brn

21.75H x 24W x 10.75D

005-4214-000 ....Blues Deville 410 - Brn

23.75H x 23.5Wx 10.5D

005-0279-000 ....Blues Junior

16H x 18Wx 9.18D
004-1539-000 ....BXR 100-Side handles

25.5H x21.5Wx 13.5D

004-1539-100 ....BXR 100-Top handle

25.5Hx21.5Wxl3.5D

005-0281-000 ....BXR 200 Combo

25.5Hx21.5Wx 13.5D

002-9888-000
004-1533-000
003-7961-000
003-7961-000
003-7961-000
002-9891-000
004-1537-000

004-1538-000

004-1536-000 .

004-8915-000
005-0250-000

005-0284-000
005-0284-000
002-9885-000
002-9885-000
004-1535-000
004-8917-000
003-7966-000
005-0278-000
003-7966-000

...BXR 300 Combo

25.5H x 22Wx 16D
....BXR 60

22.5Hxl8Wx 12D
....Champ 12

....Champ 25

...Champ 25SE

....Champion 110

15.5H x 17Wx 8.25D
....Concert

....Deluxe 112

16.5H x20.75Wx9D
....Deluxe 85

...65 Deluxe Reverb

...Dual Professional

19.87H x 26.15WX 10.37D

....Dual Showman Head

...Hot Rod Deluxe

....Hot Rod Deville 410

...Hot Rod Devitte 212

...KXR 100

...KXR 200

...M-80

...M-80 Bass

...M-80 Chorus

...M-80 Head

...Performer 1000

...Performer 650

...Performer 1000 Head

...Power Chorus

...Princeton 112

...Princeton 112 Plus

16.5H x 18.75WX 9D
...Eighty Five

...Princeton Chorus

17.5H x 22.5Wx 10.5D

...Pro 185

...Pro Junior - Brown

14.5H x 15.25Wx8.75D

...Prosonic - Brown

18.5H x 24W x 10.5D
...Prosonic 412

...Roe Pro 700

16.5H x 20.5W x 9.75D

...Roe Pro 1000

17.5H x 22.5Wx 10.25D

...Roe Pro GE 412 Cab

...Stage 112

...Stage 112 SE

18.5H x 22.5W x 10.25D

...Stage 185

...Super

...Super 110

...Super 112

...Super 210

...Super 60 112

...Tone Master 212

21H x 32Wx 12D
...Tone Master 412

27.75H x 27.75Wx 13D
...Tone Master Head

9H x 24Wx9.5D
...'63 Tube Revb - Brn

...'65 Twin

...'94 Twin

...Twin, The

...Ultimate Chorus

...Ultra Chorus

...Vibro King

...Vibro King 212

...Vibrolux - Brown

...Vibrosonic

...'63 Vibroverb - Brown

Alt Amp Covers Are Black Unless

Otherwise Noted.

Features & specifications subject to change without notice. <B> SUMMER 98
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FENDER T-SHIRTS

Established 1946 T-shirts
#099-0002 M, L, XL, XXL. 100% Cotton. Made in the U.S.A.

Colors: (Left to right) Light Celery, Natural, Athletic Gray

Soft Mix T-shirtf
#099-0001 M, L, XL, XXL. 100% Cotton. Made in the U.S.A.
Colors: (left to right) White, Light Celery

Fine Electrics T-shirts
#099-0004 M, L, XL, XXL. 100% Cotton. Made in the U.S.A.

Colors: (left to right) Black, Light Ash

Tremolo Action T-shirts
#099-0003 M,L,XL,XXL. 100% Cotton. Made in the U.S.A.
Colors: (left to right) Black, Olive (back imprint)

Pro Tube Amp T-shirts
#099-0006 M, L, XL, XXL. 100% Cotton. Made in the U.S.A.

Colors: (left to right) Black, Light Ash, Midnight Blue (not shown)

,A.^«-W-".,^».—.^wp^

America's Choice T-shirts
#099-0005 M, L, XL, XXL. 100% Cotton. Made in the U.S.A.
Colors: (left to right) White, Black, Athletic Gray.
Also available in 3XL (black only)

FRONTLINE
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You Can Order Your

Fender Solidbody Gear
Direct By Calling BMJ Promotions

1-800-926-2651

Comfort Contoured T-shirts
#099-0007 M, L, XL, XXL. 100% Cotton. Made in the U.S.A.
Colors: (left to nght) Gold, Khaki

Notes T-shirts
#099-0008 M, L, XL, XXL. 100% Cotton. Made in the U.S.A. •

Colors: (CLockwise from top) Light Celery, White, Blue Thunder (back imprint)

Stratocaster® Blueprint T-shirts
#099-0009 100% Cotton. Made in the U.S.A.

Colors: Natural M-XXL. Black, Athletic Gray M-4XL

Telecaster® Blueprint T-shirts
#099-0010 100% Cotton.' Made in the U.S.A.

Colors: Natural M-XXL. Black, Athletic Gray M-4XL

Precision Bass® Blueprint T-shirts
#099-0011 100% Cotton. Made'in the U.S.A.
Colors: Natural M-XXL. Black, Athletic Gray M-4XL

Jazz Bass® Blueprint T-shirts
#099-0012 100% Cotton; Made in the U.S.A.
Colors: Natural M-XXL. Black, Athletic Gray M-4XL
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FENDER T-SHIRTS
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1954 Catalog
T-shirt
#099-0014
M, L, XL, XXL.
100% Cotton.
Made in the U.S.A.

Color: Yellow

1955 Catalog
T-shirt
#099-0015
M, L, XL, XXL.
100% Cotton.

Made in the U.S.A.
Color: Black

1956 Catalog
T-Shirt (not shown)
#099-0016
M, L, XL, XXL.
100% Cotton.

Made in the U.S.A.
Color: White

1957 Catalog
T-shirts
#099-0017
M, L, XL, XXL.
100% Cotton.
Made in the U.S.A.
Colors: Athletic Gray
or Light Celery

Fender Logo
T-shirts
#099-0330
M, L, XL, XXL,
3XL (Black only)
100% Cotton.
Made in the U.S.A.

Colors: (dockwise)-
Light Ash, Black,
Blue Thunder, Red

Vintage Fender Logo T-shirts
#099-0337 M, L, XL, XXL, 3XL (Black only)
100% Cotton. Made in the U.S.A.

Colors: Blue Thunder, Black, Brick

FENDER PIQUE KNIT & CAMP SHIRTS
Embroidered
Pique Knit
Amp Shirts
L, XL; XXL 100% Cotton.
Made in the U.S.A.
#099-0123 Twin Reverb Amp
#099-0124 Deluxe Reverb Amp
#099-0125 Prosonk Amp
All shirts are Black

Embroidered
Pique Knit Shirts
#099-0120 M, L, XL, XXL
100% Cotton. Made in the U.S.A.

Colors: Putty, Slate, Mocha,
Bordeaux, Black, Basil

Schematic Shirt
#099-0130 M, L, XL, XXL, 3XL
100% Cotton. Made in the U.S.A.

Colors: Khaki, Sage

SUMMER 98



FENDER WOMENS T-SHIRTS
Womens Embroidered T-shirts

Triple Diamond Design
#099-0151 M, L, XL 100% Cotton. Made in the U.S.A. Colors: White or Black

Scroll Design
#099-0157 M, L, XL 100% Cotton. Made in the U.S.A. Colors: White or Black

Notes Design
#099-0153 M, L, XL 100% Cotton. Made in the U.S.A. Color: White
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FENDER
SWEATSHIRTS
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You Can Order Your
Fender Solidbody Gear

Direct By Calling BMJ Promotions
1-800-926-2651
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^s^ .'Hfe Embroidered Character Fleese
#099-0051 Crew Neck #099-0052 Henley Neck M, L, XL.
80% Cotton, 20% Poly. Colors: Gray, Khaki, Sand, Charcoal, Cadet Blue

E&-?-

Embroidered Standard
Sweatshirts
#099-0054 M, L, XL, XXL
80% Cotton, 20% PoLy
Colors: Sand, Black (red embroidery),
Black (gray embroidery). Slate,
Bordeaux, Olive, Navy Blue,

Espresso (not shown)

"Soft Wash" Sweatshirts
#099-0053 S, M, L, XL. 80% Cotton, 20% PoLy.

Colors: Smoke, Mocha, Denim, Moss Green

Features & specifications subject to change without notice.
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FENDER JACKETS
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Varsity Jacket
100% Wool body with Leather
sleeves and pockets, quilted
lining, ribbed collar, cuffs
and waist.
Available in Black with
"American Standard"

Embroidery #099-0170
or
Mocha with "Fender Palette"

Embroidery #099-0171

Fender Bomber Jackets
#099-0176 M, L, XL, XXL. Waterproof Nylon shell,
Polyester fiberfill inner lining Colors: Navy, Olive, Black

Embroidered Hooded Windbreaker
#099-0177 M, L, XL, XXL. Waterproof Nylon shell,
PoLy/Rayon lining Colors: Black, Mocha, Navy

FRONTLINE ® SUMMER 98
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FENDER HATS
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You Can Order Your
Fender Solidbody Gear

Direct By Calling BMJ Promotions
1-800-926-2651

Embroidered Amp Hats
100% Cotton. All hats Black, One size fits all

Deluxe Reverb #099-0228
Twin Reverb #099-0227

Embroidered "Wash" Hats
100% Cotton, One size fits all Colors: Tan Wash,
Blue Wash,Green Wash, Black Wash.

Womens
Embroidered Hats
Triple Diamond Design
#099-0235 Available in White,
Black, Platinum/BLack.

Notes Design
#099-0236 Available in White,
Platinum/BLack.

Scroll Design
#099-0237 Available in White, Black,
Platinum/Black.
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Vintage Logo Hats I
#099-0230 100% Cotton.

Made in the U.S.A. One size fits all.
Colors: (L-R) Black (red/white embroidery)

Java/BLack, Denim, Black (gray embroidery)
Olive, Charcoal/BLack, Navy Blue,

Bordeaux/Black.
^G2EJ5^-
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FENDER LEISURE WEAR
I Stainless Steel His & Hers Watches

Featuring Swiss movement and a Lifetime Warranty
#099-0100 Ladies, Stainless Steel
#099-0101 Mens, Stainless SteeL

Mens Fender Sport Watches
Featuring Swiss movement and
a Lifetime Warranty
#099-0102 Black

Mens Fender Vintage Watches
Featuring Swiss movement

and a Lifetime Warranty
#099-0103 Btack/Black,

Champagne/Brown, White/Black

Fender Plastic Key Chains
The right accessory for your guitar case,
briefcase, or keys. Choose from two
silkscreened designs.
099-0391-047 Fender Amplifiers (Btue/Orange)
#099-0391-046 Fender Fine Electric Instruments (Yellow)

FWE EIECTRIC INSTRUMEMTS
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You Can Order Your
Fender Soh'dbody Gear

Direct By Calling BM3 Promotions
1-800-926-2651 Fender Metal Key Chains

#099-0392 BLackface Amp Logo
#099-0393 Tweed Amp Logo
#099-0394 Flat Amp Logo

Fender Rosewood Pen
Features a custom

Headstock dip.
#099-0215



Coffee Mugs
Start your day with a hot cup of Ooe in a
ceramic Fender Coffee Mug. Two designs to

choose from, sturdy and microwavable.
#099-0250-005 Coffee Mug, Fender Logo (white)
#099-0250-008 Coffee Mug, Notes (white)

Ashtrays
Retro ceramic ashtrays available in two
classic Fender designs.
#099-0205-030 Ashtray, Fender Logo (white)
#099-0205-008 Ashtray Mug, Notes (white)

Notes'Glasses
Take a rehearsal break and serve the band a

tall cool one in one of our Fender Pint Glasses.

Set of 4, dishwasher safe.
#099-0208-049 Pint Glasses, Notes, Set of 4

Coasters
A set of twelve, double thick fiber drink

coasters. Recommended accompaniment to a
set of Fender Pint Glasses.

#099-0206-008 Coasters, Notes, Set of 12

Fender Travel Mug
Insulated stainless steel, fits
most car cup holders.
#099-0252 Chrome

Zippo® Lighters
Zippo, the classic American lighter meets the classic American guitar. Embossed or
enameled Lighters in fourteen Fender designs. LockabLe display case additional.
099-0260-034 Lighter, Vintage Logo Etched on brushed gold
099-0260-014 Lighter, Vintage Logo Etched on brushed chrome .-

099-0260-044 Lighter, Vintage Logo Etched on polished gold
099-0260-024 Lighter, Vintage Logo Etched on polished chrome
099-0261-024 Lighter, Etched logo on polished chrome
099-0262-024 Lighter, Filled logo on polished chrome
099-0262-014 Lighter, Filled logo on brushed chrome
099-0261-014 Lighter, Etched logo on brushed Chrome
099-0263-008 Lighter, Fender Notes on polished chrome

099-0264-024 Lighter, 54 catalog on polished chrome
099-0267-024 Lighter, 57 catalog on polished chrome
099-0265-036 Lighter, 55 catalog on matte black
099-0266-005 Lighter, 56 catalog on matte white (not shown.)
099-0263-034 Lighter, Fender Palette design on midnight chrome (insert)
099-0269-000 Display case

Features & specifications subject to change without notice. FRONTLINE



FENDER BASICS T-SHIRTS
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Vintage Diamond T-shirts
#099-0031 M, L, XL, XXL,
100% Cotton. Made in the U.S.A.

Colors: Black, Athletic Gray, White.
Front imprint with matching design on sleeve.
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You Can Order Your
Fender Solidbody Gear

Direct By Calling BM3 Promotions
1-800-926-2651
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Vintage Rhythm T-shirts
#099-0030 M, L, XL, XXL, 100% Cotton. Made in the U.S.A.

Colors: Athletic Gray, Black, Gold. Small imprint on the front,
large imprint on the back.

Strat® Circle T-shirts
#099-0032 M, L, XL, XXL, 100% Cotton. Made in the U.S.A.

Colors: Blue Thunder, White, Black. Small chest logo, large back imprint.

Fender Logo 101 T-shirts
#099-0033 M, L, XL, XXL, 100% Cotton. Made in the U.S.A.
Colors: Olive, Black, Khaki. Front imprint only.



Fender Palette T-shirts
#099-0034 M, L, XL, XXL, 100% Cotton. Made in the U.S.A.

Colors: Blue Thunder, Redskin, Khaki. Small design on front, large on back.

California Classic T-shirts
#099-0036 M, L, XL, XXL, 100% Cotton. Made in the U.S.A.
Colors: Blue Thunder, White, Khaki. Small chest logo, large design on back
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FENDER BASICS EMBROIDERED HATS

Fender Logo 101 Hats
#099-0233 one size. Two-tone colors: Black, Khaki/Black, Olive/Black.
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Fender Palette Hats
#099-0234 One size. Two-tone colors: Btue/BLack, Khaki/Black, Burgundy/Black.

Fender Diamond Hats
#099-0231 one size
Colors: Black, Ash/Black (not shown)

Features & specifications subject to change without notice. FRONTLINE t.Wl SUMMER 98



JOIN FENDER CLUB NOW!
Deluxe Membership ($29.00) Includes:

• Fender Club Scale Model Stratocaster®
• "Fender: The Sound Heard Round The World" Book, by

Richard Smith
• 1-Year Subscription to Frontline Magazine
• Subscription to the Fender Club Newsletter
• Deluxe Membership Card
• 20% Discount on Fender Clothing & Accessories
• Solidbody Gear™ Catalog
• Free Shipping!

*Maximum 10% discount for all members on Rock-Ola Jukebox.

Basic Membership ($45.00) Includes:

• Fender 50th Anniversary CD
• Fender Nostalgic Guitar Display Stand*
• 50th Anniversary Poster
• 1-Year Subscription to Frontline Magazine
• Subscription to the Fender Club Newsletter
• Basic Membership Card
• 10% Discount on Fender Clothing & Accessories
• Solidbody Gear™ Catalog
• Free Shipping!

*Basic Membership does not include the Lone Star TM Strat®
shown

Sorry, U.S. residents only at this time.
Watch for International Club expansion,

Complete this application and send to:

Fender Club
7975 N. Hayden Road, Scottsdale, AZ 85258

or fax to: 602-596-0592

To expedite order, join on the internet at www.fender.com

Please Print Legibly

Last Name

First Name

Address

City

State

Phone

Email

zip.

(Important!)

Age
Q9-17
a 18-28
D 29-40
Q over 40

Sex
QMaJe
Q Female

Music Preference
9 Rock Q Blues
Q Jazz Q Alternative
9 Country Q R&B
Q Acoustic Q Other

Musical Status
Q Professional
Q Part-time Professional
Q Play for pleasure only
Q Active music student

Do you own Fender Equipment?
9 Yes Q No _ If yes, what?
Q Acoustic Q Amp
3 Electric Q P.A:
a Bass Q Other

List your favorite magazines
Q Guitar/Practicing Musician
Q Circus
Q Acoustic Guitar

Do you plan to buy a music
product in the next 12 months?
9 Yes Q No _ If yes, what?
Q Acoustic Q Amp
a Electric Q PA
a Bass Q Other

Q Guitar Player Q Country Guitar
1-1 Guitar World Q Musician
a Other

Select Package

Q Deluxe Membership $ 99.00
1-1 Basic Membership $ 45.00
AZ RESIDENTS ADD 6.8% Sales TAX
Price includes shipping and handling.
Memberships good for one year.

Payment Options: a Money Order payable to Fender Club, U,S. funds only
a VISA' 'd Master Card

Account:

Exp. Date:_ Signature^

Available to U.S. Domestic residents only. Ground Delivery Only! Allow 5 to 6 weeks for delivery.
Not able to deliver to P.O. Boxes or F.P.O. Boxes,
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